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ABSTRACT
The high cost of drilling deep (15000+ ft) wells, due to slow rate of penetration (ROP) at
depth, has severely limited the utilization and economic significance of deep hydrocarbon
resources. The overall objective of this study was to obtain a better understanding of the major
cause(s) of slow ROP in deep drilling. An analysis of field data demonstrated the impact of the
problem and identified shale and limestone as the primary lithologies where slow ROP occurs at
depth.
Previous researchers have concluded that interactions between rock, drilling fluid,
cuttings, and the bit control ROP. More specifically, several researchers have concluded that bit
balling is the major cause of slow ROP in deep shales drilled using water base mud (WBM). Lab
and field examples of bit balling in oil base mud (OBM), although uncommon, were also found.
This study developed analytical models to describe some of these interactions. The other
questions addressed were whether some form of balling causes slow ROP in deep shales drilled
with OBM and whether diagnostic symptoms could be defined to determine which form(s) of
balling causes severely low ROP.
An analytical model for single cutter drilling was adapted from a model of machining
metal and then scaled up as a full scale polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bit model. The
models compared well with laboratory test results by predicting penetration rate performance
based on the strength and internal friction angle of the rock, confining pressure, and cutter and
bit design. Multi-scale analyses of field cuttings were also performed. These provided knowledge
of the cuttings structure and potential accumulation mechanisms that was used in developing
models to explicitly account for the effects of cutter balling and global balling.
The full scale bit model was applied to bit test data and shown to be useful in detecting
drilling inefficiencies and for early diagnosis of global balling. Global balling when drilling both
xix

Mancos and Catoosa shales with OBM caused significant decreases in ROP and had essentially
the same diagnostic symptoms as balling in WBM. This may indicate that the causal mechanisms
of bit balling, and consequently, of slow ROP, in oil base mud are similar to those in water base
mud.

xx

1

INTRODUCTION

Hundreds of wells are drilled annually in U.S. with vertical depths greater than 15,000 ft.
Analysis of more than 1000 vertical wells drilled in the United States, mostly after year 2007,
indicates that average penetration rate (ROP) at depths greater than 15000 ft is 10 ft/hr or less in
73% of these wells. Slow penetration rates experienced in deep drilling have been the subject of
several studies. However, after more than 60 years of research on bit performance, the industry
still lacks an understanding of why penetration rates are so slow in most deep wells.
Several phenomena and factors have been addressed by industry that contribute to slow
penetration rates at depth. In this work, these phenomena and factors are categorized in two
groups. The first group includes changes in environment and formation properties that contribute
to slower penetration rate, generally in a predictable manner. Parameters such as bottomhole
pressure, temperature, porosity, permeability, rock strength, abrasiveness, heterogeneity, and
clay content are in this group. Most of these parameters change proportional to depth. Therefore,
some decrease in ROP versus depth, even during effective drilling, should be expected.
However, it has been observed that there is a significant reduction in ROP versus depth in
lithologies such as shale and limestone, which is not explainable by these changes in formation
properties. Sometimes, combinations of formation properties and environmental effects create a
second group of factors, which are often described as dysfunction phenomena, affecting the
drilling process that can cause an enormous decrease in penetration rate at depth. Some of these
phenomena are thought to be global bit balling, cutter balling, built up edge, bottomhole balling,
chip hold down, and drillstring vibration. These phenomena can also include bit dullness,
drillstring hang up, excessive torque, and excessive drag.
Shale drilling, in particular, has been the major focus of several studies. Extensive
research (Smith 1998; DEA 90) conducted on drilling shales during the 1990’s indicated that bit
1

balling is the primary cause of slow penetration rates in shales drilled using water base mud
(WBM) under high confining pressure. Also, it was concluded that oil base mud (OBM) and
synthetic base mud (SBM) mitigate, but do not eliminate, bit balling, and therefore facilitate
higher ROP in shales. Single cutter experiments by Smith (1998) showed the potential for
occurrence of severe balling even in OBM. In addition, full scale high pressure tests and some
field runs show the occurrence of severe bit balling in OBM. This is in contrast to industry’s
general belief that use of OBM has resolved the problem of bit balling in shales. The majority of
the wells reviewed for this study have been drilled with OBM or SBM, but still the problem of
slow ROP at depth was evident.
More recent studies focus on the effect of interactions between bit, rock, and especially
cuttings under high confining pressure on penetration rate performance. One study involving
analytical and finite element modeling, which were supported with single cutter tests, full scale
drilling tests, and field results have resulted in the conclusion that a built-up edge of crushed rock
material between the cutter and the rock have a major impact on the cutter-rock interactions
(Gerbaud et al. 2006). Judzis et al. (2007) hypothesized that a “crushed rock detritus flowing on
the face of a PDC cutter can strengthened by differential pressure giving the crushed rock
detritus itself a confined strength on the same order of magnitude as the unfailed rock” based on
high pressure full scale bit laboratory experiments. Rafatian et al. (2009) concluded that the
accumulation of ribbon-shape cuttings on the face of cutter due to friction between cuttings and
cutter surface, and the cuttings themselves, are the cause of slow drilling under confining
pressure based on single cutter tests in limestone. Another study using a discrete element model
(DEM) indicates that the energy spent in plastic deformation of already sheared rock is far more
than the energy consumed in failing the intact rock (Ledgerwood 2007).
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Understanding the mechanisms that contribute to cuttings accumulation and deformation
and their impact on cutter-rock interactions is a necessary step in understanding the major causes
of slow ROP at depth. Therefore, this study was focused on developing analytical models to
explain these interactions. The other questions addressed were whether some form of balling
causes slow ROP in deep shales drilled with oil base mud (OBM) and whether diagnostic
symptoms could be defined in order to determine which form of balling causes severely low
ROP.
The drilling records from different sources were combined and analyzed in Chapter 2 to
identify the areas of major deep drilling activities and those with slow ROP and high cost per
foot at depth in the United States and worldwide. This was followed by a drilling performance
and formation drillability analysis in Chapter 3 on two fields in the Gulf Coast, which indicated
that shale and limestone are the primary lithologies where slow ROP occurs at depth. A literature
survey was conducted in Chapter 4 on the causes of slow ROP at depth and served to focus this
study on the interactions between PDC bit, rock, and cuttings under high confining pressure,
especially in shale. Cuttings samples were recovered from actual deep drilling operations in a
deep Gulf Coast well, and samples were selected from shale intervals for analysis. Analysis of
these samples in macro, micro, and nano scale to obtain a better understanding of their structure
and accumulation mechanisms is described in Chapter 5. An analytical model was developed in
Chapter 6 for a single PDC cutter drilling the rock under confining pressure solely based on rock
properties, cutter specifications, and confining pressure. Additional descriptive/semiqunatitiative models were developed to model different mechanisms of cuttings accumulation.
The model was then scaled up in Chapter 7 to develop a complete model for penetration rate
performance of PDC bits. The full scale bit model was then applied to examples of effective and
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ineffective drilling in Chapter 8 to identify the applicability of the model in diagnosing the
occurrence and severity of different forms of balling. A summary of this research, the resulting
conclusions, and recommendations for the future work are presented in Chapter 9.

4

2

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

In this chapter, based on a literature survey and analysis of deep drilling data, economic
significance of deep drilling and the problem of slow ROP at depth in increasing the cost of deep
wells have been addressed. In addition, geographic regions with significant deep drilling activity
in the United States and worldwide have been identified. Finally, drilling fluid and bit types that
are commonly used by industry to drill deep intervals have been identified.
2.1

Economic significance of deep drilling
Recent Report from International Energy Agency indicates that total energy supply in year

2010 was more than 12000 Mtoe where 53.8% of this supply was from oil and gas (IEA 2012).
More than 20% increase in energy supply over a decade since year 2000 was in response to fast
growing demand of energy. Fast growing worldwide demand for energy has pushed the drilling
industry into development of deeper hydrocarbon resources. However, the high cost of drilling
wells for deep natural gas resources is the biggest obstacle in utilization and future economic
significance of these resources.
2.1.1 Importance of deep hydrocarbon resources
The National Petroleum Council (2003) predicted that demand for natural gas in the
United States increase to 26 TCF in 2020 and 31 TCF in 2025. According to NRG Associates
(1991), 256 significant reservoirs (reservoirs containing at least 6 billion cubic feet of gas)
produce hydrocarbons from depths greater than 15,000 ft. Furthermore, according to a
comprehensive assessment of U.S. oil and natural gas resources performed by US Geological
Survey (1995), a total of 114 trillion cubic feet of onshore undiscovered and recoverable natural
gas were estimated at depths greater than 15000 ft. Estimates indicate that deep wells below
15,000 feet comprise only 0.5 percent of producing gas wells, but account for 6 percent of the
natural gas produced through 2002 (Potential Gas Committee, 2003). Accordingly, from 2000 to
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2004 in Oklahoma, average gas production of wells deeper than 15000 ft has been 11 times more
than those shallower than 15000 ft (Snead 2005). Deep drilling is not limited to the United
States. According to Oil and Gas Journal (2007) 28% of conventional world oil reserves are
located at depths greater than 10000 ft.
2.1.2 Cost of deep drilling
Drilling costs of deep wells are significantly higher than average cost of the wells drilled
annually in the U.S. 43628 wells with a total cost of 166.7 billion dollars were drilled in 2007 in
the United States. Only 2.2% of the total number of wells were deeper than 15000 ft, but their
cost was 13% of the total. In this year, the average cost of a well deeper than 20000 ft was more
than 8 times of 10000-12500ft wells. Also, cost per foot of wells deeper than 20000 ft was about
four times of a 10000ft and eight times of a 5000 ft well (API Joint Association Survey on
Drilling Costs 2007).
2.2

The contribution of slow penetration rate to the high cost of deep drilling
The slow drilling progress made, due to slow penetration rates, in the deeper sections of

the wells is a major contributor to the high cost of deep drilling. According to the Baker Hughes
bit records, at least 1400 wells deeper than 15000 ft were drilled annually in the United States in
years 2008 and 2009. About 29% of these wells were vertical where average ROP in 73% of
vertical wells was 10 ft/hr or less in depths greater than 15000 ft. In onshore Texas the average
ROP in depths below 15000 ft was less than 9 ft/hr. Also, average ROP in deep wells in
Oklahoma was less than 5.6 ft/hr.
Slow ROP at depth has also been observed worldwide. In Brazil deep water the average
ROP in sub-salt carbonates was 5-10 ft/hr. Average ROPs less than 20 ft/hr were also recorded in
Venezuela, Canada, and Kazakhstan in depths greater than 15000 ft (Source: Baker Hughes bit
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records). In Middle East, average ROP of 5.8 ft/hr is reported for a well depth of 16500 ft in
Oman (Heywood et al. 1995). Also, average ROP of 10 ft/hr is reported for deep wells in Saudi
Arabia (AL-Rushaid 2000).
2.3

Areas of deep drilling
Deep drilling data in the United States and worldwide were analyzed to identify areas of

deep drilling. Due to lack of a comprehensive database, identified number of wells, especially for
wells drilled worldwide, is less than the real numbers. However, they show the significance of
deep drilling in recent years.
2.3.1 United States
Fig. 2.1 shows basins containing sedimentary rocks deeper than 15,000 ft in the United
States. Significant number of deep wells drilled annually to produce hydrocarbons resources at
these basins. Drilling data form Baker Hughes bit records database for the United States, mostly
from 2007 to 2009, have been analyzed. Majority of deep vertical wells (15000+ TVD) have
been drilled in Texas (Gulf Coast basin) and Oklahoma (Anadarko basin). In onshore Texas,
more than 600 deep vertical wells with an average ROP of 9 ft/hr have been drilled. In Oklahoma
more than 180 wells with an average ROP of 5.6 ft/hr have been drilled. In onshore Louisiana
more than 40 wells with an average ROP of 11.1 ft/hr in depth greater than 15000 ft have been
drilled.
Deep drilling in Offshore vs. Onshore
Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 show the average cost per foot (CPF) for different well depths in
offshore and onshore United States in 2003 and 2004. There is a significant increase in cost per
foot versus well depth for onshore drilling, where the average cost per foot for a well deeper than
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20000 ft is 6-8 times greater than a 5000 ft well, and 3-4 times greater than a 10000 ft well.
However, this increase in cost per foot is not observed for offshore drilling. This may be due to

Fig. 2.1–Deep sedimentary rocks in the United States (Source: US Geological Survey 1997)
several reasons. Offshore drilling rigs are generally more advanced than onshore. They have
better hydraulics and use more expensive drilling fluids and drill bits. Crew is better trained and
normally there is a backup team in the office to optimize drilling performance. Combination of
these contributes to better drilling rates at depth for offshore drilling. On the other hand, there is
a significant difference between young and soft sediments that are drilled in deep water Gulf of
Mexico versus, for example, old high temperature sediments that are drilled in the Gulf Coast.
What makes this a more likely cause for high penetration rates in offshore Gulf of Mexico is the
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slow penetration rates experienced in deep water Brazil. All the technology and crew advantages
that were listed for deep water have not prevented the slow ROP experienced there.
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Fig. 2.2–CPF vs. Depth (Offshore United States) (Data form JSA)
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Fig. 2.3–CPF vs. Depth (Onshore United States) (Data from JSA)
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2.3.2 Worldwide
Fig. 2.4 shows the global distribution of sediments thickness. Several of these deep
sedimentary basins contain recoverable hydrocarbon resources that require cost efficient drilling
to be economical. Table 2.1 shows the number of deep (15000+ ft) wells drilled worldwide after
year 2000 based on two incomplete sources. Although the results from two available sources are
inconsistent, they show a significant number of deep wells drilled annually. Fig. 2.5 shows the
number of 15000+ ft wells drilled per year in each of these regions. Specifically, in the Middle
East there has been a considerable increase in the number of deep wells drilled after year 2005.
Published researches show that average depth for deep wells in the Middle East is
13500-17000 ft. However, over-pressured formations that are drilled in this region require 1015000 psi bottomhole pressure that contributes to slow ROPs in the order of 10 ft/hr or less.
Majority of deep formations in this region are shales and carbonates (Heywood et al. 2005; ALRushaid 2000; Al Reda et al. 2010; Al-Saeedi 2010).

Fig. 2.4–Thickness of sedimentary rocks worldwide (Source:
http://igppweb.ucsd.edu/~gabi/sediment.html)
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Table 2.1–Deep wells drilled worldwide after 2000 (Data: Baker Hughes and Rushmore
Reviews)
Region
Africa
Americas
Australasia
Europe
Former Soviet Union
Middle East including Egypt

Source 2
188
356
466
581
83
287

Source 1
7
3955
14
43
11
5
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Fig. 2.5–Number of deep wells drilled worlwide after 2000 (Data from Rushmore Reviews)
2.4

Major Bits and Mud Types used in Deep Drilling
The analysis is based on the data that have been collected from Baker Hughes bit records

database for drilling activities mainly over three years from 2007 to 2009. Since the major deep
drilling activities in the United States are in Texas, Oklahoma, and Louisiana, drilling data in
these states were processed to identify major bit types, and drilling fluid types that have been
used to drill the deepest intervals. No True Vertical Depth (TVD) data was available. Therefore,
the analysis was done based on the data for vertical onshore wells only.
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2.4.1 Texas
In Texas, Wheeler, Loving, Robertson, and Leon were the counties with major deep
drilling activities (450 deep vertical wells). In these counties 51% of cumulative footage below
15000 ft was drilled with roller cone bits. Also, 41% was drilled with PDC bits and 3% was
drilled with impregnated bits. Majority of roller cone runs (68%) were in Wheeler County. Also
the major drilling fluid type in this county was water base mud. It is noteworthy that well depths
(max 18000 ft) and mud weights (max 13.6 ppg) in this county are not as high as three other
counties. Oil base mud and PDC bits were the major drilling fluid and bit type used to drill in
three other counties. The average ROP in depths below 15000 ft in these counties was less than
9 ft /hr.
2.4.2 Oklahoma
In Oklahoma, Caddo, Washita, and Beckham all in Anadarko basin had the maximum
number of vertical wells drilled over the period of study, 140 wells. 42% of footage below 15000
ft was drilled with PDC bits, 40% was drilled with insert bits, and 7% drilled with Impregnated
bits. Also, the major drilling fluid was oil base mud. Average ROP in depths below 15000 ft in
these counties was less than 7.3 ft /hr.
2.4.3 Louisiana
14 wells, mostly drilled with oil base mud in two counties, Vermillion and Pointe
Coupee. Majority of deep wells in Vermillion and Pointe Coupee drilled with insert and PDC
bits, respectively. Average ROP in depths below 15000 ft in these counties were equal or less
than 11.1 ft /hr.
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2.5

Summary
In the United States, majority of deep wells are drilled in Texas (Gulf Coast basin),

Oklahoma (Anadarko basin), and Louisiana (Gulf Coast basin). A significant increase in cost per
foot versus depth has been observed for drilling onshore while for deep water Gulf of Mexico,
cost per foot does not change significantly versus depth. The average ROP at depths greater than
15000 ft in the vertical onshore wells in Texas and Oklahoma is less than 9 ft/hr and in Louisiana
is 11.1 ft/hr. Although roller cone bits are still being widely used in drilling deep wells, majority
of footage is being drilled with PDC bit and oil base mud.
Deep water Brazil is one of the major areas of deep drilling with an average ROP of
6.3 ft/hr. Also, deep wells in Middle East range between 13500 ft and 17000 ft depth with a
bottomhole pressure as high as 15000 psi. The reported ROP in that region is 10 ft/hr or less.
Several deep wells are also being drilled annually in other regions including Canada, Latin
America, Europe, Australasia, Africa, and Former Soviet Union.
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3

LITHOLOGIES WITH SLOW ROP AT DEPTH

Data from two fields in the Gulf Coast were analyzed to identify primary lithologies where
slow ROP occurs at depth. The results indicate that at similar drilling conditions shale and
limestone have lower penetration rates than sandstone. This reduction in ROP could not be
explained with changes in formation properties and is likely due to occurrence of a dysfunction.
Drilling dysfunctions are discussed in the next chapter.
3.1

Field No. 1–A field in Gulf Coast area
The case study field in the Gulf Coast is an extremely challenging drilling area where more

than 56% of drill string trips are due to bit related issues. Drilling performance difficulties
become more severe in deeper intervals (below 16000 ft) where penetration rates are often less
than 10 ft/hr. Inconsistent drilling practices make it unclear whether the causes of drilling
performance problems are formation properties or improper selection of bit, BHA, hydraulics,
fluid properties, and/or operating parameters.
A study was performed on the effect of formation characteristics on drilling performance
from 5500 to 17500 ft in three wells drilled in this field. Formation drillability index (MensaWilmot et al. 1999) that was designed to compare drillability of different formations at similar
depths has been applied to compare similar lithologies at differing depths. The purpose of this
approach was to identify whether the formation characteristics that are normally thought to affect
drilling performance for similar depth intervals also help explain the ROP reductions observed in
the deep drilling. To make sure that obtained ROPs are mostly related to formation properties
they were compared with 10 other wells drilled in the same field and the same ROP trends were
observed. Additional consideration was given to the effect of formation porosity and density.
Also, the study only considered the 12 ¼” section to eliminate the possible effect of hole size.
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3.1.1 Formation drillability analysis
Formation drillability (FD) index was defined by Mensa-Wilmot et al. (1999) as a tool to
evaluate the effect of formation properties on drilling performance, independent of drilling
design. This dimensionless value allows comparison of “drilling difficulty” of formations at
similar depth intervals in different wells, where the macro-structural rock properties in an already
drilled formation is considered as a benchmark to be compared to the formation properties in the
design well. FD values greater than 1.0 mean the formation in the design well should be more
difficult to drill than the benchmark formation. Accordingly, FD less than 1.0 means the
formation is easier to drill than the benchmark.
CCSmaxO CCSmino CCSav o CCSmaxO NLo HFo %Li o( i  j ) Npo 









 CCSmaxr CCSminr CCSav r CCSmax r NLr HFr %Li r ( i  j ) Npr 
FD 
K

(3.1)

In the equation above, the parameters with an o subscript are for the rock of interest, and
the parameters with an r subscript are for the reference rock. The first four CCS items are related
to compressive strength distribution in the rock. NL is number of lithologies, HF is interval
thickness, %Li is the fraction of different lithologies, Np is number of strength peaks in the
interval, and k is the number of parameters being compared.
The 12.25” interval was broken down into 12 intervals based on lithology. For each
interval, average lithology and rock characteristics including strength, porosity, and density were
estimated. These parameters were estimated using logs. The 12 intervals were categorized into
three major lithology groups as shale dominant intervals (Table 3.1), Interbedded sand and shales
(Table 3.2), and lime dominant intervals (Table 3.3). FD index was calculated for the intervals of
a given lithology defining the shallowest interval as benchmark. In addition, the average
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penetration rates in shallowest intervals of those three lithology groups were considered as a
benchmark ROP. The ratio of the average ROP in each interval to the benchmark ROP was
calculated as the relative ROP (Eqn. 3.2). The FD indices were compared with inverse relative
ROP in each interval to identify whether ROP in specific lithologies could be approximately
predicted with FD. Also, to check whether formation properties that are thought to affect drilling
performance at shallow and intermediate depth intervals can help explain slow ROPs
experienced in deep drilling.

Relative ROP 

Interval
2
3
6
10
11

ROP in target section
ROP in shallowest section of the same lithology

Table 3.1–Formation analysis of shale dominant intervals
Top
Bottom Porosity Bulk Density
Confined Compressive
(ft)
(ft)
(%)
(gm/cc)
Strength (psi)
7310
8350
0.227
2.26
6867
8350
8680
0.267
2.21
6471
10950
11555
0.127
2.49
10474
16240
16485
0.067
2.6
15743
16485
16575
0.171
2.31
11643

Table 3.2–Formation analysis of interbedded sand and shale intervals
Top
Bottom Porosity Bulk Density
Confined Compressive
Interval
(ft)
(ft)
(%)
(gm/cc)
Strength (psi)
0.227
2.26
2
7310
8350
6867
0.199
2.32
4
8680
10780
7961
0.087
2.56
7
11555 13600
16871
0.087
2.52
8
13600 15000
19954
9
15000 16240
0.108
2.4
19933

Interval
1
5
12

Table 3.3–Formation analysis of Lime dominant intervals
Top
Bottom Porosity Bulk Density
Confined Compressive
(ft)
(ft)
(%)
(gm/cc)
Strength (psi)
5705
7310
0.226
2.34
5396
10780 10950
0.097
2.63
19798
16575 17695
0.056
2.78
32938
16

(3.2)

Fig. 3.1 shows the average ROPs obtained in selected 12 intervals for three recent wells
(A, B, and C) drilled in this field. As can be seen, lowest penetration rate has been observed in
interval 11. The lithology in this interval is shale and limestone. Comparing interval 10 and 11
shows that interval 10 has higher compressive strength, higher density, and lower porosity.
However, interval 10 drilled about three times faster than formation 11. Lithology in interval 10
is shale ( >90%) and sand ( <10%), whereas interval 11 is composed of ( >93%) shale and
( <7%) lime. It can be seen how minor changes in lithology may affect ROP significantly at
depth. Interval 12 is the other slow ROP interval at depth. It is composed of 72% lime and 27%
shale.

Fig. 3.1–Average ROP vs. Depth and lithology in wells A, B, and C
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In order to account for the effect of change in formation properties to cause slow ROP at
depth, formation drillability index was calculated and compared with inverse relative ROP
(Fig. 3.2). Data labels indicate interval number. As already mentioned, higher FD means
formation is more difficult to drill than benchmark formation. Likewise, higher inverse relative
ROP means that the formation has slower penetration rate than benchmark formation. As can be
seen, a fourfold reduction in ROP versus depth calculated with FD compares well with inverse
relative ROP’s in sand dominant intervals (Intervals 8 and 9). However, there are significant
reductions in ROP for deep shales and limestones which are not explainable with FD. This
unexpected reduction in ROP show inapplicability of the model in predicting shale behavior at
depth and/or may be due to some dysfunctions that will be discussed in the next chapters.
5
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Fig. 3.2–FD vs. Inverse Relative ROP in a Gulf Coast Field
3.2

Field No. 2–Tuscaloosa, Louisiana
The Tuscaloosa trend is a 20-30 miles wide gas-bearing belt that extends 200 miles across

South Louisiana (Moore et al. 1983). Slow Penetration rate experienced at depth has always been
one of the challenges for drilling in Tuscaloosa. Judge Digby field in Pointe Coupee parish is one
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of the two major fields in Tuscaloosa prospect. The wells in this field are generally deeper than
20000 ft. Abnormally pressured formations are encountered in this field below 16000ft (top of
Austin/Salma Chalk) with pore pressure gradients in excess of 15 ppg. That requires significantly
high mud weighs and thus high bottomhole pressures. The temperature can also reach as high as
380˚ F in the deepest formations. (Shaughnessy and Locke 2000)
Fig. 3.3 shows the average ROP for four wells drilled in Judge Digby field since 2007.
Water base mud has been used in drilling these wells at shallower intervals and been replaced
with oil base mud at depths range 11000 to 18000 ft. Also, PDC bits have been used to drill
formations deeper than 9000 ft.
ROP (ft/hr)
10

1
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0
Well A
Well C
Well B
5000

Well D
Well A ST1
Well D ST1
COCKSEIFI
SPARTA

TOPS
10000
Depth (ft)
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15000
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SHALE
TUSCALOOSA
20000

25000

Fig. 3.3–ROP vs. Depth in Tuscaloosa Judge Digby Field
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As can be seen the average penetration rate in depths below 15000 is generally less than
20 ft/hr. The lowest penetration rates, in the order of 10 ft/hr or less, have been experienced in all
these wells in the Tuscaloosa formation. This formation is a composed of interbedded sand and
shale layers. Higher mud weights used to drill this section is a likely cause for slow ROP.
Drilling data from well A confirms some of the conclusions from analysis of field No. 1.
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show ROP trends (shown in black) in two deep intervals. Both sections were
drilled with PDC bits and oil base mud. Assume a benchmark ROP in upper shales. Penetration
rate decrease as the bit enters to a mixed lithology of limestone and shale (Fig. 3.4).
Nevertheless, ROP increases when bit enters from a shale interval to a combination of sand and
shale interval (Fig. 3.5). Ribbon shaped cuttings were recovered for drilling in shale and
limestone sections of the well. Also, additional masses of cuttings were attached to some of the
ribbons in shale in the form of a cutter ball that are discussed in Chapter 5. No attempt was made
to analyze cuttings samples in limestone as it was out of scope of this study.

Fig. 3.4–ROP vs. lithology in Tuscaloosa
well (shale and limestone)

Fig. 3.5–ROP vs. lithology in Tuscaloosa
well (shale and sandstone)
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3.3

Summary
Field data for two fields in the Gulf Coast were analyzed and shale and limestone were

identified as the major slow ROP lithologies at depth. A formation drillability index (FD) was
applied to the data for Field No. 1 to identify whether the formation characteristics that are
normally thought to affect drilling performance for similar depth intervals also help explain the
ROP reductions observed in the deep drilling. The fourfold reduction in penetration rate with
increased depth in sands was predicTable based on FD. However, the larger reductions in
penetration rate versus depth in shales and limestones are not explained by changes in FD or
other formation properties such as density or porosity.
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4

PROPOSED CAUSES OF THE PROBLEM

A comprehensive literature survey was performed on the possible causes of slow penetration
rate at depth. Several phenomena and factors have been mentioned by industry that, directly or
indirectly, contribute to slow penetration rates at depth. Although some of these factors may not
directly reduce the penetration rate, they can affect bit life. Change in bit design is one way to
offset these effects, but that generally compromises the penetration rate. In this work, these
phenomena and factors are categorized in two groups.
The first group includes changes in environment, e.g. pressure and temperature, and
formation, e.g. permeability, rock strength, abrasiveness, heterogeneity, and clay content, which
contribute to slow penetration rate. Majority of these factors change proportional to depth.
Therefore, some decrease in ROP versus depth, even during effective drilling, should be
expected. However, it has been observed that there is a significant reduction in ROP versus depth
in lithologies such as shale and limestone that is not explainable with change in formation
properties. Sometimes, combinations of formation properties and environmental effects create a
second group, which are often described as dysfunction phenomena, affecting the drilling
process that can cause an enormous decrease in penetration rate at depth. Drilling dysfunctions
could also occur or become worse depending on the drilling design including operational
parameters, BHA design, hydraulics, and drilling fluid properties. Some of the likely causes of
slow ROP in deep shales are thought to be bit balling, cutter balling, built-up edge, bottomhole
balling, and chip hold down. Other dysfunctional phenomena are drillstring vibration, bit
dullness, drillstring hang up, torque, and drag. In this chapter factors that affect ROP are briefly
explained. Also, major dysfunctional bit behaviors have also been explained.
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4.1

Formation Properties
Due to different properties that a certain type of rock may have, just referring to the rock

type or lithology cannot be indicative of drilling behavior of the rock. Several rock and formation
properties such as strength, abrasiveness, heterogeneity, clay content, mineralogy, porosity, grain
size, and permeability are expected to affect penetration rate.
Strength: Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is a common method to characterize formation
strength. This criterion and several other criteria have been used to relate rock strength measured
in simple compression triaxial tests to rotary drilling (Bourgoyne et al. 1986). Typically,
confining pressure increases with depth and cause higher compressive strength. Rate of
penetration decreases with increase in rock confined compressive strength. (Bourgoyne et al.
1986)
Internal Friction Angle: According to Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, increase in
internal friction angle increases shear strength of the rock. Therefore, more work is required to
drill the same volume of the rock. Generally, penetration rate decreases with increase in rock’s
shear strength (Bourgoyne et al. 1986). On the other hand, formation abrasiveness is thought to
be a factor of internal friction angle. Detournay and Defourny (1992) assumed that friction
coefficient at cutter wear flat-rock interface is similar to the internal friction angle of the rock.
Further evidence for this assumption can be found in subsequent works (Lhomme 1999; Richard
1999).
Abrasiveness: Abrasiveness of the rocks depends to grain size distribution, geometry,
depositional conditions and cementation. Sandstone and siltstone bearing formations make
abrasive group (Mensa-Wilmot et al. 2007). Abrasiveness can severely reduce the bit life.
Increase in blade count and reduction in cutter size are the strategies which are used to offset the
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short bit life expected with PDC bits in abrasive formations. However, this compromises ROP
(Mensa-Wilmot and Fear 2002).
Heterogeneity: Heterogeneous formations “include, but not limited to those formation
which contain hard and abrasive constituents” (Mensa-Wilmot and Fear 2002). According to
Mensa-Wilmot et al. (2007) based on field data analysis, heterogeneity has the strongest effect
on drilling difficulty, and thus bit performance compared with rock type, lithological
composition, hardness, and abrasiveness. Roller cone bits perform better in heterogeneous
formations than PDC bits because of longer bit durability. Impact damage to PDC cutters is the
primary cause of short bit life in these formations (Mensa-Wilmot et al. 2004).
Clay content: Clay cohesiveness due to high specific surface area of clay platelets is
believed to be a cause of bit balling and cutter balling. Demircan (2000) attempted to find a
correlation between clay mineral type and rate of penetration. He used Cation Exchange
Capacity (CEC) to characterize the ability of shale formations to absorb water. By applying this
concept to field data he found a correlation between effective drilling ROP and log-derived CEC
of the formation.
Permeability: Permeability is one of the main controlling factors in equalizing differential
pressure between bottomhole pressure beneath the bit and the formation pressure. Static holddown pressure is the difference between mud and pore pressure. To reduce the differential
pressure at high bottomhole pressures experienced in deep drilling, and thus increase the ROP,
fluid invasion plays a significant role. Cuttings from PDC bit are much smaller than those for
roller cone bit, more like powder than chip. However, these cuttings can accumulate again to
cause balling. In that case, permeability of the already crushed rock is thought to be a factor
controlling the severity of the problem (Rafatian et al. 2009; Black et al. 2008).
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Stress Memory (stress path): In the literature, the failure behavior of weakly cemented
sedimentary rocks such as shale has been modeled with soil mechanics concepts (Atkinson and
Brandsby 1978; Fjar et al. 1992; Rahmani 2005). Cyclic loading of clays have shown that
maximum level of stress that a sample is exposed to, plays a significant role in its present stressstrain behavior. A sample which is at the highest stress it has been subjected in its history is said
to be normally consolidated. On the other hand, a sample which has been subjected to higher
stresses prior to the current stress is said to be overconsolidated. The highest stress a sample has
been exposed to is commonly called preconsolidation stress. Laboratory experiments have shown
that stiffness (resistance to contraction under load) of a normally consolidated sample is lower
than that for an overconsolidated sample (Fjar et al. 1992). An overconsolidated material during
drained shearing will expand (and soften) while the normally consolidated material will
compress (and harden). Moreover, for undrained shearing the pore pressure in normally
consolidated material increases while the pore pressure will drop for overconsolidated material.
It is also stated that due to localization effects such as the formation of shear bands, the failure
behavior of an overconsolidated material is less predictable than a normal consolidation material
(Fjar et al. 1992).
Paragraph above shows the great dependency of less consolidated shales’ behavior to their
stress memory. Nevertheless, the effect of stress memory on the shales failure behavior has
apparently never been investigated in understanding the causes of poor bit performance.
Research in this area, e.g. on the effect of geological age and consolidation level on stress
memory and thus failure behavior of shales, may address several discrepancies that are observed
in ROP while drilling in these types of formations. Moreover, the effect of preconsolidation
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stress on shale’s failure behavior should be considered during sampling and running laboratory
experiments.
4.2

Environmental (in-situ) effects
Drilling in deep intervals is under higher confining pressures and temperatures than

shallow intervals. In addition to the effect of these factors on the in-situ rock characteristics, they
also affect the efficiency of drilling. Major effects of pressure and temperature on rocks’ failure
behavior are addressed below.
4.2.1 Confining pressure effects
As already mentioned, rock strength increases with increase in confining pressure, and
this contributes to lower penetration rates. In addition, an increase in confining pressure typically
changes the rock’s failure behavior from brittle to acting as if it were ductile due to the frictional
nature of rocks (Rafatian et al. 2009). Moreover, process of cutting removal from the bottomhole
is thought to be affected by bottomhole pressure. Below, these phenomena are discussed in
detail.
Rock dilation during failure: Initial failure of the rock due to the cutting action creates
cracks and often causes an increase in porosity and a corresponding drop in pore pressure. This
phenomenon is known as rock dilation (Mat et al. 2002). Additional energy is required to remove
the rock due to differential pressure between formation and the well. This energy will depend on
the frictional forces in the damaged rock. These frictional forces will increase with increase in
the differential pressure between bottomhole and the pressure within the shear planes, and
probably also in the pore space, in the broken rock. Laboratory experiments by Gray-Stephens et
al. (1994) on two types of hard shales indicated that in impermeable rocks, bottomhole pressure
(BHP) has a strong influence on the ROP. This is because the dilated zone cannot be invaded
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with fluid so the pore pressure drops dramatically, essentially to zero. In other words, in a low
permeability rock, destruction obeys undrained deformation. In undrained deformation, the pore
volume changes, but the pore fluid volume does not change. Therefore, deformation causes pore
pressure change in the rock. The pressure drop is typically large, of the order of 100 MPa
(~14500 psi), and can cause the pore pressure drop to zero (Detournay and Tan 2002).
Nevertheless, in high permeability rocks, destruction obeys drained deformation, i.e. fluid flow
from intact rock and the wellbore can more easily invade the dilated zone. This tends to keep the
pore pressure constant at a pressure equal to the in-situ pore pressure (Detournay and Tan 2002).
Brittle/ductile failure behavior of the rock: The effect of confining pressure on the
rock’s ductile or brittle failure behavior is also hypothesized to affect penetration rate (Block and
Jin 2009). “Ductile behavior is characterized by contractive response and gradual deformation to
failure” (Nygard et al. 2006). In this case, rock again continues to carry loads even after the
failure (Block and Jin 2009). Results from a Discrete Element Mothod (DEM) coupled with
x-ray analysis of field cuttings indicated that ribbon shape cuttings that are produced under high
confining pressures are due to the failed rock’s ductile behavior which leads to continued
deformation of the rock on the face of cutter. Therefore, lots of energy is disspated in
deformation of the rock and this contributes to lower penetration rates (Block and Jin 2009).
“Brittle deformation is characterized by dilative response and sudden failure at a well-defined
peak shear strength followed by strain softening down to residual shear strength” (Nygard, et al.
2006). By peforming an experimental study on shales and mudrocks, Nygard et al. (2006) argued
that deformation could be ductile or brittle depending on the mudrock properties and effective
confining stress. Neverthless, according to Block and Jin (2009) “the terms brittle and ductile
describe processes, not inherent properties of rocks”.
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Cuttings plastic/frictional behavior: One early idea was that shales under high
pressures behave plastically. Another early idea was that a plastic shale surface was created
below the bit due to reaction of shale with mud or because of elevated mud pressures causes
ineffective bit performance (Flak 1983; Cheatham and Nahm 1990). However, most recent
research focuses on plastic behavior of cuttings instead of rock. Judzis et al. (2007) hypothesized
that a “crushed rock detritus flowing on the face of a PDC cutter can be strengthened by
differential pressure giving the crushed rock detritus itself a confined strength on the same order
of magnitude as the unfailed rock”. Furthermore, according to Ledgerwood III (2007) the energy
spent in plastic deformation of already crushed rock is far more than energy consumed in failing
the intact rock. Field experience and single cutter testing on shales have already shown that
polished cutters provide lower cutting forces, smaller cutter balls, and thinner cutting ribbons
than conventional cutters (Smith 1998). The hypothesis above may explain why polished cutters
sometimes perform better than standard cutters in deep shales. Single cutter experiments on
limestone by Rafatian et al. (2009) under confining pressures as low as 100-200 psi resulted in
accumulation of the same ribbon shape cuttings on the face of the cutters. These cuttings were
made up of completely crushed and compacted rock particles. Rafatian et al. (2009) concluded
that accumulation of ribbon-shape cuttings on the face of cutter due to friction between cuttings
and cutter surface and the cuttings themselves are the cause of slow drilling under confining
pressure. These frictional forces are hypothesized to be a function of the differential pressure
acting on the crushed rock, and thus they are also a function of dilatancy of the rock.
4.2.2 Temperature effects
Unfortunately, there has not been a comprehensive study on the effects of temperature on
penetration rate. In one of the few studies in this area, micro-bit drilling laboratory experiments
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on limestone with air as drilling fluid show that “rocks subjected to elevated temperatures are
micro-fractured and drill more slowly than do intact rocks”. It was hypothesized that micro-fracs
may be induced by thermal expansion of rock grains (Karfakis 1985). It is also known that rock
compressibility increases with increase in temperature (Somerton 1992). Laboratory experiments
by Eseme et al. (2006) showed that high temperature caused plastic failure behavior in shales. It
was observed that higher temperature causes higher axial strain at lower stresses relative to room
temperature. Also the deformation of the samples was found to be more strongly controlled by
temperature than by effective stress.
4.3

Dysfunctional bit behaviors
A dysfunctional behavior as related to bit performance is defined as any phenomenon that

causes “failure to achieve expected depth of cut for the given WOB” (Dupriest 2006). A more
explanatory definition is any phenomenon that interferes with transfer of energy that is, or could
be, applied at the surface from being delivered by the bit to break the rock.
4.3.1 Vibration
Dupriest and Keoderitz (2005) consider vibration as one the main causes of slow
penetration rates in formations with high and even moderate compressive strength. Nevertheless,
many other authors view vibration primarily as a phenomenon that damages downhole tools and
decreases bit durability (Guerrero and Kulle 2007; Mensa-Wilmot and Fear 2002; Clayton et al.
2005). PDC impact damage and accelerated cutter wear are common effects of vibration that can
cause slow penetration rates (Mensa-Wilmot and Fear 2002). A field study by author show that
at intermediate depth intervals (~5000-12000 ft) penetration rate in presence of severe vibration
could be as high as 100 ft/hr untill the bit becomes severely undergaued and ROP drops to
35 ft/hr.
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4.3.2 Drillstring hang up, torque, and drag
Drag is the difference between the slack off at the surface and the weight that bit
experiences. It opposes pipe movement and causes “nonproportionality” in pipe movement, i.e.
part of the drillstring move while other parts remain stationary or move at different velocities.
This problem is most severe in directional drilling when the drilling mode is sliding. Inability to
control weight on bit in this situation may cause downhole tool damage and often contributes to
lower penetration rates. When rotating, the torque initiated with top drive or Kelly reduces
longitudinal drag in the wellbore (Maidla and Haci 2004). Stabilizer balling or reaming, wellbore
friction, and severe doglegs are some causes for this problem.
4.3.3 Bit dullness
PDC cutter wear can be divided into two main groups based on the cause of wear. The
first group covers steady-state wear which is development of a uniform wear flats on the PDC
cutter. This leads to gradual decrease of rate of penetration over the bit life. Abrasive wear and
heat damage are categorized in this group. The second group covers wear damage due to impact
loading of cutters. This type of wear cause chipped, broken, and lost cutters. Vibration and
heterogeneity are two common causes for this type of wear (Sinor et al. 1998). Formation
properties have a signifincat impact on PDC bit life. Three major formation properties that are
thought to contribute to bit wear are hardness, abrasiveness, and heterogeneity (Mensa-Wilmot
and Fear 2001).While using a PDC has a significant advantage in medium hard, less abrasive
formations like shales, chalks, and limestones, it can become a disadvantage in abrasive
sandstones or conglomerates (Pessier and Fear 1992). Some of the reasons of lower performance
of PDC bits in hard rocks are impact damage, heat damage, abrasive wear, and vibration
(Clayton et al. 2005).
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4.3.4 Chip hold-down
Chip hold-down “occurs when a chip that is being broken away from the intact rock is
forced against the bottom of the hole by the wellbore pressure acting against the pressure below
the chip” (Smith 1998). Garnier and van Lingen (1958) hypothesized that differential pressure
holding the chips down is the major factor in reducing the ROP. By performing drilling tests in a
pressure cell using both water and water based mud they observed that in impermeable rocks rate
of penetration decrease with increase in bottomhole pressure, whereas in permeable rock, when
drilling with water, ROP is not affected by pressure. The results could not be explained with rock
strengthening under pressure since both pore pressure and bottomhole pressure were equal.
Therefore, they concluded that clear water as a drilling fluid can invade the broken chips and act
towards equalizing the pressure on both sides of the chip and increase the ROP. In deep drilling
with PDC bits, possibly due to ductile shear failure of the rocks, the produced cuttings are much
smaller than what is considered here as chips, more like finely ground particles which is
discussed under bottomhole balling.
4.3.5 Balling
“Balling is any accumulation of cuttings or rock debris that interferes with effective bit
performance” (Smith 1998). Several researchers believe that this is the main phenomenon that
cause slow penetration rates in shales using water base mud. Balling can be categorized as cutter
balling, global balling, and bottomhole balling, depending on the significance and location of
accumulated cuttings
4.3.5.1 Bottomhole Balling
“Bottomhole balling is a condition in which the buildup of material on the bottom of the
hole interferes with the transfer of energy from the bit to the rock beneath it. The bottomhole
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material consists of finely ground particles that are held down by differential pressure in a
manner similar to filter cake. Although this is often referred to as chip hold down, the material
usually has the consistency of a fine powder rather than a chip” (Dupriest 2006). Under high
bottomhole pressure, removal of this mass of cutting becomes more difficult and leads to lower
penetration rates at depth. This was observed in full scale roller cone bit drilling tests on shales in
DEA 90 project, but was not observed with PDC bits. Smith (1998) opined that the rock flour is
removed by the shearing action of the bit and causes bit balling instead of bottomhole balling.
However, more recent researches (Richard 1999; Haung 1999) relate occurrence of bottomhole
balling to bi-direction flow of the cuttings on the face of cutter. It is hypothesized that as the
back rake angle of the cutter increases there is more tendency for the cuttings to move down and
underneath the cutter than to move up the face of cutter. This causes a bed of fine grained
material underneath the cutter and bit that creates bottomhole balling.
4.3.5.2 Cutter Balling and Built up edge
“Cutter balling” and “built up edge” have been used interchangeably in several works.
Smith (1998) describes cutter balling as “the accumulation and [possibly] adhesion of cuttings, in
the form of the sheared and deformed or pulverized rock, on the face of the PDC cutter” while
Gerbaud et al. (2006) describe a mass of crushed rock material between the cutter and the rock
chipping as built up edge. In this work built up edge is defined a mass of cuttings adhering to the
tip or face of the cutter (Fig. 4.1). One possible mechanism to create a built-up edge as
Detournay and some of his students, (Richard 1999; Huang 1999), describe is bi-direction flow
of the cuttings on the face or at the tip of cutter. This potentially creates an area with no cutting
movement, and thus a built up edge could be created. Cutter ball on the other hand is described
in this work as a bigger accumulation of cuttings in front of the cutter that may or may not
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adhere to the face of the cutter (Fig. 4.2). Built up edge could potentially be a cause for
occurrence of a cutter ball but may not necessarily be the only cause for that.

Fig. 4.1–Schematic of built up edge

Fig. 4.2–Cutter balling on a single cutter while drilling with water (Smith 1998)
4.3.5.3 Global Balling
Extensive full scale and single cutter laboratory experiments conducted on shale samples
with weighted muds under elevated bottomhole pressure during the 1990’s, indicated global
balling is the main cause of slow ROP at deep shales when water base mud is used (DEA 90;
Smith 1998). Also, comparison of laboratory tests for global balling with field observations for
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slow drilling shales showed the same symptoms including high specific energy, low force ratio
(Torque/WOB), inability to drill at high ROP, and lack of response to WOB. Based on extensive
field data analysis, Mensa-Wilmot and Fear (2002) identified global balling as a cause for slow
drilling shales. Water base mud, high mud weight, and formation depth are factors that
contribute to this problem.
In deep, high pressured wells, oil-based and synthetic-based muds often show a much
higher ROP compared with water base muds (Hemphill and Clark 1994; Mat et al. 2002;
Shaughnessy et al. 2003; Mensa-Wilmot and Fear 2002). Superior impact of OBM on ROP is
mainly due to reduction in bit balling (Hemphill and Clark 1994). It is observed that in WBM
cuttings are larger (Bland et al. 2001), more cohesive, and less brittle. This cohesion contributes
to agglomeration of cuttings that creates a ball between the bit body and bottomhole. The
cohesiveness is decreased, but not eliminated, using oil base mud. Single cutter and Full-scale
laboratory experiments and few field observations have shown the occurrence of global balling
in OBM (Smith 1998). Fig. 4.3 shows global balling in a full-scale test using an 8 ½” PDC bit
that drilled Catoosa shale with 16.5 ppg OBM at 6000 psi bottomhole pressure.

Fig. 4.3–Global balling on PDC bit after a test in Catoosa shale (Picture form Baker Hughes)
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4.4

Summary
Formation properties and environmental effects that are thought to affect the penetration

rate were explained. Other than lithology, formation properties including rock strength, internal
friction angle, abrasiveness, heterogeneity, clay content, and stress memory are thought affect
penetration rate performance. High confining pressures and temperatures experienced in deep
formations are other controlling factors of ROP. Confining pressure may change the rock failure
behavior from brittle to ductile, contribute to dilation, and contribute to plastic deformation of
rock cuttings that eventually cause balling. Temperature also contributes to higher shear
deformation during drilling. Sometimes combination of these factors creates some dysfunctions
that cause extremely slow penetration rates at depth. Balling is the primary dysfunction
experienced in drilling deep shales. That can include global balling, cutter balling, bottomhole
balling, and built-up edge. Chip hold-down is another dysfunction that can occur in low
permeability rocks such as shale. However, it is more likely to occur for roller cone than PDC
bits. Other dysfunctional phenomena are drillstring vibration, bit dullness, drillstring hang up,
torque, and drag. Vibration and bit dullness are more likely to occur in heterogeneous, medium
to hard formations. Also, excessive torque and drag are mainly experienced in extend reach
directional and horizontal wells.
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5

ANALYSIS OF SHALE FIELD CUTTINGS

Drilling cuttings from a well drilled in Tuscaloosa were analyzed to obtain a better
understanding of the structure and accumulation mechanism of cuttings, especially in deep
intervals. A brief description of the drilling performance in this field is given in Chapter 3. This
chapter discusses analysis of cuttings in multiple scales: macro, micro, and nano.
5.1

Background
Many authors, and mainly based on laboratory experiment, have reported creation of

ribbon shape cuttings under high confining pressure, especially in low permeability rocks such as
shale. From the visual inspection of Catoosa shale cuttings in water base mud, Warren and
Armagost (1988) described a cutting ribbon as a stack of discrete individual chips that form in
low permeability rocks under high confining pressures. Smith (1998) investigated the effect of
confining pressure on the geometry of cuttings in macro level by measuring the size of produced
cuttings ribbons and balls. In addition, he investigated the effect of drilling fluid and cutter
surface finish on cuttings geometry by comparing cuttings that were drilled in water versus oil
and also those drilled with polished cutter versus standard cutter. He also compared appearance
of cuttings ribbons form single cutter tests with those recovered in field for drilling in oil base
mud to conclude that single cutter tests are representative of field drilling practices. Although
Smith did many other experiments to characterize cuttings including testing water content, shale
water interaction, water imbibition, 1D consolidation, and friction between the cuttings and the
PDC cutter, he did not attempt to analyze cuttings structure in a smaller scale.
van Oort et al. (2000) described the cuttings ribbons as a group of individual lamellae that
are fused together due to the high confining pressure. They also indicate that the internal shear
planes, between the individual lamellae, are poorly defined and it does not seem to extend all the
way to the smooth side of the ribbon. Furthermore, they hypothesized that “re-healing” of the
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shear planes between the lamellae allow development of the long ribbons. They apparently made
all these conclusions based on visual inspection of the ribbons, but did not provide any evidence
of smaller scale analysis of the samples. By a qualitative analysis of cuttings from full scale
experiments under high confining pressure, i.e. hand crushing the wet samples,
Judzis et al. (2007) concluded that cuttings typically consisted of re-compacted, fine-rock
materials than chips of elastic material bonded together as some previous researcher had
hypothesized. Smith (1998) had already reported soft nature of ribbons in water while he found
that cuttings in mineral oil are generally stiffer.
Block and Jin (2009) were probably the first and only researchers that analyzed the shale
cuttings beyond Macro level. However, their analysis was limited to only one sample. They
performed x-ray tomography and x-ray elemental mapping on a cutting ribbon sample recovered
during a bit balling incident in West Africa. The shale formation was 3000-4000 ft deep and was
drilled with water base mud. From these analyses they found heavy material such as barium on
the external surface of the sample, but not along the cuttings internal shear planes. Therefore,
they concluded that ribbon shaped cuttings are produced during continues deformation of the
rock rather than by aggregation of individual broken lamellae form the rock.
5.2

Analysis of Field Cuttings
The cuttings analyzed here that were recovered from shale shaker represent drilling at

different depths using both water base mud and oil base mud. Cuttings in oil base mud were
generally formed in a shape of cutting ribbons where their layered structure could be easily seen.
Nevertheless, water base mud cutting were normally less uniform.
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5.2.1 Water Base Mud Field Cuttings
Only cuttings from one depth interval drilled with water base mud have been discussed in
this chapter. Cuttings samples for additional depth intervals are presented in the Appendix I. The
13500-13530 ft depth section of the well was drilled with a 14 ¾” PDC bit in a 10.0 ppg drilling
fluid, equivalent to 7000 psi bottomhole pressure, water base mud. The average ROP in a
lithology of mainly shale (~80%) and siltstone (~20%) was 40-45 ft/hr. Shale cuttings, according
to the mud logger notes, were wedge-like, moderately soft and sometimes pasty to occasionally
firm, containing thin beds of siltstone and sandstone, and traces of pyrite. In addition, irregular to
sub-blocky fractures have been reported in the cuttings. A big portion of the cuttings sample
recovered form this depth interval was a powder like material. Fig. 5.1 shows some of the bigger
size cuttings in that sample. As can be seen layered shape cuttings can be seen even in the macro
level. Those represent cuttings ribbons that have been produced on the face of cutter under high
confining pressure. In addition, some of the cuttings were composed of more than one ribbon
attached together. Accumulation of the ribbons is thought to cause bit balling.
The length of the ribbon sample A in Fig. 5.1 was slightly less than 0.4” and its width
was about 0.3”. Fig. 5.2 shows the back of the ribbon that has apparently extruded up the face of
a cutter. It is more uniform and smoother than the other side of the cutter shown in the same Fig..
Microscopic images of this sample clearly show a layered structure on both sides of the ribbon.
The average thickness of a layer on smooth side of the ribbon was estimated to be around 0.024”
(~0.6 mm). There are some cracks/openings in some of the layers on the front side of the ribbon.
It is not clear whether these cracks have been formed during drilling or they were formed during
a long period that cuttings have been kept in the atmospheric condition after drilling.
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Accumulated Ribbons

Sample A

Fig. 5.1–Water base mud cuttings from depths 13500-13530 ft

0.3875”

0.024”

(~0.6 mm)

Fig. 5.2–Back (left) and front (right) of sample A
5.2.2 Oil Base Mud Field Cuttings
Cuttings from three depth intervals drilled with oil base mud that have been subject to
micro and nano scale analysis are discussed below. Cuttings from additional depth intervals and
some more pictures from the samples that have been discussed here are presented in the
Appendix I. The well was vertical in shallower intervals but had some inclination in deeper
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sections. For the inclined part of the well both measured depth (MD) and true vertical depth
(TVD) are listed.
18870-18900 ft MD (~18820-18850 ft TVD)
The cuttings ribbon (Sample D) in Fig. 5.3 was recovered from a depth interval drilled
with a 10 5/8” PDC bit at an average 15 ft/hr ROP. The mud weight circulated into the well was
16.2 ppg, equivalent to 15870 psi. Nevertheless, due to significant background gas, return mud
weight dropped to 15.8 ppg. This sample was 0.57” long and maximum 0.4” wide.

Fig. 5.3–Oil base mud cutting (sample D) from depths range 18870-18900 ft
To obtain a better understanding of the sample structure, x-ray computed tomography
(CT) scan was performed on the sample. Fig. 5.4 shows 16 Micron per voxel resolution images
from different sides of the sample. The layered structure for this samples finishes somewhere at
the middle of cross section, before it reaches to the polished side of the sample. This is opposite
to what could be implied from ribbons in water base mud. The gray material in these pictures
show broken shale material while white spots represent a higher density material.
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Fig. 5.4–Micro scale image of sample D from different angles: front, side, back, and bottom
To identify the nature of heavy material in the ribbon sample, elemental mapping was
conducted using energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) technique. The results indicated
that the heavy material was barite particles which were essentially from the drilling fluid. This
was confirmed by analyzing at least 8 spectrums where barium was the dominant element in four
spectrums with weight fractions between 58.4 and 80.7%. Silicon was the dominant element in
four other spectrums with weight fractions of 37.7-44.1%. Fig. 5.5 shows an image of barite
particles imbedded in the cuttings ribbon. In addition, traces of pyrite and organic materials can
be seen in the EDS image.
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Pyrite

Organics

Pyrite

Barite?
Barite

Fig. 5.5–EDS image of sample D
Fig. 5.6 shows the distribution of heavy material (shown in blue) in the sample. The
heavy material, i.e. barite, distribution was obtained by digitally removing parts of the sample
that came from the formation. The jagged side of the ribbon in this picture is on the left and the
polished side is on the right. The image is taken upside down. It means that it is expected the
orientation of the layers be downward going from the jagged side to the polished side of the
ribbon. Barite accumulation can be seen in parallel layers on the jagged side of the ribbon. Few
small heavy material zones can also be seen close to the polished side of the ribbon that are not
connected to each other. The resolution of the scan in Fig. 5.6 is 16 Microns per voxel. In this
resolution, shale looks like a continuous material and thus the structure of ribbons within the
shale was not identifiable.
Fig. 5.7 shows different angles of a higher resolution full body scan, 1.6 Microns per
voxel, on a part of the same sample. Even in this resolution, which is ten times higher than the
previous scan, the structure and possible layering of the shale grains cannot be seen. As can be
seen the barite accumulation planes shape like a half circle. As explained in the next chapter,
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these plans are thought to be determined by the cutter’s geometry. The orientation of these layers
is in accordance to the circular edge of the cutters.

Isolated zones on
polished side
Heavy material
layers on jagged
side

Shale

Fig. 5.6–Heavy material distribution inside the ribbon sample D

Semi-circular
layers

Fig. 5.7–High resolution scan of sample D: cross section along the side (left) and cross section
parallel to back (right)
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19570-19580 ft MD (~19520-19530 ft TVD)
This section was drilled with a 10 5/8” PDC bit and at an average 7 ft/hr ROP. The mud
weight-in was 16.2 ppg while the mud weight-out was 15.8 ppg, similar to the previous the
section. Also, the lithology was mainly shale. Fig. 5.8 shows some of the cuttings samples
recovered in this depth. Ribbon Sample E was approximately 0.84” long and maximum 0.42”
wide. Also, the bottom end of the sample was thicker indicating of bigger accumulation of
cuttings, like a cutter ball. Cross sections of that sample, and two additional samples in this depth
were analyzed using SEM. Before conducting SEM, the cuttings were preserved in blocks of
hard epoxy material in order to maintain their shape and structure during sample preparation for
SEM. However, it was found that due to reactive nature of shale, it was not possible to cut the
sample with normal cutting machines that use water as the lubricant fluid. Therefore, to prepare
the surface of interest for SEM imaging the sample was cut and milled with an ion beam at
Ingrain Company.

Sample E

Fig. 5.8–Oil base mud cuttings from depths 19570-19580 ft
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Three cross sections of the ribbon samples in this depth were analyzed with Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) is discussed below.
Cross section 1
The sample in Fig. 5.9 was partially polished. Many small cracks on the polished surface
of sample can be seen, but it is not clear whether cracking has happened during drilling or it is
due weathering of dry samples. Some of these cracks are around “grain-like” spots. Multiple
numbers of these, normally round, grain-like spots can be differentiated from the rest of the
sample. White materials in the shape of small circles are likely to be pyrite. On the other hand
there are traces of a darker unknown material in the cross section. These may be organic
materials potentially similar to those seen in samples D (Fig. 5.5).

Pyrite

Fig. 5.9–SEM image of cross section 1
Cross section 2
Similar features as previous cross section can be seen in the cross section 2 (Fig. 5.10).
Traces of both dark and white materials, including pyrite, can be seen. In addition, both very
small and fairly large cracks, normally in the same direction, can be observed.
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Fig. 5.10–SEM image of cross section 2
Fig. 5.11 shows cross section 2 before milling. Parallel shale platelets can be easily seen.
Bend and deformation at the edge of these platelets is likely due to the cutting action for
preparing the cross section. “Grain-like” material can be seen between the layers where they
cause changes in the orientation of the layers. This implies that those materials are from the shale
rather than drilling fluid as they were likely deposited at the same time as shale layers.

Fig. 5.11–SEM image of non-milled cross section 2
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Orientation of the shale platelets can also be seen after milling the surface (Fig. 5.12). In
addition, big and small cracks on the surface can be observed.

Fig. 5.12–SEM image of milled cross section 2
The pictures of the third cross section, which more or less indicate similar features, are
presented in the Appendix I.
21350-21360 ft MD (21310-21320 ft TVD)
This section of the well was drilled in Tuscaloosa formation where the lithology is a
sequence of shale, sand, and siltstone. The average ROP was less than 3 ft/hr using a 4 ¾” PDC
bit in 18.2 ppg oil base mud. This is equivalent to 20170 psi bottomhole pressure. As can be seen
in Fig. 5.13, the ribbons are thinner than previous sections that this may be due to a lower depth
of cut experienced in this depth.
In addition, a significantly large accumulation of the cuttings, indicative of a cutter ball,
was observed at the bottom of one the samples (Sample F). The sample was 0.4” long and the
ribbon part of it was 0.2” wide. Also, the thickness of the ribbon was 0.073” while the thickest
section of sample including the ball was 0.22”. Sample F was analyzed in detail to obtain a better
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understanding of the mechanism of cutting accumulation that causes cutter balling and
eventually may lead to global balling.

Sample F

Fig. 5.13–Oil base mud cuttings from depths 21350-21360 ft
Fig. 5.14 shows Microscopic pictures of sample F from different angles. As was observed
in the previous samples, the ribbons are layered on the jagged sides. However, the edges of these
layers are not as sharp as seen in many previous ribbons in oil base mud. In addition, a sequence
overlapping layers is observed. A probable explanation is that simultaneous cutting actions occur
on both sides of cutter and produce ribbons that merge somewhere near the middle of the cutter.
There was no clear indication of a layered structure on the cutter ball, but cracks could be
observed both on the ribbon and on the outer surface of the ball. A full body CT scan of the
sample indicated that these cracks go deeper into the cutter ball (Fig. 5.15).
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Cracks on ball

Cracks on
ribbon

Fig. 5.14–Front of the ribbon (top left); Top of the ball (top right); Back of the sample (bottom
left); Side of the sample (bottom right)

Fig. 5.15–CT scan image from the side of sample F
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Figs. 5.16-5.18 are snapshots from a full body CT scan on this sample. Each picture
shows a scan from two angles, on the right from the polished face of the cutting toward the front
of the ball and on the left from an angle to the side. The cutting is upside down with the ball at
the top. Pictures in sequence show slices of the sample as the scanner moves forward. Fig. 5.16
shows a clear distinction between a layered ribbon and a uniform ball. Barite is accumulated
between the layers and around the ball but was not observed inside of the ball.

Fig. 5.16–CT scan of sample F (Slice 1)
Fig. 5.17 shows two white spots inside the ball similar to the barite around the ball. One
of the spots is apparently isolated inside the ball, but the other one is connected to a semi-circular
crack (Crack 1) at the bottom of the ball image. Since the image is upside down the crack is
actually at the top of the ball. In addition, another crack (Crack 2) can be seen on the side of the
ball. Both cracks can also be seen in Fig. 5.18 more clearly, but the area isolated by them is
smaller. From the scan, it is not clear whether these cracks are connected or not. Regardless, the
cracks slope seems to be toward outer diameter of the ball moving from the end of the ball to the
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front. This was clearer in the video than the picture. The cracks became smaller slide to slide
until they reached to the surface of the ball and disappeared. From all these parallel orientated
cracks and layers, it may be implied that the cutter ball might have had a similar layered shape at
start that has been deformed at the center as cutter ball has grown.

Barite

Crack 2

Crack 1

Fig. 5.17–CT scan of sample F (Slice 2)

Maybe cracks

Crack 2
Crack 1

Fig. 5.18–CT scan of sample F (Slice 3)
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In the Fig. 5.18, two additional crack-like lines can be seen at the middle of the sample,
but they disappear somewhere in the center of the sample. In this resolution, it is difficult to
determine whether these are really cracks or something else.
A higher resolutions scan, 1.6 Microns per voxel, show micro scale cracks mainly
parallel to the ribbon layers. In addition, dense material can be seen inside the sample (Fig. 5.19)
implying that material in the ball was potentially exposed to the mud as it was being formed.

Crack 3

Fig. 5.19–High resolution (1.6 Microns/voxel) scan of sample F
5.3

Summary
Analysis of field cuttings indicated that cuttings ribbons from drilling in oil base mud are

generally larger than those from water base mud. Full body CT scan of oil base mud cuttings
indicated that the distinct boundary between layers that can be seen on the jagged side of the
ribbon do not go all the way to the polished side, but ends somewhere at the middle of the
ribbon. Although internal structure of ribbons in water base mud were not scanned, a layered
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pattern on the polished side of those ribbons in addition to the jagged side causes uncertainty in
making a conclusion. The layered pattern was also observed on the polished side of some of the
ribbons in oil base mud, but not on all them. Additional higher resolution scans on sample
cuttings in oil base mud and water base mud with a layered pattern on polished side may address
this question.
Significant accumulation of barite was found on the external surface of the jagged side of
the ribbons. In addition, zones of heavy material were sometimes found inside the cuttings.
Those may have been external surfaces that deformed later as the cuttings grew. SEM-EDS
analysis of cuttings clearly show barite particles attached to samples. Some of these are very
small, on the order of one micron diameter or even smaller. The cutting ribbons from slow ROP
intervals are generally thinner than those from higher ROP intervals, which likely relates to the
low depth of cut in those intervals. Furthermore, orientation of the layers inside the ribbon is
semi-circular. That may relate to the geometry of the cutter that creates those ribbons.
Sample F has a mass of cuttings attached to the jagged side of the cuttings ribbon. This is
evidence that cutter balling can occur during field drilling operations. The edges of the layers in
the sample with cutter ball were not as sharp on other samples. In addition, an overlapping
sequence of the layers was observed in sample F. This probably results from simultaneous
cutting action on both sides of cutter producing ribbons that merged somewhere near the middle
of the cutter. A sequence of cracks on the outer surface of a cutter ball with geometry similar to
the cracks between ribbon layers may indicate the same accumulation mechanism for the cutter
ball and the ribbon. However, cracks/layers cannot be seen in the center of the ball, which may
be due to further deformation of the cutter ball as it grows.
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6

ANALYTICAL MODELING OF PDC CUTTER-ROCK-CUTTINGS
INTERACTIONS UNDER CONFINING PRESSURE1

Although a significant number of studies have been conducted on understanding the causes
of slow ROP at depth (DEA 90; Smith 1998; Rafatian et al. 2009), there are only limited
analytical models to explain rock-cutter interactions, and the fundamental principles and
properties that influence them (Detournay and Defourny 1992; Sellami et al. 1989; Gerbaud et al.
2006). Therefore, those interactions, and their controlling factors, are still poorly understood.
The analytical single cutter model presented here is adapted from a single shear plane model
developed originally for metal cutting under atmospheric conditions (Ernst and Merchant 1941).
The basic model explained in this chapter predicts a benchmark for cutting forces when drilling
with no dysfunctions based on the shear strength of the rock, back rake angle of the cutter, depth
of cut, and interfacial friction forces on the face of cutter. Deviations from the forces predicted
by this model indicate possible drilling dysfunction(s). Additional new descriptive models have
been developed to explain the symptoms of possible dysfunctions such as bottomhole balling,
cutter balling and global balling. The single cutter model is also used as a basis to define a model
for a full scale PDC bit which is discussed in the next chapter.
6.1

Background
The majority of analytical single cutter models for rock cutting are based on the single

shear plane model developed by Ernst and Merchant (1941) for metal cutting. This model is
explained below. Also, some of the models adapted for rock cutting are presented.
Ernst and Merchant (1941)
Ernst and Merchant (1941) developed a single cutter model for metal cutting based on the
continuity condition and the assumption that a single shear plane always exists during cutting

1

Portions of chapter reprinted with permission from American Rock Mechanics Association (ARMA)
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process (See Fig. 6.1). Broken material slides at the shear plane, but that shear plane advances
continuously with the cutter movement.

Fig. 6.1–Schematic from Ernst and Merchant model
In Fig. 6.1, one force component F is transmitted to the rock through cuttings and can be
decomposed to force components Fs parallel and FN normal to the rock shear surface. The
inclination of F on the cutting face, i.e. the ratio of friction force on the cutter face F fc to the
cutting force Fc, was assumed to be governed by an interfacial friction angle between broken
rock and cutter (ψ).
Tangential (Ft) and axial forces (Fa) applied through the cutter can be calculated using the
geometry of the model as,
Ft 

A cos(   )
sin  cos(    )

(6.1)

Fa  Ft tan(   )

(6.2)

where τ is shear strength, A is area of cut, and α is shear angle. They applied the principle of
minimum energy to calculate α. According to the principle of minimum energy, the material
being sheared fails along a plane that requires minimum work done in cutting. Due to low depth
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of cut, the cutting movement is assumed to be horizontal. Therefore, the tangential force alone is
responsible for the total work done in cutting per unit distance traveled by the cutter. To
calculate a shear angle that requires minimum energy from cutter, the derivative of tangential
force to shear angle should be zero,

Ft
0


(6.3)

By solving this equation they found the following constraint between shear angle (α), back rake
angle (θ), and interfacial friction angle between rock and cutter (ψ),

2    



(6.4)

2

Merchant (1944)
Merchant later developed a modified model to calculate shear angle accounting for the
normal force transferred to the shear plane through cuttings. The modified shear angle can be
applied to rock cutting as,
2     


2



(6.5)

where  is equivalent to the internal friction angle of the rock. Merchant also developed a “Card
Model” assuming that the work material that breaks due to the shear forces on the shear plane is
deformed into card-like cuttings with a finite thickness of Δx. Due to the movement of cutter
each element then is displaced relative to its neighbor for a distance of Δs before the next “card”
is formed, see Fig. 6.2.
Therefore shear strain can be calculated as:

ShearStrain 

s
 cot   tan   
x
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(6.6)

Shear strain can be a good indicator of the amount of energy being spent in deforming already
sheared rock. The higher the shear strain, the higher the energy consumed to deform the cuttings.

Fig. 6.2–Merchant’s “Card model” (After Merchant 1944)
Sellami et al. (1989)
Sellami et al. (1989) were probably the first who accounted for the energy spent to
displace the cuttings under confining pressure, in addition to the force required to break the intact
rock. They assumed a prismatic shape for produced chips and developed a single cutter model
based on Merchant’s (1944) modified model. They tested the model on Buxy limestone using a
cutter-rock interfacial friction angle (ψ) of 10˚. Selection of this angle was according to previous
research by Deliac (1986) that suggested a constant interfacial friction angle of 8-13 between
PDC cutter and rock cuttings. Their results indicated that in situ stresses do not impact ROP,
whereas ROP decreases with increased mud pressure.
Detournay and Defourny (1992)
Another model of a single PDC cutter drilling was developed by Detournay and
Defourny (DD model) to describe the plastic failure of rock, which was stated to be the typical
failure mode of sedimentary rocks at small depth of cuts, of the order of 0.04 inch (1.0 mm).
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They used the same geometry as the Ernst and Merchant Model (Fig. 6.1) to define their sharp
cutter model. However, they calculated tangential force, Ft, as the product of intrinsic specific
energy (ε), an empirical input defined as the minimum required specific energy to drill a rock,
and area of cut (A). Their single cutter experiments indicated that intrinsic specific energy at
atmospheric conditions is roughly equal to unconfined compressive strength of the rock. ε has
been also found to be dependent on bottomhole pressure, pore pressure, rock-cutter interfacial
friction angle, and back rake angle of the cutter (Detournay et al. 2008). However, the authors
did not present a quantitative measure to account for all those factors.
For a blunt cutter, they assumed that the total force acting on a cutter is the sum of forces
that act on cutter face and wear flat, and that those forces are uncoupled. The angle defining the
inclination of force acting on the wear flat was found to be very close to internal friction angle of
the rock. This was hypothesized to be due to a thin layer of rock cuttings that may accumulate
between the wear flat and intact rock.
Detournay and Drescher (1992)
Detournay and Drescher (1992) investigated three different mechanisms of interactions
between cutter and rock depending on the flow behavior of cuttings: forward flow (Fig. 6.1),
backward flow (Fig. 6.3), and simultaneous forward and backward flow in presence of a built up
edge on the face of cutter (Fig 6.4).
Forward flow, which is likely the dominant mode for low back rake angles, is already
discussed herein and has been the basis for development of the model proposed later in this
chapter. The backward flow regime is defined by three angles, α1, α2, and α3. According to the
minimum work concept, the angles, αi, are selected so as to minimize the magnitude of F.
Numerical optimization indicated that α1=α3 and that the angles depend linearly on the rake
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angle. This is the least likely mode of flow for the low back rake angles used in PDC bit designs
and thus is not emphasized in this work.

Fig. 6.3–Backward flow regime (After Detournay and Drescher 1992)

Fig. 6.4–Flow regime with built up edge (After Detournay and Drescher 1992)
The flow regime for a cutter with a built up edge is defined with seven angles β 1, β2, and
α1 to α5. The horizontal streamline going to the apex of the built up edge partitions the depth of
cut into two values corresponding to thickness of the virgin rock flowing ahead of cutter and that
flowing below the cutter. The solution was developed in steps by solving the backward and
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forward flow mechanisms independently and then combining the two solutions and optimizing
for a minimum value of F based on changes in β1 and β2.
Wojtanowicz and Kuru (1993)
Wojtanowicz and Kuru developed another predictive model for both sharp and blunt
cutters using cutter geometry, rock properties, and four empirical inputs which all had physical
meanings. However, they did not account for the effect of shear angle α in determining cutter
forces. Shear angle is discussed later in this chapter and is shown to be a significant factor in
determining cutter forces and also in defining the size of cuttings.
Gerbaud et al. (2006)
Gerbaud et al. developed a model to account for a built up edge of crushed material on
the face of cutter. They accounted for the effect of the cutter chamfer by considering the extra
friction surface that the chamfer causes. Also, they assumed a constant shear angle independent
of cutter orientation and friction. This was based on the assumption that cutter energy is
transferred to the rock through a built-up edge of already crushed material between rock and the
cutter regardless of the cutter geometry. However, as discussed later in this chapter, both
interfacial friction on the face of cutter and cutter back rake angle impact cutting forces and
cuttings shape.
6.2

A New Single Cutter Model
The single cutter model presented here has been adapted for application to rock from the

Ernst and Merchant (1941) model for metal cutting. This was based on the assumption that the
ductile failure of fine grained, impermeable rocks such as shale under high confining pressure is
similar to metal cutting. Another assumption was that rock breaks when the stress on the shear
plane reaches the shear strength of the work material, and thus there is no strain softening.
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Based on the Ernst and Merchant model, the shear angle of the rock α can be found
knowing the cutter back rake angle θ and the interfacial friction angle on the face of cutter ψ.
According to equations 5.4 and 5.5, an increase in the back rake angle and/or the interfacial
friction angle on the face of cutter should lead to a reduction in shear angle and an increase in the
shear plane area. This should cause an increase in the thickness of produced ribbons. Single
cutter tests by Smith (1998) confirmed this finding. Cuttings from polished cutters were
generally thin and ribbon like (Fig. 6.5, left), whereas cuttings from standard cutters, with a
larger interfacial friction angle, were generally thicker and more jagged and irregular
(Fig. 6.5, right).
Table 6.1 shows results from single cutter tests in Catoosa shale using water as the
drilling fluid. The tests were performed under 9000 psi confining pressure using a polished cutter
with a 45˚ chamfer. As can be seen, an increase in back rake angle increased the thickness of
ribbons.

Fig. 6.5–Tests with water at 9000 psi confining pressure and 0.011” depth of cut using
polished cutter (left) and standard cutter (right) (Smith 1998)
In addition, it was observed that thicknesses of ribbons drilled with standard cutter are
greater than those drilled with polished cutters, when other test parameters are held constant
(Table 6.2).
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Table 6.1–Effect of back rake angle on thickness of cuttings ribbons (Data from Smith 1998)
Back rake angle ( ) Thickness of ribbons (inch)
5
0.19
10
0.25
20
0.375
Table 6.2–Effect of cutter surface finish on thickness of cuttings ribbons (Data from Smith 1998)
Cutter surface finish Thickness of ribbons (inch)
Polished
0.25
Standard
0.5
The results show that basic model results are, at least qualitatively, valid for drilling shale
under confining pressure. Nevertheless, quantitative application of the model did not exactly
match the measured thicknesses from these tests. Inaccuracies of cutting thickness measurements
and additional deformations those cuttings may have experienced throughout the test are some
reasons that the test measurements do not exactly match calculated values. On the other hand, it
is likely that model does not take into account all of the parameters that affect cutting thickness.
However, even a near agreement between model and test results is enough for diagnostic purpose
of this work.
A decrease in shear angle, e.g. due to increase in θ and/or ψ, and thus an increase in the
thickness of produced ribbons not only increases the likelihood of bit balling, but it also
increases the cutting forces. This is partially because shear plane area, and thus shear force,
increase due to a decrease in the shear angle. Furthermore, shear strain increases as shear angle
decreases within the expected shear angle range of 0-45˚. Therefore, more energy is consumed to
deform already crushed rock. This is more significant under high confining pressure where
significant energy is required to overcome frictional forces and deform the sheared rock. These
have been considered in development of a new model to account for the effect of confining
pressure on the interactions of cutter, intact rock, and cuttings.
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6.2.1 Model for Sharp Cutter
The energy that is spent to overcome frictional forces on the shear plane has been
accounted for by adding an additional friction term to Ernst and Merchant Model (Fig. 6.6). The
friction angle between broken rock and intact rock at the shear plane, right after the initial rock
failure, was assumed to be equal to the internal friction angle of the rock φ. In addition, the
normal force acting on the cuttings upper surface Fconf was assumed to be the product of the
bottomhole confining pressure Pc and shear plane area As. For the case of impermeable rock,
such as is tested in this study, total bottomhole pressure was used based on the assumption that
the pore pressure in produced cuttings is almost equal to zero due to rock dilation. Therefore, this
new force on the cutting due to friction can be calculated as,
FCF   c Fconf

(6.7)

where μc is friction coefficient between cuttings and intact rock along the shear plane. The
normal force acting on cuttings can be calculated as,
Fconf  Pc As  Pc

wd
sin( )

(6.8)

where d is depth of cut, w is width of cut. Therefore, the final equations for a sharp cutter
become:
Ft 

 cos(   ) 
wd

( c   c Pc )
sin 
 cos(     ) 

(6.9)

Fa 

 sin(   ) 
wd

( c  c Pc )
sin 
 cos(     ) 

(6.10)

τc in equation 5.9 is the confined shear strength of the rock,

 c  C  Pc tan 

(6.11)

where C is the rock cohesiveness. Both equations 6.4 and 6.5 were used for estimation of shear
angle and it was found that equation 6.4 gives closer results to the tests results.
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Fig. 6.6–Schematic of sharp cutter model
6.2.2 Model for Blunt Cutter
For a blunt cutter, the total force acting on the cutter was assumed to be the sum of
uncoupled forces that act on cutter face and wear flat (Fig. 6.7). This is similar to some previous
models developed for blunt cutters (Detournay and Defourny 1992; Wojtanowicz and Kuru
1993).

Fig. 6.7–Schematic of blunt cutter model
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The normal force on the wear flat, FWN, was assumed to have an upper limit equal to
confined compressive strength of the rock. Also, the contact friction coefficient at the wear
flat/rock interface underneath the cutter was hypothesized to be a property of the rock cuttings
and to be equal to internal friction angle of the rock as suggested by Detournay and Defourny
1992. This assumption is probably only valid if there is layer of broken rock adhering to the wear
flat, as seen in the tests in carbonates (Dagrain and Richard 2006), and thus the interfacial
friction is only a function the rock and not wear flat surface finish.
The cutter forces for a blunt cutter can be expressed as,
Ft 

 cos(   ) 
dw
   c FWN
( c   c Pc )
sin
 cos(     ) 

(6.12)

 sin(   ) 
dw
  FWN
( c   c Pc )
sin
 cos(     ) 

(6.13)

Fa 

The maximum wear flat normal force can be calculated as,
FWN max  CCS  w  Lw

(6.14)

where CCS is the confined compressive strength of the rock and Lw is the length of wear flat.
These equations form the basic (benchmark) model that will be applied to test conditions to
predict forces for comparison to actual test results.
6.2.3 Implications of Interfacial Friction Angle ψ
Measurements of the friction coefficient on the face of PDC cutters, and therefore the
interfacial friction angle, performed by several researchers have resulted in a wide range of
values. Several parameters including cutter surface finish, rock/cutting characteristics, cutter
normal force, cutter velocity, drilling fluid, and back rake angle are shown to contribute to this
difference. Single cutter tests and direct shear tests have shown that polished cutters, as expected,
have a lower friction coefficient than standard cutters. R.H. Smith (1995) reported roughly four
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times greater friction coefficient for a standard cutter than for a polished cutter. In contrast,
according to Smith et al. (2002) this ratio is around two for the tests on under-saturated Catoosa
shale. Interface friction angles in the range of 6-13˚ were obtained from direct shear tests on
Catoosa shale for polished cutters. For a standard cutter, ψ was in the range of 8-26˚. Similar
tests on Twin Creek siltstone showed greater friction coefficients, for both types of cutters,
compared with Catoosa shale. Also, it was found that saturation of shale slightly reduced the
friction coefficient. They also observed that under similar normal stress, the coefficient of
friction is consistently higher in oil than in water, although the difference was small. Higher
friction forces in oil base mud had already been reported by Kuru and Wojtanowicz (1992) for
the tests on Nugget sandstone and Mancos shale, whereas for Berea sandstone friction coefficient
in water base mud was higher. Direct shear tests by Smith (2002) show a decrease in the ratio of
shear stress to normal stress, i.e. friction coefficient, with increasing normal stress. This behavior
has also been observed in metal cutting (Kronenberg 1966). Also, it has been observed that an
increase in contact velocity may cause the coefficient of friction to either decrease or remain the
same (Hibbs 1983).
Richard (1999) conducted a set of single cutter tests on Vosges sandstone with varying
back rake angle and observed an almost linear reduction in the implied interfacial friction angle
(ψ) from +30˚ at 5˚ back rake angle to less than -20˚ at 75˚ back rake angle. He recorded a zero
implied friction coefficient at 45˚ back rake angle. Discrete Element Modeling by Haung (1999)
confirmed these results, although magnitudes of calculated friction coefficients were smaller.
They interpreted these results to be due to presence of a built-up edge formed at the bottom of
the cutter face that causes the division of flow of failed rock into upward and downward
components depending on back rake angle. At low back rake angles, the failed rock flows
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upward and a positive value of ψ is calculated, but an increase in back rake angle causes higher
downward flow of cuttings and thus friction forces acting in the opposite direction of those
assumed in the model as indicated in Fig. 6.8. For metal cutting, it is indicated that the direction
of chip flow “is not alone a geometrical property of the given tool, but also depends upon the
physical properties of the work material [here the rock], tool, cutting fluid, etc” (Kronenberg
1966). Furthermore, it is mentioned that the inclination of what we call chamfer in rock cutting is
often more important than cutter [back] rake angle because it determines the direction of chip
flow relative to the work piece (Kronenberg 1966).

Fig. 6.8–Bi-direction flow of cuttings may change implied ψ (After Richard 1999)
Analyses of single cutter tests performed by Smith (1998) confirm the reduction in
calculated values of ψ versus increase in back rake angle. Smith’s tests were performed with
chamfered cutters. The chamfer had a 45˚ angle relative to the cutter surface. Therefore, the
effective back rake angle, which was calculated by adding a 45˚ angle of chamfer to the cutter’s
back rake angle, was much higher at the tip of cutter than on the face of the cutter. Rock
breakage occurs near or at the tip of the cutter, but most of the cuttings movement occurs on the
face of cutter. Therefore, using cutter back rake angle and “effective back rake angle” as two
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extremes for calculating cutting forces resulted in under-predicting and over-predicting the cutter
forces, respectively. This was based on an assumed interfacial friction angle of 10˚ on the face of
cutter. The expected changes in cutter forces versus ψ+θ and the confining pressures have been
discussed in section 6.4.1.1.
The model at this stage does not account explicitly for the effect of cutter chamfer, and
use of test data with chamfered cutters was a source of uncertainty. Therefore, to account for the
effect of the chamfer, an average back rake angle was calculated from the tip of chamfer to the
rock surface. For instance, average back rake angle of 19˚ was calculated for a cutter with 10˚
back rake angle drilling at 0.075” depth of cut. However, the predicted forces using these values
were smaller than what had been measured in the lab. This might be due to two reasons: first, an
error in the interfacial friction coefficient (ψ) used and second, and possibly more important,
under estimation the effect of the chamfer on the effective back rake angle (θ) in determining the
cutter forces. Therefore, to eliminate the error caused by inaccurate estimation of ψ and θ, a
benchmark ψ+θ using Eq. 6.15 was calculated for each type of cutter, rock and drilling fluid at
lowest tested confining pressure and was used to estimate the forces at all confining pressures.
Furthermore, in a second approach, lower values of interfacial friction angles were used in higher
confining pressures as measured in direct shear tests on Catoosa shale (Smith 1998) and
confirmed with the single cutter tests using mineral oil indicative of benchmark/efficient drilling
(Sections 6.4.1.1 and 6.4.1.2). The difference between predicted and measured forces was then
used as a diagnostic tool to identify possible rock cutting dysfunctions that resulted from an
increase in confining pressure.
 Fa
 Ft

    tan 1 





(6.15)
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6.2.4 Implications of Wear Flat Area
Experimental observations have indicated that the presence of a wear flat cannot be
neglected as soon as wear flat length is comparable with the depth of cut (Dagrain and Richard
2006). In addition, it has been found that the effective [or apparent] length of wear flat increases
with an increase in axial force on the cutter, until the depth of cut exceeds a minimum limit
(Detournay et al. 2008). This behavior may be more related to a deformed area of rock
underneath the cutter rather than a literal wear flat. Since the depth of cut for PDC cutters is
generally less than 0.08 inch, a PDC cutter can rarely be considered as perfectly “sharp” tool
(Dagrain and Richard 2006).
Single cutter laboratory experiments have indicated that in rocks such as anhydrite, coal,
and sandstone the bigger/more rough the wear flat is, the higher the friction coefficient and lower
the normal stress at wear flat. Surprisingly, the products of those were almost constant values.
The causes for either of these results are unknown. On the other hand in carbonates, the friction
coefficient remained constant independent of wear flat roughness. That was mostly because
materials were sticking to the wear flat to cause rock’s grain on grain sliding friction than a clean
cutter wear flat movement on the rock surface (Dagrain and Richard 2006). Shale characteristics
are closer to carbonates thus it is logical to assume a friction coefficient at the wear flat rock
interface equal to internal friction angle of the shale. The normal force at wear flat (F wN) and
length of wear flat (Lw) are two other unknowns in the equations for a blunt cutter. Since the
product of FwN and Lw is used in the model rather than each individual input, a maximum value
for FwN, equivalent to confined compressive strength of rock and a minimum value for Lw, equal
to 0.01”, was selected to approximate an average input for the model.
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6.3

Modeling of Different Forms of Balling
Additional descriptive models have been developed to address what the symptoms of

possible dysfunctions such as bottomhole balling, cutter balling, and global balling might be. The
specific goals were to determine whether quantitative symptoms of each form can be defined and
whether these symptoms are unique.
6.3.1 Cuttings Accumulations at the Cutter (Cutter Balling, Built up Edge)
Cuttings accumulations can occur in contact with the cutter. Evidence of cutter balling,
which is a ball-like accumulation of cuttings material on the face of the cutter, has been observed
frequently in both full-scale and single cutter lab tests when drilling shale. Evidence of this
phenomenon was also observed occasionally in cuttings recovered from field operations as
discussed in the previous chapter. Various researchers have also proposed that cuttings can
accumulate on the cutter in the form of a cutter ball or built up edge. Multiple concepts for
describing how these accumulations might develop have been proposed in this section in an
initial effort to investigate whether quantitative symptoms for specific phenomena could be
identified and whether these symptoms were unique to an individual phenomenon.
Four conceptual models for cutter forces representing accumulation at the cutter were
investigated for this study. The first model is based on the assumption that cutter balling is
initiated by occurrence of a built up edge at the tip of PDC cutter. Cutter balling itself was
assumed to occur due to bi-direction flow of the cuttings based on Richard’s (1999) hypothesis.
This may also involve accumulation on the bottom of the hole, i.e. bottomhole balling. An
alternative concept is that a similar accumulation can develop on the bottom of the cutter (Model
CB4). In that case, the equation of a bit with extended wear flat should be applicable (Eqs. 6.12
and 6.13). Two additional models were developed for forward flow of cuttings in the presence of
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a cutter ball. One of the models considers flow of the cuttings at or above the interface of a
ribbon and cutter ball mostly up the face of the cutter. Alternatively, the other model of
accumulation in a cutter ball assumes a flow of the cuttings mostly into the cutter ball. It is
possible that cutter balling is due to combination of all or some of the processes modeled here.
Also, some of these phenomena may be more dominant in some stages of creation of a ball, but
as the ball grows, the accumulation mechanism may change. It is also likely that other
assumptions about the path taken for cuttings to accumulate in, and/or move around, a cutter ball
need to be considered, and may prove to be more relevant. Nevertheless, only these four
concepts, and the assumptions related to their descriptions, have been evaluated herein. This
evaluation is also limited to the use of analytical modeling of cutter forces. In any event, this
modeling allows an investigation of how the different cuttings paths associated with the different
balling concepts could result in different forces on the cutter.
Model CB1–Built up Edge
Detournay and Drescher model’s geometry (Fig. 6.4) was adapted to develop a
descriptive mode for occurrence of a built up edge. To simplify the model for the diagnostic
purpose of this research, it was hypothesized that the movement of the cuttings occurs mostly at
the top of crushed zone (Fig. 6.4) adjacent to the built up edge. Referring to Fig. 6.4, the cuttings
movement between zones labeled 4 and 1 and zones labeled 5 and 6 can therefore be neglected.
A more rigorous approach might be to define a velocity profile in zones 4 and 5 with maximum
movement in plane between zoned 4 and 7.
According to Detournay and Drescher’s model, as well as to numerical models including
one by Ledgerwood (2008), there is always a zone of crushed rock underneath the cutter with a
thickness more than depth of cut as shown with dCr in Fig 6.9. For similar rock and under similar
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operating conditions, the distance between the depth of crushed zone and the depth of cut should
remain constant, while the zone advances continuously ahead of the cutter. Therefore, a zone of
crushed material should always be at the top of intact rock that has not been considered in
Detournay and Dresher model. This can contribute to drilling inefficiency. A part of cutter forces
is consumed to break the rock underneath the cutter. This zone of broken material stays at the top
of the intact rock and under significantly high confining pressure and due downward cuter forces
may re-compact again. This material has to be drilled again in subsequent rotations of the cutter
and thus energy is wasted to break the rock more than once. Furthermore, the cuttings moving
underneath the cutter, which is proportional to d2 depth of cut, may or may not be lifted from the
bottom of the groove depending to the hydraulics. If they are not removed from the bottom of the
groove they may cause bottomhole balling as shown with dBHB in Fig. 6.9 and discussed in the
next section. Nevertheless, in this section it was assumed that hydraulic removes the produced
cutting and thus dBHB=0.
Since the thickness of the crushed zone (dCr), forward and backward flow ratios, and their
controlling factors, except for back rake angle, are unknown, developing a predictive model for
this scenario was not possible. However, it was attempted to develop a descriptive model to help
analyze the forces from laboratory experiments semi-quantitatively.
It is assumed that forward and backward flows are uncoupled. Therefore, the basic
equation should be valid to model the forward flow behavior proportional to depth of cut d1. The
only difference from the regular model is that the built up edge functions as a reverse chamfer
with a back rake angle smaller than the cutter. The built up edge might even have a [forward]
rake angle rather than a back rake angle. In any case, the equivalent back rake angle of the cutter
and the built up edge for the forward flow θf is less than the cutter’s back rake angle. In addition,
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the equivalent interfacial friction angle on the face of cutter and in zones 2 and 3 (ψf) of Fig. 6.4
is between interfacial friction angle of cutter and cuttings and internal friction angle of rock. The
latter is assumed to be equal to internal friction angle of the rock. Final equations for forward
flow can be written as,

 cos  f   f  

Ftf  Fs1  FCF 
 cos       
f
f
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(6.16)

 sin  f   f  

Faf  Fs1  FCF 
 cos      
f
f
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(6.17)

where Ftf is tangential force proportional to forward flow, Faf is axial force proportional to
forward flow, and αf is the shear angle of the rock at depth of cut d1 (Fig. 6.9).

Fig. 6.9–Schematic of Descriptive model for Built up edge (Models CB1 and BHB)
Mirror of forward flow can be modeled for backward flow. As can be seen in Fig. 6.9, in
this case both cutter and built up edge have a [forward] rake angle relative to cuttings flow
direction. Therefore, the shear angle for backward flow αb is large than 45˚, more like a stream of
cuttings flowing below the cutter. Based on the assumption in development of this model, there
is no cutting movement at shear plane and thus cuttings movement friction force in shear plane is
zero. Equivalent back rake angle θb is the combination of cutter’s back rake angle and built up
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edge’s angle, θ+β2. In addition, interfacial friction angle on the face of built up edge is the
internal friction angle of the rock φ.
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Forward and backward flow equations were combined to obtain the total cutter forces for
this scenario:
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If θ+β2 is greater than φ, the second term in equation 6.21 will be negative. Therefore, the
total outcome of this second term will be positive.
Model CB2–Cutter Balling with Flow toward Cutter Ball
In this model a cutter ball was assumed to be a mass of broken cuttings in front of the
cuttings ribbon where cuttings mostly flow toward the cutter ball than ribbon (Fig. 6.10).

Fig. 6.10–Cutter balling schematic (Model CB2)
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This idea came from comparison of the sizes of ribbons and cutter ball for polished and
standard cutters. The lengths of ribbons recovered at the end of experiments conducted by Smith
(1998) with a polished cutter were 5 to 12 times greater than the height of the cutter ball in the
same experiment (Fig. 6.11). This ratio was 2-3 in tests with standard cutter. Nevertheless, the
size of the cutter ball for a standard cutter was significantly larger than that for a polished cutter.
This effect probably relates to there being less friction on the face of a polished cutter than on a
standard cutter. Consequently, there may be a stronger tendency for cuttings to move up the face
of a polished cutter than on a standard cutter, where new cuttings drilled with standard cutter
may primarily move into and be incorporated into the cutter ball.

Cutter
ball

Cuttings
ribbon

Fig. 6.11–Catoosa shale cuttings from polished cutter at 9000 psi (Smith 1998)
In my opinion, this first scenario is more likely to occur when the interfacial friction
angle between PDC cutter and cuttings is greater than the internal friction angle of the cuttings.
Therefore, cuttings would follow the path of least resistance which is sliding on each other than
moving up the face of cutter. In this case an already accumulated ribbon on the face of cutter
behaves like a cutter with a bigger back rake angle θ1 which is variable over the thickness of the
ribbon. Furthermore, to move the cutter ball, additional tangential force Fb is required to
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overcome the frictional force created between cutter ball and the intact rock at the bottom of the
hole. Governing equations for this model are listed below:

Ft 



wd
 c  c Pc  cos  1    Fb
sin 
 cos     1  

(6.22)

Fa 
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(6.23)

Fb  c Pc wLb

(6.24)

Lb in the equation above is the length of cutter ball.
Model CB3–Cutter Balling with Flow toward the Face of Cutter
The upward movement of the cuttings could potentially cause friction between the
existing ribbon and a growing cutter ball. Friction between the ribbon and the cutter ball is the
second assumption taken into account to develop another cutter balling model represented in Fig.
6.12.

Fig. 6.12–Cutter balling schematic (Model CB3)
In this case in addition to extra tangential force required to move the cutter ball across the
bottom of the hole, some energy is being consumed to overcome frictional forces between the
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ribbon and the cutter ball. This friction force would act as a downward force on the interface of
ribbon and cutter ball therefore causes a reduction in axial force required to break the rock:

Ft 
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 c  c Pc  cos      Fb1  Fb 2 sin 
sin 
 cos      

(6.25)

Fa 
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Fb2 is friction between the ribbon and cutter ball where there is relative movement between
ribbon and cutter ball and Fb1 is friction between cutter ball and the bottomhole,
Fb 2  c Pc wH b  Fb1 cos  

(6.27)

Fb1  c Pc wLb  Fb 2 cos 

(6.28)

where Hb is the length of contact area between the ribbon and cutter ball.
6.3.2 Cuttings Accumulations at the bottom of groove
As discussed in previous section, downward flow of cuttings may cause accumulation of
cuttings at the bottom of the groove (Fig. 6.9) to create bottomhole balling. This layer of cuttings
should be lifted in subsequent cuts and thus thickness of zone to be sheared with the cutter in
each rotation (d1+d2+dBHB) may be greater than actual depth of cut (d1+d2). If we assume that
shear strength of re-compacted cuttings in the layer dBHB under high confining pressure is
roughly equal to shear strength of the intact rock, this bottomhole balling scenario can be
modeled with equations 6.21 and 6.22. However, in this case Fs1+FCF is proportional to d1+dBHB
than d1 alone.
6.3.3 Bit Body Effect (Bit Balling)
The impact of the bit body on the severity of the effects of bit balling was investigated by
Smith (1998). He simulated the effect of the face of the bit body above the cutters on a bit, by
inserting an interference plate above the cutter on a single cutter apparatus in place of the
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standard holder that cantilevered the cutter away from the drive shaft. Severe “global” balling
(Fig. 6.13) occurred in most of the tests with the interference plate and caused a significant
increase in cutting forces and a reduction in the maximum steady-state depth of cut that could be
achieved. Two conceptual models were developed in an attempt to represent the onset of global
balling and the impact of global balling.
Model BB1–Initial Stage of Bit Balling
One phenomenon that could initiate global balling is the ribbons moving up the face of
the cutter running into the interference plate as shown in Fig. 6.14.

Fig. 6.13–Ball recovered from tests with interference plate in water (Smith 1998)

Fig. 6.14–Effect of bit body at initial stage of balling
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Due to the different angles of the cutter face and interference plate and also the different
interfacial friction coefficients on these two surfaces, the magnitude and ratio of cutting forces
will change as shown in Eqs. 6.29 and 6.30.

Ft 
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 c  c Pc  cos      Fbody sin 1
sin 
 cos     

(6.29)
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Model BB2–Global Balling
Cuttings tend to accumulate under the interference plate as drilling continues. This effect
is probably more severe in the single cutter tests than it would be with many bits because of the
absence of hydraulics and the small clearance between the plate and the bottom of the hole. The
cuttings trapped between the interference plate and bottom of the hole impede the downward
advancement of the cutting action. In addition, the vertical force exerted on the plate is expected
to compact the mass of broken cuttings under the plate and probably make the effect of the
balling worse. An assumption that corresponds to this situation is that the cuttings trapped
between the bit face and the bottom of the hole create an additional friction force against the
bottom of the hole as shown in Fig. 6.15 and Eq. 6.31.

Ft 

wd
 c  c Pc  cos      Fbody sin 1  c Fbody cos 1
sin 
 cos     

(6.31)

The equation for axial force would not be expected to change (Eq. 6.30). However, Fbody
is a function of contact area between the cuttings and bit body and strength of the cuttings that
should increase as the cuttings get compacted.
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Fig. 6.15–Effect of bit body to create severe balling
As the volume of cuttings under the interference plate becomes large enough to interfere
with the downward advancement of the cutter, the bit body force (Fbody) is assumed to become a
factor of compressive strength of the cuttings. Assuming zero cohesion between cuttings, the
cuttings’ confined compressive strength (CCSc) was approximated using Eq. 6.32. Assuming
zero cohesion between cuttings, the cuttings’ confined compressive strength (CCSc) can be
approximated as:


2 sin  

CCS c  Pc 1 
 1  sin   

(6.32)

Therefore, Fbody can be calculated as,

Fbody 

CCS c  Ab
cos 1

(6.33)

where Ab is area of ball. In the case of severe global balling, when ROP drops significantly, there
might not be any relative movement between the cuttings/ball and the bit body, and the bit body
force would then be essentially vertical. In that case, equations 6.30 and 6.321can be simplified
as:
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6.4
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Results and Discussions
The model was applied to the single cutter test data on three types of rocks: Catoosa shale,

Mancos shale, and Carthage limestone. Tests data from Mancos shale and Carthage limestone
were collected from published single cutter tests by Smith (1995). In addition, all the single
cutter tests data on Catoosa shale were collected from Smith (1998). The average properties of
these rocks are listed in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3–Sample rock properties (Data from Smith (1998) and Roy Ledgerwood III)
Unconfined Compressive
Cohesiveness Internal friction angle
Rock type
Strength (psi)
(psi)
(⁰)
Catoosa shale
5000
2000
10
Mancos shale
9-10000
2700
28
Carthage limestone
15-16000
4000
30
6.4.1 Catoosa Shale
Single cutter tests on Catoosa shale were performed to a maximum of 0.075” depth of
cut. The experiments were conducted under different confining pressures up to 9000 psi. Cutters
used in these experiments were 0.37” wide with 0.01” chamfers that had a 45˚ angle with cutting
face of the cutter.
6.4.1.1 Estimation of ψ+θ
A sensitivity analysis was performed on the value of ψ+θ using equations 6.12 and 6.13
assuming 0.01” length of wear flat and 0.075” depth of cut. Catoosa shale properties are
presented in Table 6.3. Figs. 6.16-6.18 show the expected changes in cutter forces versus ψ+θ at
different confining pressures. Recorded cutter forces in the tests in mineral oil, representative of
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efficient drilling, were compared with the model to identify the values of ψ+θ. Measured
tangential and axial forces are identical to the model results having ψ+θ equal to 45.5˚ and 46,
respectively. The calculated values of ψ+θ from both tangential and axial forces are almost
identical that reinforces applicability of the model in predicting the cutter forces at this confining
pressure. Likewise, at 9000 psi confining pressure calculated ψ+θ form tangential and axial
forces are fairly close equal to 40.5˚ and 41.5˚, respectively. As can be seen calculated ψ+θ has
been declined about 5˚ by 8000 psi increase in the confining pressure. This can be explained by
the measured reductions in interfacial friction coefficient due to the increase in confining
pressure as discussed in section 5.2.3. According to the model, tangential force is expected to be
greater than axial force if ψ+θ is less than 45˚ as also seen in the test with mineral oil at 9000 psi
using polished cutter. On the other hand, when ψ+θ is close to 45˚ both forces are identical as
modeled and measured at 1000 psi confining pressure.
1000
Measured forces
Model Ft at 9000 psi
Model Fa at 9000 psi
Model Ft at 1000 psi
Model Fa at 1000 psi

900
800

Forces (lbs)

700
Ft@9kpsi
Fa@9kpsi

600
500
400

Ft &Fa@1kpsi

300
200
100
0
0

10

20

ψ+θ

30

40

50

Fig. 6.16–Expected and measured forces with polished cutter in mineral oil versus ψ+θ
Fig. 6.17 compares the results from the tests with standard cutter with the model. Both
tests presented here were performed at 9000 psi, one with water and the other one with mineral
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oil. Recorded forces in mineral oil were significantly lower. Also calculated ψ+θ from tangential
and axial forces measured in this test are only 3 apart. Nevertheless, calculated angle from the
test in water are 7˚ apart. As discussed later in this chapter this difference is likely due to
occurrence of a cutter balling dysfunction that has not been included in the benchmark model. It
is noteworthy that measured axial forces are greater than tangential force in both experiments
indicating ψ+θ is greater than 45˚. Difference between the calculated ψ+θ in the tests with
mineral oil at 9000 psi when cutter surface finish is changed from polished to standard is
15.5-19.5˚. Part of this represents the difference in interfacial friction angles of these two cutters.
It may also be partially be due to some cuttings accumulation effects, although not apparent
cutter balling was observed in mineral oil.
2500
Fa, Water
2000

Measured forces
Model Ft at 9000 psi
Model Fa at 9000 psi
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Fa, Mineral Oil
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Fig. 6.17–Expected and measured forces with standard cutter at 9000 psi versus ψ+θ
Tests with water and polished cutter have been compared with the model in Fig. 6.18.
Poorest agreement between the model and the tests results were obtained in these experiments.
This problem became more severe for the tests at 6000 and 9000 psi where obtained ψ+θ to
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match axial and tangential forces are more than 20˚ apart. All these experiments experienced
cutter balling, as discussed in the next section, which is a likely contributor to these differences.
1000
Measured forces
Model Ft at 9000 psi
Model Fa at 9000 psi
Model Ft at 1000 psi
Model Fa at 1000 psi
Model Ft at 3000 psi
Model Fa at 3000 psi
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Model Fa at 6000 psi
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Fig. 6.18–Expected and measured forces in the polished cutter tests with water versus ψ+θ
6.4.1.2 Efficient Drilling-No Apparent Dysfunction
For the tests with 10˚ back rake angle polished cutter at 1000 psi, ψ+θ was obtained using
Fig. 6.16 to be about 46˚ in mineral oil. This was based on the assumption that wear flat width is
only 0.01” which represents a sharp cutter. This value was used in prediction of forces under
1000 and 9000 psi confining pressures when using a polished cutter. If we assume interfacial
friction angle ψ to be 6-13˚ as tested in direct shear tests (Smith 1998), the implied back rake
angle should be between 34˚ and 40˚. This is much greater than the 19˚ average back rake angle
that was calculated from the tip of the cutter to the rock surface. This might be a good indicator
of significance of chamfer in determining the cutting forces.
The benchmark model, using equations 6.12 and 6.13, was applied to tests in mineral oil
under 1000 and 9000 psi confining pressures (Figs. 6.19 and 6.20). The depth based plot shows
the recorded and modeled forces from the onset of cutting at zero depth of cut (d) to 0.075”
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depth of cut at point A. From point A to B, the depth of cut is constant while the area of cut (A)
increases due to circular edge of the cutter. After point B, both the depth of cut and area of cut
are constant thus a constant cutting force is predicted. In these tests, there is a good agreement
between modeled forces and lab results especially at low confining pressure. At high confining
pressure the predicted forces are up to 30% higher than lab measurements. Possible causes for
this difference include a smaller interfacial friction angle at the higher pressure due to the
increase in normal stress (Smith 1998; Kronenberg 1966) or different upward and downward
flow ratios at high and low confining pressures. Smith’s direct shear tests indicated 5 reduction
in the measured interfacial friction angle between a polished cutter and Catoosa shale due to
8000 psi increase in confining pressure which his exactly equal to the implied difference between
interfacial friction angles from the tests at 1000 and 9000 psi (Fig. 6.16). A second plot of the
model obtained using ψ+θ=41 compares well with the test data at 9000 psi (Figs. 6.19 and 6.20).
It is noteworthy that both axial and tangential forces for the test in 9000 psi pressure
continued to increase somewhat even after reaching a constant depth and area of cut. This could
be due to a cuttings accumulation effect, although a ball was not seen on the cutter or in the test
cell after the experiment. Confining pressure effects at 9000 psi caused 158% increase in cutter
forces according to the model where 72% of this increase was due to after failure friction at the
shear plane. However, confining pressure effect at 1000 psi was less than 17%.
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Fig. 6.19–Measured tangential forces for tests in mineral oil with a polished cutter versus
benchmark model
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Fig. 6.20–Measured axial forces for tests in mineral oil with a polished cutter versus benchmark
model
6.4.1.3 Inefficient Drilling
Tests with Polished Cutter
The model was compared with the tests data in water under different confining pressures
from 1000 to 9000 psi. Two approaches were applied in estimation of ψ+θ. In the first approach,
obtained ψ+θ from Fig. 6.18 at lowest confining pressure, i.e. 1000 psi, equal to 43 was used in
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modeling the forces at different confining pressures (Figs. 6.21 and 6.22). Nevertheless, in the
second approach, lower interfacial friction angles were used in modeling the forces at higher
confining pressures as measured in direct shear tests (Smith 1998). Similar to efficient drilling
examples in mineral oil, it was assumed that interfacial friction angle at 9000 psi is 5 less than
that at 1000 psi. Accordingly, corresponding interfacial angles at 3000 and 6000 psi were
interpolated between values used at 1000 and 9000 psi (Fig. 6.23 and 6.24). Modeled forces in
these tests compare relatively well with lab results up to a confining pressure of 3000 psi.
However for higher confining pressures, there is a significant change in cutting behavior that is
not predicted by the basic model. As can be seen, measured axial forces at 6000 psi and 9000 psi
are lower than those measured at 3000 psi and even 1000 psi. Also, measured tangential forces
are 20-50% higher than predictions for all tests at more than 1000 psi.
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Test at 9000 psi
Test at 6000 psi
Test at 3000 psi
Test at 1000 psi
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Fig. 6.21–Modeled and measured tangential forces for tests in water with a polished cutter using
constant interfacial friction angle
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Fig. 6.22–Modeled and measured axial forces for tests in water with a polished cutter using
constant interfacial friction angle

Fig. 6.23–Modeled and measured tangential forces for tests in water with a polished cutter using
variable interfacial friction angle
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Fig. 6.24–Modeled and measured axial forces for tests in water with a polished cutter using
variable interfacial friction angle
Rock compressive and shear strength increases due to increased confining pressure.
Therefore under higher confining pressures, higher cutting forces are expected and are predicted
by the model. However, tangential forces higher than predicted, and axial forces much lower
than predicted, would seem to be a major contradiction. The fact that this contradiction was not
evident in the tests with mineral oil implies that it is related to a phenomenon that is present in
the high pressure tests with water. The evidence of intermittent cutter balling observed in these
same, even at confining pressures as low as 1000 psi (Fig. 6.25), tests is a strong indication that it
could be related to these results. The fluctuations in the tangential forces, especially during the
last stage of the tests where both depth of cut and area of cut are constant and thus a constant
force is expected, reinforce the likelihood that cutter balling is influencing those forces and could
also relate to the low axial force. The average size of cutter ball for tests with water and a
polished cutter at 9000 psi was 0.25-0.5 inch long and 0.375-0.5 inch thick. In contrast, no cutter
balls were observed after tests in mineral oil.
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Fig. 6.25–Cutter balling at 1000 psi confining pressure in water (Smith 1998)
The presence of a ball would be expected to result in a significant additional tangential
force as predicted by equation 6.22. This effect is more significant at higher confining pressures.
For instance, the additional tangential force due to a 0.5 inch long cutter ball would be 300 lbs
under 9000 psi confining pressure as predicted by models CB2 and CB3 assuming an internal
friction coefficient of 0.176 corresponding to 10˚ internal friction angle of the rock.
Cutter balling hypothesis presented in Model CB3, assuming upward movement of the
ribbon behind a cutter ball, also predicts a 343 lbs drop in axial force for a 0.5 inch x 0.5 inch
ball using equations 6.25 and 6.26. The predicted difference in tangential force in both cases is
roughly the size of the increase in tangential force observed in Fig. 6.21. Also, the predicted
reduction in axial force using the second hypothesis (Eq. 6.26) is roughly the same as the actual
reduction in axial force observed in Fig. 6.22. Consequently, it is a reasonable possibility that the
growth of the cutter ball in that test caused the increase in tangential force.
Deviations from the benchmark trends could also be due to bi-direction flow of the
cuttings as explained in cutter balling (CB1) and bottomhole balling models (Eqs. 6.20 and 6.21).
Nevertheless, due to having too many unknown inputs in that model, e.g. d 1, d2, ψf, θf, θb, dCr, it
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was not possible to estimate a value for that effect. Therefore, as an attempt to get a sense of the
significance of that effect, the model was applied to a hypothetical case of a rectangular sharp
cutter with 10˚ back rake angle drilling at 0.075” depth of cut (d) under 9000 psi versus a similar
cutter with a 0.01” chamfer at bottom where flow of cuttings at chamfer is downward. This is
similar to having d1=0.065” and d2=0.01” in Fig. 6.9. Also rock properties were assumed to be
similar to Catoosa shale and it was assumed that interfacial friction angle on the face of cutter be
equal to internal friction angle of the rock and the thickness of crushed zone (dCr) is zero.
Tangential and axial forces for 100% upward flow were calculated as 410 lbs and 149 lbs,
respectively. Nevertheless, assuming a downward flow at chamfer resulted in 10.6% and 6%
reduction in tangential and axial forces, respectively. Also, 8% reduction in tangential force and
1.4% increase in axial force was calculated assuming dCr=0.01”. Bottomhole balling effect
calculation resulted in additional increases both tangential and axial forces relative to the latter
case, equivalent to 432 lbs tangential force and 171 lbs axial force. Based on these results and
according to the principal of minimum energy, downward flow of the cuttings would then be a
likely hypothesis as rock tends to break [and possibly flow] in a direction that requires minimum
energy from the cutter. Nevertheless, it does not explain increase in tangential force in presence
of a cutter ball as seen in the single cutter tests.
Between these models, Model CB3 gave the closest results to the laboratory tests.
Therefore, upward flow of the cuttings in presence of a cutter ball may be a dominant flow path
for drilling with polished cutters under high confining pressure.
Cutter balling with Standard Cutter
The benchmark model, Eqs. 6.12 and 6.13, was also applied to test data using a standard
cutter using a wear flat length of 0.01”. Unfortunately, there was no test data available for low
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confining pressure using standard cutters. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis on the value of ψ+θ
was performed. Figs. 6.20 and 6.21 compare the test results versus model predictions with
minimum and maximum values of 56˚ and 62˚ for ψ+θ versus 41˚ calculated for a polished cutter
at 9000 psi wellbore pressure. The difference in the interfacial friction angle of Catoosa shale on
a standard cutter versus on a polished cutter ranged from 2˚ to 13˚ when measured with a direct
shear device (Smith 1998). Therefore, ψ+θ for standard cutter was expected to be in the range of
43 to 54. It is noteworthy that the measured forces in water and mineral oil are close to what
would be predicted by a ψ+θ of 56˚ to about 60˚ until the last stage of the test where forces in
water are significantly higher (Figs. 6.26 and 6.27).
These results are qualitatively similar to those with the polished cutter. Higher forces are
measured during the last stage of the test in water but not in tests in mineral oil. Consequently, it
is again hypothesized that this increase is due to the gradual accumulation of cuttings as a cutter
ball. In the tests with water and a standard cutter, balls as large as 0.625 inch x 0.875 inch were
observed. In contrast, evidence of cutter balling from tests in mineral oil was either non-existent
or that the accumulations were very small.
The presence of a 0.875” long cutter ball is predicted to cause a 513 lbs increase in
tangential force using equation 6.22. That value is roughly the size of the rapid increase in
tangential force observed in Fig. 6.26 starting at 0.15” depth, which reinforces the hypothesis
that the force increase is the result of cutter balling.
In contrast to the tests with polished cutter, axial force for the test with standard cutter
increased (Fig. 6.21). The difference in the shape of, and in the relative size of the ribbons to, the
cutter ball for standard and polished cutter suggests different flow behaviors of the cuttings for
the different cutter and could be the cause for the difference in axial forces. Assumptions in
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model CB2 come closer to representing this case as in that model flow is toward cutter ball and
thus relative size of cutter ball to ribbon length should be large. In that case not only tangential
force is expected to increase, but also due to gradual increase in the effective back rake angle that
moving cuttings experience, i.e. θ1 in Fig. 6.10, axial force is expected to increase.
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Fig. 6.26–Modeled tangential forces for tests with standard cutter
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Fig. 6.27–Modeled axial forces for tests with standard cutter
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Global balling experienced with interference plate
Figs. 6.22 and 6.23 show the effect of an interference plate on cutting forces by
comparing similar tests with and without interference plate. These tests were performed with a
polished cutter at 0.075” depth of cut and a 273 rpm rotation rate under 9000 psi confining
pressure.
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Fig. 6.28–Measured tangential forces for tests with and without interference plate
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Fig. 6.29–Measured axial forces for tests with and without interference plate
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The final peaks in the axial forces recorded in the interference plate tests in both water
and mineral oil are because the axial advance of the cutter was stopped by an automatic
shutdown in the test apparatus to avoid excessive loads. The shutdown occurred before
completion of the tests as a consequence of global balling causing an excessive axial load.
The cause for the significant increase in forces observed in the test with the interference
plate is the development of a relatively large accumulation of cuttings in front of the cutter
between the plate and the rock surface as shown in Fig. 6.13. This accumulation was interpreted
as being representative of severe global bit balling (Smith 1998). The area of the ball in contact
with the interference plate for the test in water is estimated as roughly 1.25 inch2 based on the
photo. The thick section of the ball at the center is the accumulated cuttings between the groove
and interference plate while the rest of the ball is accumulated between the intact rock surface
and interference plate.
An increase in axial force of approximately 2100 lbs is observed in Fig. 6.29 for the test with the
interference plate in water versus the cantilever test. This consistent increase, which occurs
before the final peak, would result from a CCSc of 1680 psi (Eq. 6.33) for the estimated area of
the material in the ball. That strength is certainly possible based on the maximum expected
cuttings strength of 12782 psi (Eq. 6.32) based on an internal friction angle of 10˚ and a
confining pressure of 9000 psi. The corresponding increase in tangential force of 450 lbs implies
an effective friction angle of about 12.1. While this angle is somewhat greater than the assumed
value based on the internal friction angle, it is likely that the increase in tangential force during
the test with the interference plate is largely due to friction forces related to the accumulation of
cuttings.
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The high depth of cut test using the interference plate with mineral oil also experienced
global balling. However, the size of the ball recovered at the end of the test in mineral oil was
approximately 0.3 inch2 (Fig. 6.30) and therefore much smaller than that in water. The axial
force in the final stage of the test, excluding the final peak, ranged from 1800-2200 lbs greater
than that in cantilever test. This corresponds to a CCSc of 6000-7300 psi. The higher strength of
the cuttings accumulation in mineral oil as calculated by this model was also observed in
laboratory experiments performed by Smith. Although no attempt was made to measure the
balls’ strength quantitatively, the balls created in mineral oil were generally stiffer than the
watery and loose balls created in water (Smith 1998). The corresponding increase in tangential
force was 900-1000 lb. This increase was much larger than observed in the tests in water. Given
the longer duration of the test, the volume of cuttings from the test in mineral oil was expected to
be larger than that in water. However, the mineral oil apparently suppressed cohesion of the
cuttings, as expected, and prevented a larger area of balled material. Nevertheless, a significant
portion of the extra cuttings generated appear to have been moving across the bottom of the hole
in front of the cutter (Fig. 6.31). The extra tangential force in this test versus the test in water was
evidently required to move these cuttings against the frictional force caused by the normal stress
imposed by the wellbore pressure.
Cuttings accumulation at the bottom of the groove (Fig. 6.32), and on the face of cutter
(6.33), was also observed at similar tests in mineral oil at low depths of cut (0.006” and 0.011”)
(J.R. Smith 1998). However, global balling did not occur in those tests thus a significant increase
in axial force, as seen in the test at high depth of cut, was not observed.
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Fig. 6.30–Ball recovered from the test with interference plate in mineral oil (Smith 1998)
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Fig. 6.31–Cutting accumulated in the groove in interference plate test in mineral oil (Smith 1998)

Cutter ball
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Fig. 6.32–Test cell of single cutter interference plate test in mineral oil at 9000 psi (Smith 1998)
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Fig. 6.33–Balling on the face and the side of cutter in interference plate test in mineral oil at
9000 psi and 0.011” depth of cut (Smith 1998)
6.4.2 Mancos Shale
The tests in Mancos shale were performed in water at a low depth of cut (0.011 inch)
using chamfered standard and polished cutters with 15˚ back rake angle at 3000, 6000, and 9000
psi confining pressures. The rock properties, test apparatus and procedure used are described by
Smith (1995). Some apparent inconsistencies were observed in the results. For example, the
recorded cutting forces at 3000 psi using a polished cutter were larger than with a standard cutter
(Table 6.4). Therefore, in order to apply equation (6.15) to calculate ψ+θ, the average force ratio
for the two tests at the lower confining pressures, 3000 and 6000 psi, were used. The ψ+θ
calculated for standard and polished cutters in Mancos shale were 65˚ and 60˚, respectively.
These are greater than those obtained at high depth of cut drilling in Catoosa shale. One factor
contributing to this difference is that the back rake angles of these cutters are 5˚ higher than tests
in Catoosa shale. Furthermore, in this case majority of cutting action occurs at chamfer due to
low depth of cut and that can cause a significant increase in cuttings forces. Another possible
contributor is that the internal friction angle of Mancos shale is two to three time of that in
Catoosa shale. Assuming a correlation between internal friction angle of the rock and interfacial
friction angle on the face of cutter a higher friction angle in Mancos shale is expected. Finally,
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the lower depth of cut implies that more of the cutting action may have taken place on the
chamfered portion of the cutter which would result in a higher effective back rake.
Table 6.4–Single cutter test results on Mancos shale (Smith 1995)
3000 psi
6000 psi
9000 psi
Axial
Tangential
Axial
Tangential
Axial
Tangential
Force (lbs) Force (lbs) Force (lbs) Force (lbs) Force (lbs) Force (lbs)
Polished Cutter
461
243
523
318
656
359
Standard Cutter
399
206
678
299
967
387
Fig. 6.34 shows a relatively good agreement between predicted axial and tangential
forces for standard and polished cutter for both the confining pressures (see labels in Fig.) used
to calculate the ψ+θ and the higher, 9000 psi confining pressure versus those measured in the lab.
This indicates that the effect of confining pressure is accounted for appropriately.
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Fig. 6.34–Modeled forces versus test results in Mancos shale
6.4.3 Carthage limestone
The confined tests on Carthage limestone were performed under 3000 and 9000 psi
confining pressures. The tests were performed by Smith (1998) in water at a low depth of cut
(0.011 inch) using chamfered standard and polished cutters with a 15˚ back rake angle. The rock
sample has a stated internal friction angle of 30˚. Fig. 6.35 compares force predictions versus lab
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results using ψ+θ equal to 64˚ and 71˚ for polished and standard cutter, respectively. These
values were calculated from the tests at 3000 psi using equation 5.16. Points off of the 45 degree
line represent the tests under 9000 psi confining pressure. As can be seen, the model over
predicts the forces under high confining pressure by up to 35% indicating that the effects of
confining pressure on this limestone is not properly accounted for in the model. Due to limited
data, the source of this error has not been investigated. A reduction in the angle of internal
friction and/or the interfacial friction angle with increased confining pressure or normal stress,
respectively, are possible reasons for this difference. It has been shown that using lower values
of ψ+θ at 9000 psi, labeled as (2), equivalent to of 65˚ and 60 for standard and polished cutters,
results in closer estimation of cutter forces. Another possibility is that the effect of wellbore
pressure on the effective confining stress on the limestone is not as significant as it was on the
shale, which would be expected if the limestone is more permeable.
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Fig. 6.35–Modeled forces versus test results in Carthage Limestone
6.5

Drilling Dysfunctions Diagnostic Symptoms
The desired penetration rates were achieved in all of the single cutter tests with the

cantilevered holder, even in presence of a cutter ball. Consequently, these tests were considered
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representative of effective drilling. However, the drilling efficiencies during the tests were
different depending on the confining pressure, the surface finish of the cutter, the depth of cut,
and the drilling fluid. The ratio of tangential force to axial force, defined herein as the force ratio,
was consistent for all of these tests except those conducted with polished cutter in water at high
confining pressures. The recorded force ratios in mineral oil were 0.99 and 1.07 at 1000 and
9000 psi confining pressures, respectively. Force ratios close to one were also observed in the
tests in water at different confining pressures up to 3000 psi. However, the force ratio in water
increased to 2.7 and 3.1 at 6000 psi and 9000 psi, respectively. At those pressures, the tangential
force was higher and the axial force is significantly lower than expected.
Global balling was observed in tests using an interference plate in water at all of the
depths of cut, even as low as 0.006”. In the tests with mineral oil, however, global balling was
observed only at the highest depth of cut (0.075”). In contrast, at low depths of cut (0.006” and
0.011”), global balling was not observed in mineral oil. This tendency for a mineral oil drilling
fluid to suppress balling is likely due to inhibition of cuttings cohesion due to the non-polar
nature of the drilling fluid (Smith 1998).
Different forms of balling including cutter balling, built up edge, global balling, and
bottomhole balling were modeled and it was found that depending on the cuttings accumulation
mechanisms, bit balling symptoms may be different but not necessarily distinctive.
Cutter balling (models CB2 and CB3): It was shown that accumulation of cuttings on
the face of cutter results in an increase in cutter tangential force. Nevertheless, depending on the
flow path of cuttings, axial force may decrease or increase. The increase in axial and tangential
force for the tests with a standard cutter, which experienced significant cutter balling, was
modeled (CB2) to occur when the cuttings produced feed directly into a growing cutter ball as
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shown in Fig. 6.10. In contrast, the reduction in axial force experienced in the tests with polished
cutter when cutter balling occurred was hypothesized to be due to flow of cuttings up the face of
the cutter behind an existing cutter ball as in Fig. 6.12. These two models indicate two extreme
cases of a flow path of the cuttings during cutter balling. In reality, some combination of these
mechanisms may result in an increase in the size of the cutter ball and the length of the cuttings
ribbon.
Built up edge (models CB1 and CB4): A built up edge may occur due to bi-direction
flow of cuttings both up the face of the cutter and underneath the cutter. Examining the proposed
model (CB1) for this scenario indicated a reduction in both tangential and axial forces. The other
proposed built up edge scenario (CB4) is the adhesion of cuttings underneath of cutter to behave
like a wear flat. The model predicts an increase in both axial and tangential forces due to
existence of a wear flat. Consequently, the symptoms of these two versions of built up edge
should be different.
Bottomhole Balling (model BHB): Downward movement of cuttings may contribute to
bottomhole balling resulting in increases in both axial and tangential forces.
Global balling (models BB1 and BB2): Global balling was modeled to cause increase in
both axial and tangential forces. Significant increase in axial force eventually exceeded system
limits that eventually resulted in inability to achieve desired depth of cut.
In order to obtain a quantitative estimation of the significance of each balling dysfunction
they have been modeled (Table 6.5) for a test in Catoosa shale at 9000 psi confining pressure
with 0.075” depth of cut. ψ+θ was assumed to be 41˚ as implied from a single cutter test with
polished cutter at 9000 psi to calculate the benchmark forces.
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Table 6.5–Modeled balling dysfunctions in Catoosa shale at 9000 psi
Cutter
Benchmark CB1 CB1+BHB +CB2 +CB3 +CB4 +BB1 +BB2
Force
(psi)
(psi)
(psi)
(psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi)
Axial
547
122
139
>547
219
656
>547 2912
Tangential
630
353
406
923
923
649
<630 1046

For the first balling scenario, it was assumed that a part of produced cuttings, equivalent
to 0.01” depth of cut, move underneath h the cutter (Model CB1). Close to the tip of cutter the
back rake angle is 45˚ greater than nominal due to the existence of a chamfer. However, if the
flow at the tip of the cutter is downward, that angle would act as a forward rake angle relative to
the movement of the cuttings. Therefore, the calculated cutter forces for the bottom 0.01” depth
of cut are very low in the order 10 lbs for both axial and tangential forces. On the other hand,
back rake angle for the remaining 0.065” depth of cut proportional to the forward flow would be
much lower as the effect of chamfer has already been removed. Interfacial friction angle (ψ) was
assumed to be 8˚ as measured by Smith’s direct shear tests, and thus ψ+θ for the forward flow
became 18˚. The assumed changes in the cuttings flow geometry reduced the calculated cutter
forces, significantly. The calculated axial force reduced to less than a quarter and the tangential
force reduced to slightly more than half of the calculated benchmark values. All these
calculations were performed assuming the thickness of crushed zone underneath the cutter is
zero, i.e. dCr=0. Although these results do not provide an evidence for additional cutter force
experienced during cutter balling, it supports the idea of downward flow of cuttings based on the
principal of minimum energy. According to this concept, material breaks [and potentially flows]
in the direction that requires the minimum energy. Therefore, if the bi-direction flow of the
cutting reduces the cutter forces, it can be a likely hypothesis for the flow behavior of the
cuttings.
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Bottomhole balling (BHB) was hypothesized to be a possible consequence of downward
flow of the cuttings. An assumed 0.01” thick bottomhole ball increases the calculated tangential
and axial forces relative to the previous balling scenario, but still the calculated forces are below
the benchmark model.
To apply the cutter balling models CB2 and CB3, a cutter ball with average length and
height of 0.5” was assumed while the width of the ball assumed to be equal to the width of the
cutter, i.e. 0.37”. Using the model CB2, assuming that cuttings mostly feed into a growing cutter
ball, an increase of about 50% in tangential force relative to the benchmark model is predicted.
In addition, it is expected that axial force increases depending on the flow angle of the cuttings
within an already built up ribbon on the face of cutter, i.e. angle θ1 in Fig. 5.10. The model CB3
predicts a similar increase in tangential force while it predicts that axial force will drop due to
movement of the cuttings up the face of cutter behind an existing cutter ball.
For the model CB4 it is assumed that a built up edge of cuttings underneath the cutter
behaves like a wear flat. lwB was assumed to be equal to 0.1 to model this scenario. The results
indicated that both axial and tangential forces increase, but the increase in axial force is more
significant.
For the model BB1 it is assumed that produced cuttings run into the bit body, but the
cuttings accumulation is not big enough to cause global balling. The model predicts reduction in
tangential force and increase in the axial force. The magnitude of change depends to the forces
between the bit body and produced cuttings. In the single cutter experiments by Smith (1998),
due to small standoff between the cutter and interference plate, global balling developed rapidly,
and thus this stage was not observed. Nevertheless, this behavior is evidenced in single cutter
cantilever tests where a chip breaker, a protrusion to move the cuttings away from the tool, was
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positioned above the cutter. Tangential and axial forces in a single cutter cantilever test at
9000 psi that experienced cutter balling were 846 lbs and 277 lbs, respectively. The similar test
with a chip breaker reduced the tangential force to 798 lbs but increased the axial force to
764 lbs.
Global balling model, BB2, predicts 66% increase in tangential force and more than
400% increase in axial force for a 0.5” (length) x 0.37” (width) ball underneath the interference
plate. Figs. 5.28 and 5.29 show a similar behavior for Smith’s single cutter tests with interference
plate.
6.6

Summary
A single cutter analytical model was developed to predict forces when drilling rock under

confining pressure with a single PDC cutter. The model satisfactorily predicts the forces
measured in single cutter tests on two representative shales, and in Carthage limestone, over a
large range of confining pressure as long as there are no dysfunctional phenomena, e.g. cutter
balling or global balling, occurring. The model explains the thinner cuttings ribbons that are
produced when using polished cutters and/or a low back rake angle. It also quantifies the
significance of cutter surface finish and back rake angle in controlling cutter forces. This model
was subsequently used as the benchmark for providing expected forces without dysfunctions to
use in comparison to actual forces measured in lab.
Descriptive models were developed in an attempt to explicitly account for the effects of
various dysfunctions. Four of those models seem to have practical relevance to the balling
phenomena that were observed in the single cutter tests. Two alternative models of cutter balling
indicate that the flow behavior of produced cuttings during the occurrence of balling phenomena
can have significant, and distinctively different, effects on cutting forces. Both models, CB2 and
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CB3, indicate an increase in tangential forces similar to the forces observed in tests with both
standard and polished cutters where cutter balling was observed. Model CB2 predicted increase
in the axial force, which was true in the test with a standard cutter that experienced cutter balling.
On the other hand, model CB3 indicated a decrease in axial force during cutter balling which
corresponds well with observations from the actual tests with a polished cutter.
Bit balling models BB1 and BB2 quantitatively predicted force deviations that
correspond well with those observed due to the use of a chip breaker and with an interference
plate, respectively, in the actual tests. Model BB1 was therefore concluded to be relevant for
representing the beginning stages of a cuttings accumulation that could lead to global balling.
Model BB2 was developed to represent the impact of global balling, as observed in the tests with
an interference plate. Comparing results from model BB2 to the test data in water where global
balling occurred suggests that the properties, e.g. compressive strength and internal friction
angle, of cuttings accumulated under the bit body influence the excessive forces related to
balling that can cause a very slow penetration rate.
Additional models also had implications that may be important. A model for bidirectional flow of cuttings, CB1, indicates reduction in both axial and tangential forces.
According to the principal of minimum energy, material breaks [and potentially flows] in the
direction that requires the minimum energy. Therefore, if the bi-directional flow of cuttings
actually reduces the cutter forces, it can be hypothesized to be a realistic flow behavior of the
cuttings. Bi-directional flow of the cuttings may result in occurrence of a built up edge on the
face of cutter. Another built up edge model, CB4, was developed for cuttings adhered underneath
the cutter to assuming behavior similar to that for a cutter with a wear flat. The different forces
predicted by these models could mean that a built up edge on the face of cutter and one
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underneath the cutter may have distinctive and opposite results. The former reduces the cutter
forces while the latter increases the forces. That being said, bottomhole balling, as modeled with
BHB, may be an outcome of downward flow of the cuttings that results in additional tangential
and axial forces to deform a given volume of the rock twice. It is not still clear whether cutter
balling could result from a built up edge on the face of cutter. The potential for balling
dysfunctions to be interrelated, e.g. for cutter balling to evolve to global balling or a built up
edge to create a cutter ball or cause bottomhole balling, or for one form to evolve in different
ways, e.g. cutter balling on cutters with different surface finish, makes it difficult to distinguish
the occurrence of different forms of balling except for the very distinctive behavior of global
balling.
The common use of a chamfer on the edge of a PDC cutter seems to have a major effect
on cutting forces that is not accounted for explicitly in the current model and warrants further
investigation.
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7

ANALYTICAL MODELING OF FULL SCALE PDC BIT-ROCK INTERACTIONS
BASED ON A SINGLE CUTTER MODEL
Extensive laboratory experiments (Warren and Armagost 1986; Sinor and Warren 1989;

Judzis et al. 2008) have been used to study performance of drag bits. Nevertheless, analytical
modeling of PDC bit performance is limited to few studies. Furthermore, analytical models
developed for rock cutting mainly rely on empirical inputs that have to be determined with
laboratory or field tests (Wojtanowicz and Kuru 1993; Detournay et al. 2008). A scaling
approach for adapting a single cutter model to full scale bits (Detournay and Defourny 1992;
Detournay et al. 2008) was modified and applied to the single cutter model presented in Chapter
6 to develop a complete model for the drilling response of a PDC bit, solely based on rock
properties, bit and cutter design, and pressure environment. The model was evaluated by
comparison to full scale experiments in Carthage limestone, Crab Orchard sandstone, Mancos
shale, and Catoosa shale.
7.1

Scaling of Single Cutter to Full Scale Bit Model
The scaling approach in this work is based on a previous model that was first presented by

Detournay and Defourny (1992) and developed further by Detournay et al. (2008). This model
was selected here as it is more representative of the action of a bladed PDC bit than the bit
specific coefficient of friction approach used by Pessier and Fear (1992) which assumes a
uniform distribution of torque at the bottom of a bit independent of bit geometry. The model by
Detournay et al. is summarized in this section. In addition, the scaling approach of this work,
which is based on their model, is presented. As major difference between Detournay’s scaling
approach and this work as explained later in this chapter is in addressing the effect of the bit
[aggressiveness] constant. In Detournay’s model, the bit constant is considered to only affect
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frictional forces on the bit. Nevertheless, in this work, that effect has been included in controlling
the axial force required to cut the rock as well, based on a bit force equilibrium.
7.1.1 Detournay et al. (1992 and 2008)
The drilling action of a PDC bit was modeled by Detournay and Defourny (1992) based
on their single cutter model, which was presented in Chapter 6. They characterized the bit-rock
interactions as two processes, cutting and frictional contact. They also assumed that bit is
mechanically equivalent to a rotating blade and that cutting forces are solely dependent on the
area of cut (A), independent of the actual cuttings arrangement on the bit, the number of cutters,
and the shape of the bit. Nevertheless, the distribution and orientation of frictional forces
transmitted by wear flats was assumed to be dependent to the bit design which was presented as
bit constant (γ) in the model. The bit constant (γ) is thought to be controlled by two factors: the
bit profile and the distribution of contacts, i.e. cutters, on the bit. In addition, bit profile was
defined as the locus of the intersection of all the cutter edges with a center cross section of bit
parallel to rotation axis, shown in Fig. 7.1.

Fig. 7.1–Bit profile schematic (After Detournay et al. 2008)
In Fig. 7.1, ɳ, the angle between the normal to the cutting edge and a vertical line parallel
to the bit rotation axis, is variable over the radius of the bit. Detournay and Defourny also
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introduced a density function to represent the number of cutters that share drilling a certain
radius of a rock. The density factor relates to the total frictional forces at each radius. Since
generally the number of cutters increase toward the periphery of the bit, frictional forces are
expected to increase with bit radius.
A more complete model of a drag bit was presented by Detournay et al. (2008) by further
developing the Detournay and Defourny (1992) model of PDC bits. Their model, similar to the
previous model, assumes that cutter rock interface laws are rate, i.e. RPM, independent. This
model distinguished three distinctive cutting phases. Fig. 6.2 shows the conceptual response of
ROP to WOB at a constant rotation speed in these three phases. Phase I occurs at low depths of
cut where frictional forces are dominant and increase with the depth of cut. Increase in depth of
cut in this phase affects the angle between two contacting surfaces and thus increases the actual
contact area. Phase II occurs after the depth of cut at which both contact stress and contact
surface area reach a maximum limit, and thus depth of cut is subsequently more sensitive to
weight on bit. Phase III occurs at high depths of cut where contact forces increase due to cutting
accumulation, and thus drilling efficiency drops. The threshold depth of cut between phase II and
III can be function of the bit geometry, bit hydraulics, and rock properties. The bit behavior in
phase III is not unique, and it depends on the “loading path”. Path A shows a kinematic
controlled depth of cut, while path B shows the typical response of ROP to a controlled increase
in WOB, e.g. full scale experiments in this chapter. Note that the depths of cut in Smith’s (1998)
experiments were designed to be constant during a given test. After the occurrence of global
balling, WOB increased rapidly as the machine maintained a constant depth of cut until the cutter
stalled, roughly similar to load path A. In field applications, WOB is generally controlled and
thus loading path B is more relevant for the purpose of this study.
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Fig. 7.2–Conceptual response of ROP to WOB (After Detournay et al. 2008)
Detournay’s model was developed for core bits. However, the concept is generally
applicable to any drag bit. They expressed their equations in terms of two dynamic quantities, a
scaled axial force (Fa/w) and a scaled tangential force (Ft/w) per unit width of cutter,
Fa
2WOB

w DB 1  x 

(7.1)

Ft
8T
 2
w DB 1  x 2

(7.2)





where w is a single cutter width, DB is bit diameter, WOB is weight on bit, T is bit torque, x is the
ratio of the inner to the outer bit radius for core bits, and the axial direction is parallel to the
centerline of the bit. For a full bit, x=0. This scaling approach of single cutter to full scale drag
bit had already been proposed by Smith (1998) assuming that the are no redundant cutters on a
bit, and thus the bit can be represented as one cutter with total width of cut equivalent to bit
radius. To model the drilling response of a full scale bit, Detournay et al. (2008) also introduced
two new quantities for a full bit: the characteristic contact length (lwB) and the contact strength
(σw), which is the maximum normal stress that can be transmitted by cutter wear flat-rock
interface. Depending on the rock and pressure environment, the normal stress can vary from few
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hundreds of psi to tens of thousands psi. The average lwB can be calculated by dividing the
combined area of the projection of the cutter wear at bottomhole (A w) by the bit radius. It means,
this is not the total contact area of wear flats but, only the area projected onto a single plane
perpendicular to the bit axis. Based on laboratory test results, Detournay et al. (2008) suggested
that lwB for sharp bits is less than 0.04 inch (1mm), but that it can exceed 0.4 inch (10 mm) for
blunt bits. Furthermore, the scaled torque transmitted through the contact surfaces (Ft/w)f was
assumed to be constrained by a frictional relation.

 Ft 
F 
     a 
 w f
 w f

(7.3)

where (Fa/w)f is the scaled weight on bit transmitted through the contact surfaces. To calculate γ
and thus (Ft/w)f , the radial contact length density (λ), a function of radial distance from the bit
axis, was introduced.
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(7.4)

For a bladed bit characterized with a radially uniform contact length, i.e. λ(r)=2l wB/DB,
and by a straight cutting edge, i.e. ɳ is constant, the bit constant simplifies to:

  sec

(7.5)

Detournay’s experiments using two fishtail bits with different profiles representative of
different values of ɳ indicated that bit constant (γ) can very between 1.1 and 1.9 depending to the
change in angle ɳ from 10 to 60.
7.1.2 A New Scaling Approach
According to the single cutter model presented in the previous chapter, the tangential
force (Ft) is parallel, and the axial force (Fa) is normal, to the bottom of the groove drilled with
each individual cutter, which was itself was perpendicular the direction of axial motion of both
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the cutter and the driveshaft advancing it. The first terms in equations 6.12 and 6.13 represent
forces required to cut the rock (Fc) and the second terms represent forces required to overcome
frictional forces underneath the cutter (Ff). The combination of areas of cut for the individual
cutters provides the total area of cut of the bit. This is similar to having a single cutter with an
area of cut equivalent to the combination of areas of cut of the individual cutters. The bit area of
cut is only a factor of the bit’s depth of cut and the hole diameter, independent of the bit
geometry. Therefore, assuming that the cutter has no side rake angle and that w is measured
perpendicular to the centerline of the bit, a change in bit profile does not affect required cutting
forces, i.e. the first terms in equations 6.12 and 6.13. A bit with a conical or spherical shape
profile, e.g. Fig. 7.3, has a larger contact area than a flat bottom bit and thus frictional forces are
greater. To take the bit profile effect on frictional forces into consideration, a bit constant (γ),
similar to that introduced by Detournay et al, should be accounted for in the frictional force
terms of the single cutter model.
For a bit profile like that in Fig. 7.3, the normal forces that create friction on the
individual cutters act in different directions, over the profile of the bit. Specifically, the
horizontal components of these normal forces act in opposite directions on opposite sides of the
bit and for a perfectly balanced bit should sum up to zero. On the other hand, the vertical
components add up to make the total axial force required to drill the rock (Fab). This has not been
considered in the other models identified during this research. In my opinion, the bit constant
may also be used to model reductions in axial cutting force due to a conical or spherical shaped
bit profile. Considering the impact of the bit profile on frictional effects, results in a normalized
single cutter force model for a bit:
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Ftb  Ftc  Ftf

(7.6)

Fac

(7.7)

Fab 



 Faf

In the equations above, Fab is the bit axial force and Ftb is the bit tangential force
normalized for the bit profile effect to be scaled up to model the performance of a bit. Also, Ftc is
tangential cutting force on the cutter, Ftf is tangential frictional force due to a wear flat
underneath the cutter, Fac is axial cutting force on the cutter, and Faf is normal frictional force on
the cutter’s wear flat.
The minimum value of the bit constant is 1 for a flat bottom bit. Since the majority of the
PDC bits used have conical or hemispherical shapes, this number should generally be greater
than 1. An increase in the bit constant increases the ratio of tangential to axial bit frictional
forces. Similarly, as it was discussed in this work, an increase in the bit constant reduces the ratio
of axial to tangential cutting forces. A general definition of an aggressive bit is when a bit can
create more torque for a constant WOB (Black et al. 2008). A larger bit constant causes an
increase in the ratio of tangential to axial force on the bit and thus is a component of bit
aggressiveness and might be considered as an aggressiveness constant for a bit.

Fig. 7.3–Tangential and axial forces on a conceptual bit profile
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Torque (T) and Weight on bit (WOB)
By using the approach presented by Smith (1998) and Detournay at al. (2008), predicted
forces from a single cutter model can be scaled up to a full scale bit by integrating forces per unit
width over the bit radius.
WOB  

DB / 2

0
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DB / 2

0

r

Fab
F D
dr  ab B
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By combining equations 7.6-7.9 with single cutter equations 6.12 and 6.13, and by
conversion of length units in equations 7.8 and 7.9 from foot to inch, full scale bit forces can be
modeled as,
WOB 
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T

In the equations above, lwB is the bit characteristic contact length, which is an average width of
bit wear flat over the bit radius, and the σw is the contact strength.
Mechanical Specific Energy (MSE)
The concept of specific energy was introduced by Teale (1964) as “the energy required to
excavate unit volume of rock”. He formulated this concept in rotary drilling as the work which is
done both by weight and rotation of the bit over the volume of rock drilled.
MSE 

120  RPM  T WOB

Abit  ROP
Abit

(7.12)
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In the equation above which is in field units, RPM is the bit rotation speed in revolutions
per minutes and Abit is the area of the bit projected on a plane perpendicular to its axis. Equation
7.12 can be re-written in terms of depth of cut (d) as:

MSE 

24  T WOB

Abit  d
Abit

(7.13)

A MSE equation was similarly defined for a single cutter (Smith 1998):
F
1  Ft
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The product of cutter width w and the average rotation perimeter of cutter πDave is equal
to the area of a groove drilled with a single cutter AG which can also be calculated as,
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Comparison of equations 6.13 and 6.14 indicates that DAve is equivalent to the average of
internal and external diameter of the groove. To model a full scale bit with a single cutter model,
the internal diameter of the groove is at the bit center and thus Di=0. Therefore, DAve is equal to
half of the bit diameter and Eq. 6.14 can be re-written as:
MSE 

1  Ft 2 Fa 
 

w  d DB 

(7.16)

For a flat bottom bit γ=1, and thus Ft=Ftb and Fa=Fab. By substituting Ft and Fa in equation
7.16 with their equivalent bit force terms (Eqs. 7.8 and 7.9) and expressing bit torque in in-lb,
the MSE equation of full scale flat bottom bit (Eq. 7.13) can be obtained. This shows that the
scaling approach used herein is mathematically consistent when applied to calculation of MSE.
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Force Ratio (Rf)
The force ratio for single cutter drilling is defined as the ratio of the tangential to the axial
force (Eq. 7.17). A similar concept for full-scale bits was introduced by Pessier and Fear (1992)
as “bit specific coefficient of sliding friction”, Rf(P&F). In the derivation of their equation (Eq.
7.18), Pessier and Fear assumed that torque is evenly distributed at the bottom of a flat bit, but
this assumption may not be valid for a bladed bit. This term has been used in diagnosis of bit
performance where higher force ratios are generally desired as an indication of effective drilling.
Rf 

Ft
Fa

(7.17)

R f ( P & F )  36

T
D BWOB

(7.18)

By substituting the tangential and axial forces in equation 7.17 with their equivalent
torque and WOB (Eqs. 7.8 and 7.9), and converting the torque units to ft-lb, the force ratio for a
full scale bit can be calculated as:

R f  48

T
D BWOB

(7.19)

The magnitude of this coefficient is different than Pessier and Fear defined coefficient
(Eq. 7.18), but the trends are identical. Smith (1998) derived the same equation as 7.19 for the
force ratio of a bladed PDC bit, as assumed for this derivation, confirming that the scaling used
is consistent when applied to force ratio.
7.2

Discussions and Results
The proposed bit model was applied to the full-scale high pressure laboratory test data on

four different rocks using different types of bits and drilling fluid. The tests on Mancos shale,
Carthage limestone, and Crab Orchard sandstone were performed under a joint industry and
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Department of Energy program at Terra Tek (Contract No. DE-FC26-02NT41657). The test
procedures and results have been published by Judzis et al. (2007) and Black et al. (2008). Here
only the tests performed with 6” four blade M233 (Fig. 7.4) and 6” seven blade M333 PDC
(Fig. 7.5) bits have been modeled and referred to with the same test numbers as those in the
referenced papers. Catoosa shale tests were performed by Baker Hughes at a full scale high
pressure drilling laboratory using an 8½” six blade PDC bit (Fig. 7.6) with both water and oil
base muds. The specifications of the bits used in these experiments are summarized in Table 7.1.
An average back rake angle was calculated for the use in the model assuming similar area of cut
for all the cutters. However, an average of the area of cut for the individual cutters may be more
relevant for the purpose of this study.

Fig. 7.4–Four blade M233 PDC bit used for Full-scale experiments
(Picture from Terra Tek and DOE)
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Fig. 7.5–Seven blade M333 PDC bit used for Full-scale experiments
(Picture from Terra Tek and DOE)

Fig. 7.6–Six blade M323 PDC bit used for full-scale experiments on Catoosa shale
(Picture from Baker Hughes)
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Table 7.1–Specifications of PDC bits used for full scale testing
Bit Type
M333
M233
Bit Size
6”
6”
No. of Blade
7
4
No. of Cutters
47
30
Diameter of Cutters
13 mm
13 mm
Cutters Back Rake Angle Range
20-25˚
18-30˚
Average Back Rake angle
24˚
23˚
Cutters Surface Finish
Polished
Polished
Chamfer Thickness
0.01”
0.01”
Chamfer Angle Relative to Cutter Surface
45˚
45˚

M323
8 ½”
6
30
19 mm
20-27˚
22˚
Polished
0.016”
45˚

7.2.1 Rock Properties
Triaxial confined compressive strength (CCS) tests under confining pressures as high as
16000 psi performed on Mancos shale, Carthage limestone, and Crab Orchard Sandstone have
been reported by Judzis et al. (2007, Fig. 5). As expected the slopes of the rocks’ compressive
strengths decrease with an increase in confining pressure, which indicates gradual reduction of
internal friction angle. This creates uncertainty in selecting parameters that best describe rock
failure and post-failure behaviors. Two approaches were applied and evaluated versus test
results. In the first approach, a straight line was fitted to all the data from 0 to 16000 psi to obtain
an average internal friction angle (line 1 in Fig. 7.4). In the second approach, rock shear strength
(τc) inputs (Eq. 6.11), i.e. , internal friction angle (φ) and rock cohesiveness (C), were obtained
by drawing a straight line from rock compressive strength at atmospheric condition to the rock
strength at confining pressure at which that rock had been drilled in, which was generally around
11000 psi (line 2). On the other hand, the dynamic internal friction angle, μc in Eqs. 7.10 and
7.11, which determined frictional forces after rock failure was estimated by drawing a line
tangent to the strength at the confining pressure of interest (line 3). This line has a lower slope
proportional to a lower internal friction angle, and it intercepts the vertical axis at a hypothetical
unconfined compressive strength greater than actual UCS. In either case, internal friction angle
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(φ) and rock cohesiveness (C) were obtained using equations 7.20 and 7.21 and were used in
equations 7.11 and 7.12 to estimate bit forces.

Fig. 7.7–Data extraction approaches from CCS vs. Pc plot
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The uniaxial compressive strengths reported Table 2 of the Judzis et al. (2007) match
their plotted strengths in their Fig. 5 except for Mancos shale. Mancos has a UCS of 9800 psi in
the Table, but the plot shows a value around 8000 psi at zero confining pressure. Using the UCS
in the Table results in calculated internal friction angle of 23˚ for Mancos shale versus 27˚
internal friction angle for Carthage limestone. Nevertheless, if UCS was 8000 psi as seen in the
plot, the internal friction angle for Mancos shale can be calculated as 26˚. Since the slope of CCS
versus confining pressure for Mancos shale and Carthage limestone are almost identical, it seems
that internal friction angles for these two rocks are very close and that reinforces using the lower
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unconfined compressive strength to describe the Mancos shale. Table 7.2 shows the rock
properties calculated using both approaches in determining friction angles. The different
approaches in calculating characteristic rock parameters had a significant effect on calculated
forces for drilling in Mancos shale and Carthage limestone, but it caused very little difference in
the values for Crab Orchard sandstone.
Table 7.2–Measured and calculated rock properties from Terra Tek and DOE triaxial tests
First Approach
Second Approach
UCS
Rock
Average
Average φ to Implied
Dynamic φ at
(psi)
C (psi)
φ( )
11000 psi
C (psi)
11000 psi ( )
Mancos
8000
26
2500
22.3
2680
7
Shale
Carthage
16000
27
4810
22.9
5210
11
Limestone
Crab Orchard
19000
46
3840
45.7
3860
28
Sandstone
Both groups of input parameters were examined by attempting to get the best fit between
the model and the test data. It was found that using the data from the first approach results in a
much better agreement between the model and the available data while the second model, which
assumes a lower internal friction angle on moving planes, significantly underestimates the
torque.
Properties of the Catoosa shale samples used in these full scale tests were not reported.
Therefore, it was attempted to extract these from publications. Unconfined compressive strength
(UCS) of this rock is generally in the range of 5000 to 6000 psi (Winters et al. 1987; Smith 1998;
Wells 2008). Nevertheless, a wide range of internal friction angles have been reported. Triaxial
tests from Amoco reported by Smith (1998) indicate an average internal friction angle of 10 as
used in the single cutter model calculations in the previous chapter. This low value for Catoosa
shale may be due to the high confining pressures (2000-14000 psi) applied in those tests. In
contrast, results of triaxial tests by Winter et al. (1987), who also worked at Amoco, under a
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lower range of confining pressures (0-2000 psi) indicate a much higher internal friction angle of
22˚. Separate direct shear tests by Smith (1998) indicated an internal friction angle of 14˚ for
Catoosa shale, which is between those two extremes. This average value was used in this work to
model the tests on Catoosa shale at 6000 psi confining pressure, while the actual internal friction
angle for the rocks tested might be different.
7.2.2 Application of the Model to the Full Scale Tests Results
The full scale bit model developed herein has been applied to the test data in four
different sedimentary rocks: Carthage limestone, Crab Orchard sandstone, Mancos shale, and
Catoosa shale. In addition, a sensitivity analysis has been performed to identify the range of the
input parameters, e.g. wear flat length (lwB), average ψ+θ, and bit constant (γ), that may be most
applicable when applying the model.
7.2.2.1 Carthage Limestone
Results from drilling Carthage limestone (Judzis et al. 2007; Black et al. 2008) with two
different PDC bits using three different drilling fluids (Table 7.3) were compared and
supplemented with a sensitivity analysis on inputs of the model to obtain an estimation of the
model’s inputs. All these tests were conducted under 11000 psi confining pressure.

Test No.
4
18
28
30
35
36

Table 7.3–Test conditions in Carthage limestone and Mancos shale
Rock
Bit
Drilling Fluid
7 blade PDC
Carthage limestone
11.0 ppg water base
(M333)
4 blade PDC
Carthage limestone
11.0 ppg water base
(M233)
Composite (Mancos 4 blade PDC
16.0 ppg oil base
and Carthage)
(M233)
Composite (Mancos 7 blade PDC
16.0 ppg oil base
and Carthage)
(M333)
Composite (Mancos 7 blade PDC
16.0 ppg oil base with manganese
and Carthage)
(M333)
tetroxide weighing material
Composite (Mancos 4 blade PDC
16.0 ppg oil base with manganese
and Carthage)
(M233)
tetroxide weighing material
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The highest penetration rates were obtained in the test 28 where a four blade M233 bit
and a mud with less solid content had been used. The lowest ROP was obtained with the same bit
in the test 36 where weighting material was added to the drilling fluid. Although the effect of
drilling fluid properties on the penetration rate seems to be very significant, the analytical model
does not take these effects into account. However, the effect of drilling fluids on penetration rate
may be analyzed more rigorously by comparing the test results versus model variations due to
the change in input parameters. Since all of the input parameters to the model, e.g. interfacial
friction angle on the face of cutter, wear flat length, and bit constant, have physical meanings,
these comparisons may be used to understand major ROP limiters in different rocks and drilling
fluids and under different pressure conditions.
A best fit for the benchmark test 28, shown as “base model” in Figs. 7.8-7.11, was found
using ψ+θ=49˚, γ=2.4, and lwB=0.09”. This was based on the assumption that the contact strength
σw at wear flat is equal to the confined compressive strength (CCS) of the rock at the test
pressure. Note that the implied interfacial friction coefficient on the face of cutter (ψ) for the
base model was 26˚ assuming an average back rake angle of 23˚. The implied ψ is slightly less
than 27˚, the internal friction angle of the rock.
A sensitivity analysis was also conducted to identify the significance of changes in the
inputs to the model. All of the input parameters were kept similar to the “base model” except for
the input being tested for the sensitivity analysis. Bit constant (γ) values of 1 and 3 are shown as
“BC” in the plots. The range is wider than 1.1-1.9, which was obtained in Detournay’s
experiments. This range was selected based on a higher bit constant of 2.4 that gave the best fit
of the model to the test data. As can be seen, an increase in bit constant increases the slope of
depth of cut versus WOB, but shifts the expected torque to a higher value in the depth of cut
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versus torque plot. An increase in interfacial friction angle on the face of cutter, shown as “fr
angle” in the plot, has the opposite result and causes an increase in WOB versus torque. It also
reduces the expected depth of cut versus both torque and WOB. The rate of change in force ratio
versus depth of cut in Fig. 7.11 is inversely proportional to ψ at higher depths of cuts.
Nevertheless at low depths of cut, the slope is mainly controlled with the contact area. As can be
seen in absence of a wear flat, i.e. lwB=0, a constant force ratio is expected starting at zero depth
of cut. Nevertheless, a change in force ratio versus depth of cut is evidenced in the test data and
is predicted with the model in presence of a wear flat.
Fig. 7.8 shows the depth of cut (d) obtained versus weight on bit in the limestone interval
of test 28. The model represents Phase II in Fig. 7.2 and predicts the effective performance of the
bit after frictional forces at the wear flat reach their maximum value. Although the rate of change
in wear flat area in Phase I is unknown, its maximum could be identified from the change in the
slope of the plot indicating the apparent boundary between phase I and phase II. Performance in
phase II is of primary interest because drilling is more efficient and responsive to weight on bit.
The slope of the change in depth of cut versus both torque (Fig. 7.9) and weight on bit (Fig. 7.8)
in phase II is dependent on both ψ and γ. An increase in interfacial friction angle (ψ) generally
decreases the force ratio, but an increase in γ affects the results in the opposite direction, i.e. it
causes an increase in the force ratio. Furthermore, the magnitude of change in torque versus
weight on bit (Fig. 7.7) not only helps to identify the ratio of ψ and γ, it also can be used to
determine the magnitude of ψ, which has the biggest impact on the calculated torque and weight
on bit. Therefore, the maximum depth of cut to model was selected based on maximum depth of
cut achieved in the test, which was about 0.11”. Finally, the trend of force ratio versus depth of
cut (Fig. 7.11), which depends to several bit related parameters including ψ, θ, lwB, and γ, was
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used to confirm the selected inputs. As can be seen, the base model trend matches the test results
best at high depths of cut. At low depth of cut, the trend is qualitatively similar, but the
magnitude Rf is greater than that based on the recorded forces. A changing wear flat area and
high impact of chamfer at low depths of cut make modeling more difficult and potentially impact
the results significantly.
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Fig. 7.8–Model sensitivity analysis (depth of cut vs. WOB) in Carthage limestone test 28
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Fig. 7.9–Model sensitivity analysis (depth of cut vs. torque) in Carthage limestone test 28
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Fig. 7.10–Model sensitivity analysis (torque vs. weight on bit) in Carthage limestone test 28
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Fig. 7.11–Model sensitivity analysis (force ratio vs. depth of cut) in Carthage limestone test 28
It is notable that force ratio increased versus depth of cut in all of the tests except test 4.
In that test, force ratio declined and then started to increase with increased depth of cut. Test 4
was conducted with 11.0 ppg water base mud where the first four inches of the sample were
drilled at a very low depth of cut of 0.01”. A sensitivity analysis performed to obtain the best fit
for the data at low depths of cut, below 0.04”, to understand the reason of unique trend of force
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ratio versus depth of cut resulted in some meaningful model inputs: ψ+θ=65˚, lwB=0.02”, and
γ=2.4. The high implied value of ψ+θ, which results in declining trend of force ratio versus depth
of cut (Fig. 7.12), is likely due to the effect of a 45˚ chamfer at the edge of the cutter. Since the
depth of cut is similar to the the width of the cutter chamfer, the effect of chamfer should be
dominant. Also, an implied 0.02” wear flat length is twice the depth of cut, and it continues to
increase until it reaches to a 0.09” limit. This corresponds to the end of phase I behavior, and
Phase I conditions are the likely reason for declining force ratio during the early portion of this
test.
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Fig. 7.12–Modeled force ratio vs. depth of cut in Carthage limestone
The measured torque is slightly higher than model predictions at low depths of cut.
Single cutter descriptive models in chapter 5 indicated that accumulation of cuttings on the face
of cutter in the shape of a cutter ball can cause an increase in tengential force. Cutter balling does
not seem to be a likely dysfunction here, but accumulation of cuttings at the bottom of grooves
may be a cause for higher measured torques. It could also be due to the bit designs of the four
blade M233 bit used in test 28 and the 7 blade M333 bit used in test 4 being different. It seems
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that seven balde bit has a higher bit constant than 2.4 which was implied from the test reusults
conducted with the four balde bit. Comparison of the test reusults on Carb Orchard sandstone
using both bits at simillar test condictions, presented in the subsequesnt section, also implied a
higher bit constant for seven balde M333 bit. An evidence against this hypothesis is the best
ROP perfromance achieved in both limestone and shale (Test 28) when the 4 blade blade in
combination with an oil base mud was used. Neverthless, a major part of that improvement is
likely related to the use of an oil base mud and a bit with bigger junk slot area to mitigate
cuttings accumulations effects. Finally, the interfacial friction coefficent at the wear flat and at
the shear plane, μc, in Eqs. 7.10 and 7.11, may be different with the 11.0 ppg water base mud
used in test 4 than with the 16.0 ppg oil based used in test 28. The interfacial friction coefficient
was assumed to be the tangent of the internal friction angle of the rock independent of drilling
fluid properties. Although this has been a common assumption by other researchers, it conflicts
with experimental results from tests on Catoosa shale by Smith (2002). It was made herein due to
the lack of experimental data to support a better basis.
The behavior of test 4 for phase II, i.e. at higher depths of cut, corresponds well to
predictions using the base model (based on test 28) as shown in Figs. 7.12-7.15 despite the bit
design and mud types being different. This observation supports the applicability of the model.
Test 36, which is indicative of inefficient drilling in Carthage limestone despite using the
same bit as test 28, is also plotted in Figs. 7.9-7.12. Slightly higher penetration rates were
observed in test 35 with a different bit. Given that these tests were conducted with the same
drilling fluid, which was different than in the other tests, the results could indicate that the effect
of drilling fluid might be even more significant than bit design for this set of tests. However,
slow penetration rates in these tests started in an upper layer of Mancos shale. Diagnosis of the
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full scale tests described in chapter 8, e.g. Fig. 8.11, indicates that cuttings accumulation effects
from drilling the shale might be a contributor to the slow penetration rates experienced in
limestone layers.
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Fig. 7.13–Modeled depth of cut vs. weight on bit in Carthage limestone
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Fig. 7.14–Modeled depth of cut vs. torque in Carthage limestone
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Fig. 7.15–Modeled torque vs. weight on bit in Carthage limestone
Higher penetration rates were experienced in tests 18 and 30 (Fig. 7.16), but they were
still slower than predicted by the base model (Test 28). Cuttings accumulations effects due to
drilling in upper layer of Mancos shale in test 30 could be a potential reason for inefficiencies
observed in the limestone. On the other hand, development of a wear flat and/or a lower bit
constant, as explained in the nest section, are potential causes for lower ROP in test 18.
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Fig. 7.16–Depth of cut vs. weight on bit in limestone section of tests 18 and 30
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7.2.2.2 Crab Orchard Sandstone
The applicability of the model to sandstone is questionable as sandstone failure mode is
thought to be brittle. In addition, there is no evidence for creation of cuttings ribbons in
sandstone under confining pressure. The cuttings recovered from full scale laboratory drilling
tests in Crab Orchard Sandstone in water base mud (Test 5) have a paste like appearance, shown
in Fig. 7.17, which may indicate a ductile failure behavior for sandstone under a confining
pressure of 11000 psi. In any event, application of the model to drilling sandstone was evaluated.

Fig. 7.17–Crab Orchard sandstone cuttings (Picture from Terra Tek and DOE)
Test 5, which was conducted with a M333 PDC bit in 11.0 ppg water base mud, had the
highest ROP in Crab Orchard sandstone, while the lowest penetration rates were experienced
with the same bit when a 12.0 ppg oil base mud (test 10) and a 16.0 ppg oil base mud (tests 13
and 14) were used (Table 7.4).
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Test No.
5
10
13
14
18

Table 7.4–Test conditions in Crab Orchard sandstone
Rock
Bit
Drilling Fluid
Crab Orchard
7 blade PDC
11.0 ppg water base
sandstone
(M333)
Composite (Crab
7 blade PDC
12.0 ppg oil base
Orchard and Mancos)
(M333)
Composite (Crab
7 blade PDC
16.0 ppg oil base mud
Orchard and Mancos)
(M333)
Composite (Crab
7 blade PDC
16.0 ppg oil base mud
Orchard and Mancos)
(M333)
Composite (Carthage
4 blade PDC
11.0 ppg water base
and Crab Orchard)
(M233)

The results show an apparent rate dependent behavior in test 5 (Fig. 7.18). The depth of
cut increased with an increase in RPM at depth 14”. Nevertheless, a subsequent reduction in
RPM at depth 30” increased the depth of cut again. The reason for these behaviors is unknown,
but can be due to invasion of the drilling fluid in the sand that can cause equilibrium between
bottomhole pressure and the rock.
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Fig. 7.18–Drilling results in Crab Orchard sandstone test 5

Similar non-uniform behavior was also observed in in test 18 (Fig. 7.19) which was also
conducted with an 11.0 ppg water base mud using a 4 blade M233 bit. In this test, the ratio of
ROP over WOB for depths below 19 inch is lower than that for the depths above.
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Fig. 7.19–Drilling results in Crab Orchard sandstone test 18
Due to these non-uniform behaviors identifying a benchmark performance was
impossible. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis was performed to obtain a range for the model
inputs in sandstone. Application of the model with the assumptions that have been used in
modeling limestone, and shale in the subsequent sections, resulted in significantly over
predicting the forces in these tests. Therefore, the model was modified to take into account the
potential effect of pressure equilibrium between wellbore fluids and the fluid in the pore spaces
of the failed sandstone. The equivalent angle of dynamic friction coefficient (μc) at the shear
plane and at the wear flat was implied from these tests to be much lower than the internal friction
angle of the rock, roughly about 15˚. This indicates that there are apparently significant friction
forces due to the movement of the cuttings on shear plane, but that the magnitude is not as big as
seen in impermeable rocks. Likewise, the apparent friction forces acting on the equivalent wear
flat area were significant. In addition, relatively low implied normal stresses at the wear flat σ w
was assumed to be proportional to unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of the rock rather
than confined compressive strength (CCS). The model matched with the test 18 data as seen in
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Figs. 7.20-7.23 assuming ψ+θ=59˚, lwB=0.15”, and γ=2.4. Although the implied wear flat is
greater than 0.09” implied from the tests in limestone, it is equivalent to 0.033” length of wear
flat assuming σw=CCS. The implied ψ for this test is 36˚ which is less than 46˚ internal friction
angle of the rock.
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Fig. 7.20–Modeled depth of cut vs. weight on bit in Crab Orchard Sandstone
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Fig. 7.21–Modeled depth of cut vs. torque in Crab Orchard Sandstone
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Fig. 7.22–Modeled torque vs. weight on bit in Crab Orchard Sandstone
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Fig. 7.23–Modeled force ratio vs. depth of cut in Crab Orchard Sandstone
The first 9 inches drilled at 90 RPM (shown in red) in test 5 shows different behavior
than subsequent 15 inches drilled at 120 RPM (shown in green). Therefore, they were modeled
separately to identify a potential cause for this behavior. One may argue that this behavior is due
a rate dependent failure behavior in sandstone and that the depth of cut increases with an increase
in RPM. Nevertheless, it is in contrast to the subsequent increase in depth of cut that obtained
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after reducing RPM, in the same test at the depths below 30 inch. The implied input parameters
to model the test at 120 RPM were ψ+θ=57˚, lwB=0.02”, and γ=2.4. The implied value of ψ+θ is
2˚ less than the model for test 18. The possible reasons for this difference, other than potential
errors related to the model applicability and in finding the best fit, is higher achieved depths of
cut compared with the depth of chamfer. However, the reason for significant difference in the
implied length of wear flat between these two tests is unknown. It could be due to error in
assuming a similar bit constant of 2.4 for modeling both tests, as the trends imply that 4 blade bit
has a lower bit constant. Another possible cause is that the model does not really describe the
benchmark performance for this test. As can be seen in in Fig. 7.20, depth of cut at 20000 lbs
WOB reaches almost to the same level as test 5, but drops again at higher WOB. Furthermore,
Fig. 7.19 shows that increase in WOB, below the depth 23 inch, does not increase the ROP to
even half of the same level as it was with the same WOB at depths 9-12 inch. Development of a
wear flat as proposed by the model could be a cause for this inefficiency. In addition to drilling
an abrasive section of sandstone, a 17” limestone section was drilled with this bit above the
sandstone interval that could potentially increase the size and/or roughness of the wear flat.
Picture of the bit after that run show a minor bit wear, especially on the shoulder of the bit
(Fig. 7.24).

Fig. 7.24–PDC bit after Test 18 (Picture from Terra Tek and DOE)
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The implied short length of the wear flat in Test 5 clearly indicates the effect of water
base mud spurt loss in creating equilibrium between the wellbore pressure and the rock. That
potentially reduced the normal forces, and associated torque, between the bit and the rock
underneath. The obtained trend at initial stage of test 5 (shown in red) is similar to that in test 4
in Carthage limestone. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the forces relative to the higher depths of
cut is significantly different than what was observed in the limestone. Force ratio is greater
than 2. In addition, the ratio of both torque and WOB to the depth of cut is greater at this stage of
the test. The reduction in force ratio versus depth of cut could not be explained when similar 15˚
dynamic friction angles was assumed on both shear plane and the wear flat. Apparently, the
friction coefficient on the wear flat was greater than that at shear plane to cause significantly
high force ratios at the start of the test. An alternative cause for this excessive tangential force, as
also implied from the test 4 in limestone, relates to energy required to move a potential
accumulation of cuttings across the bottom of the hole. In any event, the friction angle on the
wear flat was assumed to be 46˚ equal to the internal friction angle of the rock, whereas the shear
plane friction angle was assumed to be 15˚. Furthermore, the implied wear flat length was 0.05”
assuming ψ+θ=59˚ and γ=2.4. This is a paradox to the expected increase in the length of
effective wear flat with increase in depth of cut in phase I, having an implied wear flat length of
0.02” at higher depths of cut. The likely cause for this discrepancy is changing rock strength due
the fluid invasion. Normal contact stress (σw) for the tests in sandstone was assumed to be equal
to the unconfined compressive strength of the rock. This was shown to be a valid in modeling the
test at 120 RPM where the rock has been exposed to the drilling fluid long enough to reach
pressure equilibrium. Nevertheless, this equilibrium may not have been reached at the initial
stage of the test causing a higher contact stress that may best described with confined
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compressive strength (CCS) of the rock. Assuming that contact stress is equal to CCS, the
implied length of wear flat reduces to 0.011” which is almost half of the implied length of the
wear flat at higher depths of cut.
The results from test 13 with an oil base mud is also included in the plots as an example
of poor ROP performance in sandstone, but no attempt was made to do a quantitative diagnosis
of the cause(s) of drilling inefficiency in this test. This could be due to less fluid invasion and
pressure equalization in the rock underneath the bit than when a water base mud is used. Oil base
muds are invert emulsions that generally have little or no fluid loss to contribute to pressure
equalization.
A quantitative match as obtained from application of the model to the tests in
impermeable rocks was not achieved in sandstone. Nevertheless, the results show a
qualitative/semi-quantitative match between the tests and the model. It was also learned that the
model can be used as a diagnostic tool in understanding PDC bit drilling behavior, e.g. the effect
of fluid invasion, and identifying potential dysfunction, e.g. development of a wear flat, in
sandstone.
7.2.2.3 Mancos Shale
Similar to the tests in Carthage limestone, the highest ROP in Mancos shale section of the
composite samples were obtained in test 28. The base model, matching test 28, was obtained
using ψ+θ=46˚, lwB=0.09”, and γ=2.4. The implied bit constant and the length of wear flat are
identical for both shale and limestone. In addition, implied interfacial friction angle on the face
of cutter (ψ) is 3˚ less than internal friction angle (φ) of Mancos shale having an average back
rake angle of 23˚ (Table 7.1). These show the applicability of the model in predicting bit
penetration rate performance, if the ranges of input parameters are identified. Figs. 7.25-7.28
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compare the test results versus the model in Mancos shale. In addition, results from test 35 are
illustrated to show the deviation from the model. A major part of this deviation is likely due to
cutting accumulation effects as diagnosed from the test data in Chapter 8.
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Fig. 7.25–Modeled depth of cut vs. WOB in Mancos shale
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Fig. 7.26–Modeled depth of cut vs. torque in Mancos shale
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Fig. 7.27–Modeled torque vs. weight on bit in Mancos shale
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Fig. 7.28–Modeled force ratio vs. depth of cut in Mancos shale
7.2.2.4 Catoosa shale
Full scale drilling tests on Catoosa shale were conducted with an 8 ½” diameter 6 blade
PDC bit by Baker Hughes (Table 7.5). All the tests were conducted under 6000 psi confining
pressure. In addition, hydraulic horse power per square inch of bit diameter was 2.0 for all the
tests.
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Test No.
WBM-1
WBM-2
OBM

Table 7.5–Test conditions in Catoosa shale
Drilling Fluid
RPM
WOB
Global Balling
11.0 ppg water base
60
5-22 klbs
Yes
11.0 ppg water base
60-120 3-27 kbls
No
16.0 ppg oil base mud
120
5-27 klbs
Yes

The full scale bit model was applied to the test conditions and the output compared to the
test data to define the apparent model inputs for effective drilling. The internal friction angle of
these shale samples is unknown. Therefore, an average angle of 14˚, obtained from Smith’s
(1998) direct shear tests, was assumed and is a source of uncertainty in interpreting the test
results. In addition, none of these tests can be considered as representative of fully effective
drilling because global bit balling was observed at the end of two of the tests, and the third test
showed the symptoms of significant cuttings accumulation. The varied rotary speeds used in
different tests and even during the same tests complicate comparison of the tests to model
predictions.
Fig. 7.29 shows the ROP versus weight on bit for the tests with water base mud. The
drilling behavior at initial stage of the test is fairly unpredicTable as the profile of cut varies. In
these tests the profile of cut became constant after drilling for about three inches. Three phases of
drilling explained in Fig. 7.2 can be seen in Fig. 7.29.
The test WBM-1 was conducted at a constant 60 RPM, and thus is easier to interpret. In
phase I, the rate of increase in ROP versus WOB is low which is due to significant frictional
forces relative to the depth of cut. The slope of the plot increases as the test enters to phase II and
continuous at a fairly constant slope until it starts to deviate in phase III. The Deviations of the
straight line at the end of phase II is evidently the start of a process of significant cuttings
accumulation that eventually led to global balling at the end of this test. ROP dropped with
further increase in WOB in phase III due to occurrence of global balling.
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The test WBM-2, on the other hand, was started with 90 RPM and then round per minute
increased to 116 and finally reduced to less than 60 as shown in the plot. A decrease in RPM,
from 115 to 70, shifted the ROP versus WOB plot to the right as also observed in drill-off tests
(Dupriest and Koederitz 2005). Nevertheless, a subsequent decrease in WOB and RPM led the
test to return to the previous trend at high RPM. Further increase in WOB, increased ROP until
the test reached to the founder point, i.e. the start of phase III. The first founder point for test
WBM-2 occurred at an ROP of 140 ft/hr. After that, the WOB reduced and increased again to
reach the second founder point at a higher ROP of 160 ft/hr. Apparently, the bit balling became
significant at the that point and caused a significant drop in ROP with further increase in WOB.
It is noteworthy that a subsequent reduction in WOB returned the plot the left hand side of the
test trend at phase II and global balling was not observed on the bit after the test.
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Fig. 7.29–ROP vs. WOB in full scale tests in Catoosa shale using WBM
The best ROP performance between these three tests was experienced in test WBM-2.
Nevertheless, ROP performance in this test cannot be considered as benchmark due to significant
cuttings accumulation symptoms, diagnosed in this and the next chapter. Therefore, the model
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inputs for the benchmark performance were selected according to the results from the tests on
Mancos shale and Carthage limestone as γ=2.4 and lwB=0.09”. In addition, 12˚ implied ψ for an
average cutter back rake angle of 22˚ in these tests was slightly less than 14˚ internal friction
angle of the rock as also seen in modeling of the previous tests. Although the bit design in these
tests is different than previous tests there is a fairly good agreement between the benchmark
model and test WBM-2. This shows that minor variations in the implied inputs for the model do
not change the results significantly and thus the model is applicable even with approximate
inputs. It also reinforced that using an implied interfacial friction angle (ψ) equal to or slightly
smaller than internal friction angle of the rock (φ) is a good approximation for the model.
Figs. 7.30-7.33 compare the test results in water base mud versus the model in Catoosa
shale. The model assumes that if the hole cleaning is efficient, cutter forces are independent of
rotary speed. Therefore, the change in the slope of depth of cut versus WOB that may be due to
the change in rotary speed in test WBM-2 is a cause of uncertainty. Cuttings accumulation is
certainly one of the alternative causes for this behavior as reducing WOB removed the potential
ball and brought the bit back to normal trend predicted by the model. The effect of chamfer in
causing a higher average back rake angle at lower depths of cut is another potential cause for this
behavior. Similarly the effect of wear flat at lower depths of cut is more noticeable. What makes
these, an especially the former hypothesis, more likely contributors to this behavior than a rate
dependent failure is a similar shaped plot that was obtained in test WBM-1 where the RPM was
kept constant. In test WBM-1, a reduction in WOB somewhere around the marked interface of
phase I and II, removed a potential ball, and caused an increase in the depth of cut.
The test WBM-1 overall ROP performance was poorer than test WBM-2, which finally
ended up with occurrence of global balling. This test started with a high weight on bit in the
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order of 7-10000 lbs where test WBM-2 started with 3000 lbs WOB for the first few inches of
cut, until the profile of cut became constant. Higher applied WOB in the test WBM-1 resulted in
higher depths of cut at initial stages of the test. Since the bit builds a profile of cut at first few
inches drilled, the force distribution is not uniform on cutters, where cutters on the gauge row of
the bit may not even be in contact with the rock yet. Therefore, high WOB may damage the bit
or in this case results in a potential bit balling. The lower efficiency of test WBM-1 in phase II,
at the same operating condition as test WBM-2, may be a direct result of inefficiencies that
started in phase I of drilling. This may also be due to other factors, e.g. the effect of rotary speed,
that have not been considered in the model. However, occurrence of bit balling in the test with
oil base mud were a constant high RPM of 120 was applied provides an evidence against the
latter idea.
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Fig. 7.30–Modeled depth of cut vs. weight on bit in Catoosa shale
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Fig. 7.31–Modeled depth of cut vs. torque on bit in Catoosa shale
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Fig. 7.32–Modeled torque vs. weight on bit in Catoosa shale
The obtained force ratios versus depth of cut from the model show the same trends as
measured in the tests, before cuttings accumulation results in deviations in test results.
Nevertheless, the magnitude of obtained force ratios are less that those measured in the
experiments at low depths of cut. This may be due to occurrence of cutter balling as modeled in
chapter 6 and discussed in further details in the next chapter.
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Fig. 7.33–Modeled force ratio vs. depth of cut in Catoosa shale
The measured forces in the test with oil base mud are significantly higher than the
predicted value with the benchmark model (Figs. 7.34-7.36). This is likely due to occurrence of
balling as seen at the end of the test and discussed in the next chapter.
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Fig. 7.34–Modeled depth of cut vs. weight on bit in Catoosa shale
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Fig. 7.36–Modeled Torque vs. weight on bit in Catoosa shale
7.3

Analyses of Applicability of the Bit Model
This section provides a summary of the results obtained by applying the model to the full

scale test data and the model’s potential for being applied to predict ROP performance.
Combinations of four plots, depth of cut vs. WOB, depth of cut vs. torque, torque vs.
WOB, and force ratio vs. depth of cut, were used to obtain the best match between the model and
test data representative of a benchmark ROP performance. The best matches between the model
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and benchmark performances in both Carthage limestone and Mancos shale were obtained using
a bit constant of 2.4 and a contact length of 0.09” for both four blade M233 and seven blade
M333 bits. Although it is expected that change in the bit design changes both γ and l wB, the
magnitude of change, at least for the bits modeled here, is not very significant. This is further
evidenced when using similar values of γ and lwB to model the tests in Catoosa shale resulted in a
fairly good agreement between the model and the test WBM-2, representative of best
performance in Catoosa shale. In addition, the magnitude of interfacial friction angle on the face
of cutter (ψ) implied from the application of the model to the tests in different rocks using PDC
bits with polished cutters was slightly less than the internal friction angle of the rocks.
The implied values of ψ+θ, relative to the expected value of the sum of the cutters’ back
rake angle and rocks’ internal friction angle, for the single cutter tests in chapter 6 were much
greater than those for full scale bit tests in this chapter. Apparently, the effect of the chamfer that
was hypothesized to cause such a high values of apparent average back rake angle in the single
cutter tests was absent or insignificant in the full scale tests. In contrast, the implied lengths of
the wear flat for the full scale bit tests were significantly larger than those for single cutter tests.
It is not clear whether these differences are due to potential errors in development/calibration of
the model or may indicate differences in geometry of the cutters.
It is reported that the effect of chamfer on the back rake angle is decreased [apparently
fairly rapid in field] as the chamfer wears out (Barton et al. 2008). It is also found that this does
not make the bit more aggressive due to the generation of a wear flat behind the diamond layer of
the PDC (Barton et al. 2008). The implied inputs for the single cutter and the full scale bit tests
in this study show similar differences. A major difference in conditions of those two groups of
the tests is that most of the single cutter tests stopped when the cutter drilled the rock only for
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two rotations, whereas the full scale tests continued to drill at least 30 inches of the rocks. It
seems unlikely that cutters on the PDC bit are worn significantly during the short duration of full
scale lab testing compared with field applications. Nevertheless, single cutter abrasion tests
(Wise 2005) have indicated that the area of wear flat can increase from 0.004” to as high as
0.016”, after drilling Sierra White Granite (UCS=28200 psi) for only 173.5” (~14.43 ft). The
same study also indicated that rate of increase in wear flat area is higher in cutters with smaller
chamfer area. The total depth reported in Wise’s study is equivalent to combination of five full
scale tests performed in Terra Tek that some of them have been presented here. The PDC bits
were used to drill multiple numbers of samples in that project, and thus it is possible that some,
potentially minor, wear flat areas were grown. These differences may also relate to other
unknown mechanisms such as accumulation of cuttings in a form of a built up edge in front of or
underneath the chamfer to impact its effective back rake angle or cause a wear flat-like effect.
The drilling behavior of homogenous impermeable rocks under confining pressure were
characterized with confined shear strength (τc), internal friction angle (φ), and confined
Compressive Strength (CCS) of the rock. This was based on the assumption that due to the low
permeability of these rock the pore pressure in the rocks, which is assumed to be essentially zero,
never reaches to equilibrium with the wellbore pressure.
Application of the model to Crab Orchard sandstone implied that frictional forces at the
shear plane after the rock failure, and also underneath the bit are significantly lower than those in
impermeable rocks. Also, a potential equilibrium between the pore pressure and the wellbore
pressure resulted in significantly lower implied normal forces at the effective wear flat
underneath the bit which might be characterized with Unconfined Compressive Strength of the
rock (UCS) rather than CCS. Matching the model at initial and middle stages of a test with
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11.0 ppg water base mud indicated that the normal force under the cutter decrease as the test
goes toward the end. This is potentially due to the invasion of the drilling fluid in the rock
underneath the cutter that reduces the effective confined compressive strength of the rock.
The effect of drilling fluid on the tests results is apparently very significant, but has not
been explicitly considered in the model. Nevertheless, the model can be used to quantify the
effect of drilling fluids on the bit-rock interactions, e.g. by facilitating a pressure equilibrium
between the wellbore and the rock, and the potential dysfunctions, e.g. bit balling and bit wear,
that some of them may directly or indirectly relate to the characteristics of the drilling fluid. The
application of model to identify occurrence and severity of cuttings accumulation dysfunctions is
discussed in the next chapter.
The effect of rotary speed has not been considered in the model. Apparent rate dependent
behaviors in both Crab Orchard sandstone and Catoosa shale warrants further investigation on
the effect of rotary speed in controlling penetration rate performance and potential dysfunctions.
That could also help to evaluate the validity of the alternative potential causes, e.g. drilling fluid
invasion and cuttings accumulation, identified for the observed behaviors.
7.4

Summary
The single cutter model in chapter 6 was scaled up to develop a complete PDC bit model.

The effect of bit shape was included in an additional bit constant term, γ, which was first
introduced by Detournay et al. (2008) to model frictional forces on the bit. Nevertheless,
Detournay et al. did not consider the effect of bit profile on cutting forces. An evaluation of the
cutter forces acting on an entire bit, as described herein, indicates the significance of the bit
profile on the axial force and torque on a bit and was considered in the scaling approach. In
addition, a wear flat contact length and an average wear flat width over the radius of the bit as
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proposed by Detournay et al. (2008), was included in the model. The model was applied to the
tests in three impermeable rocks, Mancos shale, Catoosa shale, and Carthage limestone, and one
permeable rock, Crab Orchard Sandstone to check the applicability of the model and to identify a
range for the input parameters. It was found that bit constant (γ) equal to 2.4, bit characteristics
contact length equal to 0.09”, and interfacial friction angle equal or slightly less than internal
friction angle of the rock may be used to model benchmark ROP performance in impermeable
rocks. Although it is expected that change in the bit design changes both γ and lwB, the magnitude
of change, at least for the bits modeled here, is not very significant. The contact stress (σ w) in
impermeable rocks was assumed to be equal to the rocks confined compressive strength (CCS).
Nevertheless, drilling in permeable rock gave evidence of the effect of filtrate loss from the
water base drilling fluid on equalizing pressure within the rock with the wellbore pressure and
thus contact stress was assumed to be equal to unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of the
rock.
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8

DIAGNOSIS OF OCCURRENCE AND SEVERITY OF BIT BALLING FROM BIT
FORCE SYMPTOMS USING ANALYTICAL MODELING
The bit model in Chapter 7 was supplemented with bit balling descriptive models in

Chapter 6 and applied to full scale bit test data to identify applicability of these models in
identifying the occurrence and estimating the severity of balling. Two tests in Carthage limestone
and Mancos shale indicative of effective drilling have been modeled fairly accurately with the bit
model. Nevertheless, additional tests in Mancos shale and Catoosa shale deviate from the
expected trend after drilling just a few inches. This is likely due to occurrence of bit balling as
the force symptoms match closely with the bit balling descriptive model developed in Chapter 6.
The initial trend in some of the full-scale tests was similar to the trend in single cutter tests with
known cutter balling, which suggests that the global balling was preceded by cutter balling in
those cases.
8.1

Full-Scale Bit Model to Indentify Benchmark Effective Drilling
The full scale bit model in Chapter 6 can be used to estimate torque and weight on bit for

a given depth of cut (Eqs. 7.10 and 7.11). In addtion, mechanical specific energy, MSE, and
force ratio, Rf, can be calculated using equations 7.16 and 7.17. This can be used to predict the
response of a PDC bit in a given formation. Alternatively, equations 7.10 and 7.11 can be
rearranged to predict the rate of penetration (ROP) and torque (T) for a given weight on bit,
WOB:

5RPM sin  cos(     )  2WOB

 l wB w 
( c   c Pc ) sin(   )  DB


(8.1)

 2WOB

DB2

 l wB w 1   c tan(   )
96 tan(   )  DB


(8.2)

ROP 

T

Furthermore, MSE and Rf can be calculated using equations 7.12 and 7.19. Both of these
approaches have been used in this chapter to model benchamrk performance of full scale bits.
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8.2

Results and Discussions
Examples of effective drilling, in Carthage limestone and Mancos shale, and ineffective

drilling, in Mancos Shale and Catoosa Shale, in this section show how the model can be used in
identifying the occurrence of a dysfunction. Also, the diagnostic symptoms of bit balling
identified in chapter 6 have have been evaluated based on these full scale tests.
8.2.1 Effective Drilling
Test 28 was conducted with a four blade M233 PDC bit on a composite sample of
Mancos shale and Carthage limestone using a 16.0 ppg oil base mud at 11000 psi confining
pressure. The bit came out of the test cell without significant symptoms of bit balling (Fig. 8.1).

Fig. 8.1–Bit at the end of test 28 (Picture from Terra Tek and DOE)
Also, the penetration rate response versus the applied weight on bit was fairly linear at
high depths of cut in both rocks (Figs. 7.8 and 7.25). Nevertheless, the overall trend of ROP
versus WOB has a polynomial shape, where trend becomes steeper at higher depths of cut. This
is likely due to the frictional effect underneath the cutter, characterized by contact length l wB, and
also due the effect of the chamfer on the cutters. At lower depths of cut, the effect of chamfer is
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potentially more significant, but as the depth of cut increases, that effect becomes smaller
compared with the cutting forces. That may explain the polynomial shape of the plot equivalent
to having a higher implied average back rake angles at lower depths of cut.
The depths of cut obtained from the tests were used as input to the bit model to estimate
WOB, torque and other drilling performance measurements, i.e. MSE, Rf (Figs. 8.2 and 8.4) and
compared to the actual test results in the first approach to assessing model applicability. In a
second approach, the WOB applied during the test was used in equation 8.1 to estimate ROP for
comparison the actual ROP (Figs. 8.3 and 8.5). All of the parameters are scaled in the figures to
be able to plot them on the same axis. A bit constant of 2.4 and length of wear flat of 0.09”, as
proposed in the previous chapter, were used to model both tests. In addition, similar to the
previous chapter, interfacial friction coefficients (ψ) of 26˚ and 23˚ were used to model the tests
in Carthage limestone and Mancos shale, respectively.
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Fig. 8.2–Modeling of forces in Carthage limestone based on actual depth of cut (Test 28)
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Fig. 8.3–Modeling of depth of cut and torque in Carthage limestone based on WOB (Test 28)

A good agreement between the model and an effective drilling example in limestone over
a range of penetration rates was observed and was expected given that the descriptive model
inputs were calibrated based on this test. Lower than expected torque at low depth of cut in both
plots is representative of phase one behavior, which was not modeled. The effects of cutter
chamfer and/or equivalent wear flat are expected to dominate in this phase. These effects might
be addressed by including a proportionality constant that estimates an average back rake angle,
and possibly wear flat length, as a function of depth of cut. This would require thorough research
on the effect of these factors on the cutters’ drilling behavior and is beyond the diagnostic scope
of this work. Predicted torque and weight on bit compare well with the test results at higher
depths of cut in Fig. 8.2. Nevertheless, up to 15% error in prediction of ROP can be observed
when the WOB has been used as an input to model the test (Fig. 8.3). This is mainly related to
the wide range of actual depths of cut obtained during the test for a constant WOB implying a
non-homogenous rock sample or other variations during the test that were not accounted for. For
instance, for 20000 lbs WOB, depth of cut varies between 0.052” and .076” (Fig. 7.8). It also
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varies between 0.098” and 0.105” for 25000 lbs WOB. Nevertheless, as shown later, the effect of
dysfunctions occurring in ineffective drilling examples is typically significant enough that they
can easily be differentiated from possible errors in estimation of benchmark drilling
performance.
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Fig. 8.4–Modeling of forces in Mancos shale based on actual depth of cut (Test 28)
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Fig. 8.5–Modeling of depth of cut and torque in Mancos shale based on applied WOB (Test 28)
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Although overall drilling performance in the shale section of test 28 is effective, there are
still parts of the test where ROP and torque do not change proportionally with the applied weight
on bit. For instance, ROP and torque shown in Fig. 8.5 decline to lower than predicted values at a
depth of 7 inches despite constant and then increasing WOB. This could potentially be due to a
cutting accumulation effect, but apparently global balling did not develop because a ROP returns
to the predicted level even after a further increase in WOB. The predicted ROP at 10000 lbs
weight on bit is almost zero whereas the actual ROP increased from zero to 30 ft/hr. This is
because of the assumed constant 0.09” effective wear flat length, while this length at lower
depths of cut is significantly lower.
8.2.2 Ineffective Drilling
Experiments conducted in two types of shale, Mancos and Catoosa, under different
operating conditions have been modeled as examples of non-effective drilling.
Mancos shale
Tests 16 was conducted with a 7 blade M333 PDC bit and a 16.0 ppg oil base mud on
Mancos shale under 6000 psi confining pressure. Minor bit balling was observed at the center of
the bit after the test as shown in Fig. 8.6.

Fig. 8.6–Bit balling in oil base mud in Mancos Shale (Test 16) (Picture Terra Tek and DOE)
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Surprisingly, the accumulation covered a jet nozzle whereas it is expected that a jet
would prevent accumulation immediately in front of it. In addition, some cuttings accumulation
was observed in the bottom of the test cell (Fig. 8.7).

Fig. 8.7–Cuttings accumulation in the cell after test on Mancos Shale (Test 16)
(Picture from Terra Tek and DOE)
Modeled and measured ROP is shown versus the applied weight on bit in Fig. 8.8. In
modeling of this test, a bit constant of 2.4 and wear flat length of 0.09” were used, similar to the
other tests. In addition, an interfacial friction angle (ψ) of 23˚ was used, similar to the other tests
in Mancos shale. Small deviations in the model trend from a straight line are due to minor
changes in applied wellbore pressure which is one of the inputs of the model. It is notable that
this test was conducted at 6000 psi, while the previous tests were conducted at 11000 psi
confining pressure. The good agreement between the model and the benchmark performance of
this test reaffirms the applicability of the model at differing confining pressures. On the other
hand, separations from the benchmark performance, which are circled in the plot, indicate
occurrence of potential balling dysfunctions.
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Fig. 8.8–Modeled ineffective drilling performance in Mancos shale (ROP vs. WOB in Test 16)
Drilling performance parameters based on the actual depth of cut (see Fig. 8.9) and
applied WOB (see Fig 8.10) were predicted with the model and compared to the actual test
results. Significant deviations of the actual measurements from the predicted trends are observed
during several stages of the test. These deviations imply less effective bit performance and are
potentially the result of specific dysfunctions.
As can be seen in Fig. 8.9, the first potential dysfunction occurs at depth 22 inches where
ROP and torque drop at a constant WOB. Rate of penetration was increased by increasing WOB,
but the magnitude was less than expected. For instance, weight on bit at depth 23.5 inches was
4000 lbs greater than depth 22 inches, but ROP was still less than before that drop in ROP
occurs. Penetration rate eventually returned back to the normal trend before the second
abnormality occurs. The rate of increase in ROP versus WOB started to decline at about 15000
lbs WOB indicating the “founder” or “flounder” point. Founder point is basically the start of
phase III in Fig. 6.2 that occurs due to cuttings accumulation. Applied weight on bit decreased
after reaching a maximum of 23500 lbs at depth 28 inches and again increased, but as can be
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seen in Fig. 8.8, ROP did not go up to the same level that it was at 27.5”. A 20 ft/hr, equivalent
to 19%, reduction in ROP at a similar WOB is likely due to the accumulation of cuttings that
interferes with the transfer of energy. This is well evidenced by subsequent drop of 75 ft/hr in
ROP that is almost certainly due to the balling that was observed at the end of the test.
A difference of 400-600 ft-lb in torque and 2000-4000 lbs difference in WOB between the model
expected values and measurements from the test (Fig. 8.9) before occurrence of bit balling is
likely due to the energy that is wasted to deform the ball as modeled with equations 5.30 and
5.31 for a single cutter. The area of the ball recovered at the end of the test is approximately 2 in2
which has caused approximately 7000-10000 lbs increase in WOB for a constant ROP. This is
equivalent to 3500-5000 psi cuttings strength and is less than the maximum expected cuttings
strength of 15400 psi (Eq. 6.32).
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Fig. 8.9–Modeling of forces in Mancos shale based on actual depth of cut (Ineffective-Test 16)
Fig. 8.10 shows the modeling of the same test using the applied WOB as the input to
predict ROP and torque. Predicted ROP and force ratio deviate from the actual values at three
major dysfunction zones. The actual ROP was less than the model predictions not only at these
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three zones, but also at the depth between zones 2 and 3 implying a continuous dysfunction.
However, actual MSE started to decline between those two zones from 65000 psi at depth
28.5 inches to 43000 psi at depth 32 inches. Having a constant or even increasing ROP and a
declining MSE between these two zones could imply that the bit was drilling more efficiently.
Nevertheless, a subsequent increase in WOB balled up the bit almost immediately. This shows
an advantage of having a bit performance model rather than just relying on MSE, which is
currently widely used by industry to monitor drilling performance. MSE relies mostly on the
value of torque, and not the weight on bit versus ROP. Therefore, a non-proportionality between
the applied WOB and achieved ROP, as seen in this example and detected by comparison to the
model, cannot be detected with MSE.
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Fig. 8.10–Modeling of depth of cut and torque in Mancos shale based on applied WOB
(Ineffective-Test 16)
Bit balling was apparently observed on only one out of more than ten tests that were
conducted on Mancos shale at Terra Tek using PDC bits. However, symptoms of bit balling,
some even more severe than in test 16, can be implied from the forces recorded during the
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majority of the other tests. Test 35 is one of those tests where ROP (Fig. 8.11) and torque (Fig.
8.12) start to deviate from the expected trend after drilling nine inches of the sample. However,
the first abnormality in these tests, potentially related to cuttings accumulation (zone 1), occurred
at a depth of 4 inches where ROP and torque started to decline at a constant WOB. The test
returned to the expected trend and ROP and torque exceeded expected values right before
reaching 9 inches depth. Further increase in WOB to 20000 lbs caused a sudden drop in ROP
from 60 ft/hr to less than 40 f/hr (zone 2). ROP then declined to 30 ft/hr with a further increase in
WOB to 25000 lbs, shown as zone 3. Subsequent reduction of WOB apparently allowed a part of
ball to be removed and thus reloading the bit to 28000 lbs caused an increase in ROP that was
then followed by even a bigger drop in penetration rate shown as zone 4. The expected WOB
from the model is 11000 lbs less than measured during this part of the test which is likely due to
the load that is necessary to overcome cuttings accumulation effects. The applied WOB was
finally reduced to 15000 lbs and that reduced ROP to less than 20 ft/hr at zone 5. This
penetration rate may be compared to 30 ft/hr achieved at a similar WOB before occurrence of bit
balling. Apparently drilling another 4 inches of the rock with a low weight on bit reduced a
potential ball created at worse stage of balling, i.e. depth 14 inches. Nevertheless, drilling
efficiencies was still lower than the stage before occurrence of balling. It is not clear why the ball
was removed before the end of this test but not for example in test 16. Drilling at low WOB at
final stage of the test is a possible contributor to the removal of the ball, as it reduced the gap
between the actual and the predicted WOB from 11000 lbs to less than 5000 lbs. Similar
behavior was observed in test WBM-2 in Catoosa shale, discussed later in this chapter, and that
bit came out without balling on the bit. The return of actual the ROP vs. WOB trend to the
benchmark trend line may indicate that bit balling is reversible.
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Fig. 8.11–Modeled ineffective drilling performance in Mancos shale (ROP vs. WOB in test 35)
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Fig. 8.12–Modeled ineffective drilling performance in Mancos shale (torque vs. WOB in test 35)

Fig. 8.12 shows torque versus WOB in this test before and after occurrence of bit balling.
The most aggressive behavior of the bit was before the occurrence of balling. After several
balling abnormalities, numbered 2-4, weight on bit was reduced, increased, and reduced again as
shown with lines S2-S4 in Figs. 8.11 and 8.12. As the test continued, both loading and unloading
trends shifted to the right indicating a lower torque to WOB ratio. Since bit balling happens
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fairly rapidly, the bit aggressiveness for these conditions might be represented by simply drawing
a line like A in Fig. 8.12 implying a fairly repeatable bit behavior whereas a strong hysteresis
effect was evident when viewing the detailed data. A similar effect might also be a cause for
lower aggressiveness, which tests refer to Rf instead of aggressiveness, implied in Carthage
limestone sections drilled right after shale sections for a similar bit but different drilling fluids,
for examples in Fig. 7.12.
Catoosa shale
A total of three tests in Catoosa shale were performed with an 8 ½” PDC bit under
6000 psi confining pressure by Baker Hughes. Only one test, WBM-2, which was conducted
with 9.5 ppg water base mud (Table 7.5), did not result in bit balling and thus was modeled as
the best performance in Chapter 7. Fig. 8.13 shows the modeled forces in this test assuming the
interfacial friction angle on the face of cutter is 12˚ for an average cutter back rake angle of 22˚
(ψ+θ=34˚). In addition, a bit constant of 2.4 and contact length of 0.09” were used in the model.
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Fig. 8.13–Modeled test in Catoosa shale based on depth of cut (Test WBM-2)
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Global balling was not observed on the bit after this test. Nevertheless, symptoms of
global balling are apparent from a depth of 17 inches where further increase in WOB reduces
ROP. WOB was reduced right before 20” depth that caused an increase in ROP again. A
subsequent increase in WOB caused a significant drop in ROP at depth 25 inch from 160 ft/hr to
less than 100 ft/hr at the end of the test. The penetration rate range for this test is significantly
higher than for most field examples of global balling, but evidence of apparent cutting
accumulation effects can clearly be seen from these behaviors. It is noteworthy that increase in
ROP at depth 13.5 inches caused a sudden drop in the measured force ratio during the test
(Fig. 8.13). This is exactly opposite of the expected increase in force ratio versus depth of cut
from the model that was also confirmed in the effective test examples in Carthage limestone and
Mancos shale (Figs. 8.2-8.5). The decrease in measured force ratio is shown to be due to a higher
than expected weight on bit at high depths of cut. This symptom can be modeled as resulting
from global balling (Model BB2).
The measured torque is significantly greater than predicted by model for low depth of
cut, i.e. at depths shallower than 13.5 inches. This could be potentially due to occurrence of
cutter balling as modeled in Chapter 6 (Model CB2). This may also be due to the effects of
rotation speed on the bit forces that are not fully understood. Cuttings ribbons were found
adhered to the face of cutters where bottom parts of some of the ribbons were thicker than the
upper parts that may indicate a moderate degree of cutter balling (Fig. 8.14).
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Cuttings Ribbons

Thicker bottom of a ribbon
Fig. 8.14–Cuttings from Catoosa shale adhered to the face of cutters (Test WBM-2)
(Picture from Baker Hughes)
The test WBM-1 was conducted using the same bit, rock, and drilling fluid as WBM-2.
However, the drilling efficiency was significantly lower in test WBM-1 and one of the bit’s junk
slots was observed to be fully balled up at the end of the test (Fig. 8.15). Furthermore, cuttings
accumulation was seen at the bottom of the cell at the end of the test (Fig. 8.16). Differences in
the shale properties could be a reason for the different results. These tests were performed 16
months apart, and thus there is a possibility that the shale samples may have had different
properties. Different operating parameters, e.g. RPM and WOB, than the previous tests may also
contribute to this difference.
Fig. 8.17 shows the application of the model to test WBM-1. An increase in WOB from
10000 lbs to more than 20000 lbs at depth 6.5 inches doubled the ROP to 120 ft/hr. However, the
predicted WOB from the model for the increased ROP is significantly lower than the actual
WOB. In addition, the model predicts an increase in the force ratio, whereas the actual force ratio
started to decline with increase in WOB and ROP. Both of these indicate occurrence of a
potential cuttings accumulation as also evidenced with a decrease in actual ROP due to further
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increase in WOB to 22000 lbs. These could be used as warnings for the occurrence of balling,
which later became severe and impacted ROP. Similar behavior was also observed in test
WBM-2, but global balling was not observed at the end of that test.

Fig. 8.15–Bit balling in water base mud in Catoosa Shale (Test WBM-1)
(Picture from Baker Hughes)

Fig. 8.16–Cuttings accumulation in the cell after test on Catoosa Shale (Test WBM-1)
(Picture from Baker Hughes)
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Fig. 8.17–Modeled test in Catoosa shale based on depth of cut (Test WBM-1)

Fig. 7.29 shows ROP versus WOB plot for these two tests. As can be seen, deviations
from the benchmark trend is obvious in both tests, but apparently the ball was somehow removed
at the last stage of test WBM-2 as the trend line returns to the left hand side of the benchmark
trend. This behavior was not seen in the test WBM-1 where the test stopped to end the plot at a
much higher WOB relative to the benchmark trend. The additional WOB potentially indicates
the load applied to deform the ball while drilling ahead.
It is not clear what caused the removal of the apparent ball in WBM-2. Reduction in the
applied WOB during the test is a possible contributor to the removal of a ball. In addition, test
WBM-2 started at a lower WOB on the order of 3000 lbs, whereas test WBM-1 started with
5000 lbs WOB which was rapidly increased to about 10000 lbs. A rapid increase in WOB where
the profile of cut has not been fully shaped could potentially trap cuttings underneath the bit to
eventually lead to global balling.
Drilling efficiency, measured by MSE, for a similar test conducted with 16.0 ppg oil base
mud was significantly lower than that for the tests with 11.0 ppg water base mud. Another major
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difference in the test conditions was that RPM for the test in oil base mud was much higher than
that in the tests in water base mud. The reason for lower efficiency at higher RPM is unknown,
but could be because the hydraulics did not keep up with the rate of cuttings production and thus
some cuttings accumulation occurred at the higher ROP.
Modeling of the test with oil base mud (Fig. 8.18) showed similar, at least qualitative,
balling symptoms as those for the test in water base mud (WBM-1), and bit balling was observed
at the end of the test (Fig. 8.19). Although the predicted WOB for the first 9 inches of cut is very
close to the actual WOB, the predicted torque is significantly lower, about two thirds, of the
measured torque. The unexpected increase in torque as modeled in chapter 6, models CB2 and
CB3, may be due to occurrence of cutter balling. The increase in the WOB between 9 and 12
inches of depth caused both WOB and torque to increase to values much greater than predicted
with the model for the actual depth of cut. It is noteworthy that the difference between the actual
and the predicted torque is almost constant throughout the test, before and after WOB was
increased at the depth of 9 inch. This may imply that a relatively constant volume of cuttings was
being carried across the bottom of the hole. It seems likely that this volume of cuttings became
compacted due to the increase in WOB and caused the onset of global balling. Nevertheless, the
excessive torque did not change, possibly because the load applied by WOB was not more than
that from the wellbore pressure that the cuttings were already exposed to. Similar to the tests in
water base mud, the increase in WOB at depth 9 inches of the test in oil base mud resulted in an
unexpected reduction in the force ratio that was concluded to indicate the onset of a potential
global balling mechanism as described for test WBM-1. The use of oil base mud not only did not
prevent occurrence of global balling, it also did not prevent cuttings ribbons from adhering to the
face of the cutters (Fig. 8.20) with a similar shape to those in tests in water base mud (Fig. 8.15).
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Higher than expected torque after the profile of cut became constant during the initial
stages of the three full scale tests in Catoosa shale could potentially be due to occurrence of
cutter balling. Those conditions preceded with significnt, unexpected, increases in WOB
indicative of global balling at least in two of the tests. Based on these observations, cutter balling
may provide an initiating mechanism for global balling to occur. Evidently, the ball when it does
form may or may not remain on the bit depending to the test conditons.
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Fig. 8.18–Modeled test in Catoosa shale in oil base mud based on depth of cut

Fig. 8.19–Bit balling in oil base mud in Catoosa Shale (Picture from Baker Hughes)
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Fig. 8.20–Catoosa shale cuttings ribbons adhered to the face of cutter in oil base mud
(Picture from Baker Hughes)
8.3

Summary
Application of the bit model to full scale tests where bit balling was observed confirms

the effect of cuttings accumulation on cutter forces, on the ROP that can be achieved, and on
diagnostic symptoms. Measured force deviations from the expected trend show the onset of
global balling, and thus, the model can be used as a tool in early identification of bit balling.
A decrease in force ratio due to an increase in WOB is a symptom of the onset of global balling.
As global balling develops, an increase in WOB results in reduction in both force ratio and
eventually, in ROP. Although balling had apparently been reversed by the end of the tests,
similar symptoms were observed within many of the additional tests reviewed in Mancos shale,
e.g. test 35, and Catoosa shale, e.g. test WBM-2. This implies that the specific dysfunction
causing the symptoms no longer existed. A change in operating conditions, particularly a
reduction in the WOB, was the apparent contributor to the reversal in symptoms, and implied bit
balling, that occurred in these tests.
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Cutter balling was modeled in Chapter 6 to cause an increase in tangential force, which is
embodied as torque on a full scale bit. Higher than expected torque, at the initial stages of some
of the full scale tests that later experienced global balling, especially in Catoosa shale, may
indicate that cutter balling was occurring and provided the initial mechanism for the
accumulation of cuttings that led to global balling. Pictures of cuttings ribbon adhered to the face
of cutters at the end of those tests, in both water and oil base muds, support this hypothesis.
The simultaneous occurrence of cuttings accumulation mechanisms makes it difficult to
identify types of balling, as was also concluded in Chapter 6. Nevertheless, global bit balling,
and potentially cutter balling, show distinctive behaviors. In any event, a well calibrated bit
model can help in identifying the onset of a drilling inefficiency. This capability is especially
important for the diagnosis of global balling at an initial stage before it becomes a severe,
possibly irreversible dysfunction. The model results are very promising at this stage considering
that constant values of γ and lwB were used to describe all three bits drilling in different rocks. A
potentially powerful opportunity would be to develop an algorithm field application to identify
values of these input variables based on the first few feet drilled with each bit to calibrate the
model for the bit, mud type, and hydraulics design being used. After that, the model could be
used to predict drilling parameters, e.g. torque, ROP, force ratio, and MSE, for the rest of the run
based on the applied WOB in various formations and confining pressures. This provides a
baseline to detect deviations indicative of a dysfunction at early stages and to assess the drilling
efficiency by comparing actual to predicted MSE. Applicability of the model to multiple
lithologies also indicates that it can potentially be used to distinguish formation change from
occurrence of a dysfunction.
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Global balling was observed in tests using oil base fluids in both Mancos shale and
Catoosa shale with similar force symptoms to those seen in water base mud including a drop in
force ratio and ROP correlating with a significant increase in WOB, MSE, and torque. In
addition, cuttings ribbons were found adhered to the face of cutter in both oil and water base
muds in Catoosa shale. Furthermore, an unexpected increase in torque before occurrence of
global balling in both water and oil base muds was also hypothesized to be due to occurrence of
cutter balling. These may indicate that mechanisms of bit balling in oil base mud are similar to
those in water base mud.
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9
9.1

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of the Study
This study was performed as a part of a proposed joint project between Louisiana State

University and Baker Hughes titled” Understanding and Improving Penetration Rate
Performance in Deep Drilling”. The original, overall objective was to obtain a better
understanding of the mechanisms that cause significant reductions in ROP in deep intervals.
The study began with a literature survey. In addition, drilling records from different
sources including Baker Hughes bit records, Rushmore Reviews, and API Joint Association
Survey on Drilling Costs were combined and analyzed to identify the areas of major deep
drilling activities and those with slow ROP and high cost per foot at depth in the United States
and worldwide. This was followed by a drilling performance and formation drillability analysis
on two fields in the Gulf Coast as one of the regions of deep drilling in the United States with the
problem of slow ROP at depth. These analyses indicated that shale and limestone are the primary
lithologies where slow ROP occurs at depth. A formation drillability analysis in field No. 1
indicated that large reductions in penetration rate versus depth in shale and limestone are not
explained by changes in formation properties, e.g. confined compressive strength, heterogeneity,
and porosity.
Shale has also been reported in numerous publications as the primary lithology that
experiences slow ROP under high confining pressure based on both field observations and
laboratory experiments. PDC bits have generally provided higher penetration rates than roller
cone bits in shale. Therefore, most recent studies have focused on drilling with PDC bits. These
studies have addressed different phenomena and factors that contribute to slow penetration rate
at depth. Interactions between bit, rock, and cuttings under high confining pressure are thought to
affect penetration rate performance significantly. One study involving analytical and finite
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element modeling which were supported with single cutter tests, full-scale drilling tests, and field
results resulted in the conclusion that a built-up edge of crushed rock material between the cutter
and the rock has a major impact on the cutter-rock interactions (Gerbaud et al. 2006). Another
study using a discrete element model (DEM) indicates that the energy spent in plastic
deformation of already sheared rock is far more than the energy consumed in failing the intact
rock (Ledgerwood 2007). Cuttings accumulation may also lead to bit balling which is known to
be the primary cause of slow penetration rates (ROP) in deep shales drilled using water base mud
(WBM). Industry has sought the ways to mitigate global balling due to its severe impact on
drilling performance. A common expectation is that oil base mud (OBM) prevents balling, but
slow ROP is still experienced in deep shales even when drilled with OBM. Single cutter tests on
Catoosa and Pierre shale drilled with mineral oil (Smith 1998), as well as some examples from
both full-scale bit lab tests on Catoosa and Mancos shale (Baker Hughes; Terra Tek and DOE)
and field drilling with OBM experienced severe balling. Consequently, balling may be a major
cause of slow ROP in OBM as well as WBM.
Understanding the mechanisms that contribute to cuttings accumulation and deformation
and their impact on cutter-rock interactions is a necessary step in understanding the major causes
of slow ROP at depth. Therefore, this study was focused on developing analytical models to
explain these interactions. The other questions addressed were whether some form of balling
causes slow ROP in deep shales drilled with oil base mud (OBM) and whether diagnostic
symptoms could be defined in order to determine which form of balling causes severely low
ROP.
A basic analytical model was developed for a single PDC cutter drilling rock under
confining pressure solely based on rock properties, cutter specifications, and confining pressure.
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This model was adapted from a single shear plane model developed originally for metal cutting
under atmospheric conditions (Ernst and Merchant 1941). This basic model, which predicts a
benchmark for cutting forces when drilling with no dysfunctions, was evaluated versus single
cutter tests on Catoosa shale, Mancos shale, and Carthage limestone over a large range of
confining pressure. Deviations from the forces predicted by this model indicate possible drilling
dysfunction(s). Additional descriptive models were developed to explicitly account for the
effects of different forms of balling including cutter balling, built up edge, bottomhole balling,
and global balling. The specific goal was to determine whether quantitative symptoms of each
form can be defined and whether these symptoms are unique.
Analytical modeling of single cutter drilling was accompanied with analysis of field
cuttings, in the shape of cuttings ribbons which potentially extruded up the face of cutter and a
cutter ball in front of the ribbons, to obtain a better understanding of the structure and
accumulation mechanisms of actual cuttings for the modeling purposes. Drill cuttings from a
well in Tuscaloosa, Louisiana from a depth interval of 14300 ft to 21400 ft drilled with both
water and oil base muds were analyzed in multiple scales, i.e. macro, micro, and nano. Micro
scale analysis of cuttings was performed using a full body x-ray computed tomography (CT)
scan technique. Nano scale analysis of the cuttings was performed using scanning electron
microscope (SEM). This was supplemented with element mapping using energy-dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) technique. The results, to the extent that scan resolution allowed, confirmed
the assumptions used in developing the single cutter model. Also, an additional finding about a
potentially layered structure of a cutter ball was used to develop cutter balling descriptive
models.
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The single cutter model was then scaled up to develop a complete PDC bit model. The
effect of bit shape was included in an additional term, bit constant, γ, which was first introduced
by Detournay et al. (2008) to model frictional forces on the bit. Nevertheless, Detournay et al.
did not consider the effect of bit profile on cutting forces. A force equilibrium on the bit body
was defined, which demonstrates the significance of bit profile on cutting force, and was
considered in the scaling approach. In addition, bit characteristic contact length, an average wear
flat width over the radius of the bit proposed by Detournay et al. (2008), was included in the
model. The model was applied to the tests in three impermeable rocks, Mancos shale, Catoosa
shale, and Carthage limestone, and one permeable rock, Crab Orchard sandstone to check the
validity of the model and to identify a range for the input parameters.
This full scale bit model was applied to test data for both effective and ineffective drilling
to determine whether the model can be used in identifying bit balling. In addition, results from
the full scale tests were analyzed in more detail to see if the causal mechanisms of balling in
water base and oil base muds are similar and if different forms of balling can be identified in
these tests.
9.2

Conclusions

9.2.1 Definition of the Problem
Significance of deep drilling and the problem of slow ROP at depth
1. More than 21 billion dollars were spent in drilling wells deeper than 15000 in 2007 with
the average cost of a well deeper than 20000 ft being more than 8 times that of 1000012500 ft wells.
2. A significant increase in cost per foot vs. depth was observed for drilling onshore while
for deep water Gulf of Mexico, cost per foot does not change significantly versus depth.
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3. The majority of onshore deep wells in the United States are drilled in Texas (Gulf Coast
basin), Oklahoma (Anadarko basin), and Louisiana (Gulf Coast basin), and the average
ROP in more than two third of the vertical wells drilled in these regions is slow, less than
10 ft/hr in depths greater than 15000 ft.
4. Although roller cone bits are still being widely used in drilling deep wells, the majority of
footage is being drilled with PDC bit and oil base mud.
5. Several deep wells are also being drilled annually in other regions including Canada,
Latin America, Europe, Australasia, Africa, and Former Soviet Union. Deep water Brazil
is one of the major areas of deep drilling with the problem of slow ROP at depth.
Primary lithologies with slow ROP at depth
1. Analysis of the drilling data for two fields in the Gulf Coast indicates that at similar
drilling conditions, shale and limestone have lower penetration rates than sandstone.
2. The reduction in ROP versus depth, especially in shales, could not be explained with
changes in formation properties versus confining pressure and is potentially due to
occurrence of a dysfunction.
9.2.2 Analysis of the Field Cuttings of Shale
1. The comprehensive investigation of the internal structure of cuttings from actual field
drilling reinforces the relevance of significant observations made from single cutter tests.
a) Sample F has a mass of cuttings attached to the jagged side of the cuttings ribbon. This is
evidence that cutter balling can occur during field drilling operations.
b) Cuttings ribbons from drilling in oil base mud were generally larger than those from
water base mud.
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c) Cutting ribbons for slow ROP intervals are generally thinner than higher ROP intervals
that likely relates to the low depth of cut in those intervals.
2. The comprehensive investigation of the internal structure of cuttings from actual field
drilling provided unique insights, observations, and incentives for additional investigation
of how cuttings are formed and what influences dysfunctions or inefficiencies.
a) Orientation of the layers inside the ribbon is semi-circular. That may relate to the
geometry of the cutter that creates those ribbons.
b) Full body CT scans of two oil base mud cuttings indicated that the boundary between
layers that can be seen on the jagged side of the ribbon becomes indistinguishable
somewhere near the middle of the ribbon and could not be identified on the polished side
of the ribbon. Although the internal structures of ribbons formed in water base mud were
not scanned, a layered pattern on the polished side of those ribbons in addition to the
jagged side implies that these boundaries may be continuous. The layered pattern was
also observed on the polished side of some, but not all, of the ribbons in oil base mud.
Consequently, the internal structure of cuttings ribbons is uncertain, i.e. whether a ribbon
is a continuously deformed material, is composed of discrete layers, or might be either
depending on conditions that are not yet defined.
c) A sequence of cracks observed in the outer surface of the cutter ball may be equivalent to
the boundaries between ribbon layers. These cracks cannot be seen to extend deeply into
the center of the ball. This may indicate that the material in a cutter ball begins its
accumulation in a manner similar to ribbon creation but continues with material
accumulating under and behind the ribbon causing a growing, less defined accumulation
within the cutter ball.
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d) Significant accumulations of barite were found on the external surface of the jagged side
of the ribbons. In addition, small, scattered zones of heavy material were found inside the
cuttings. SEM-EDS analysis of these cuttings clearly shows that some of the barite
particles are very small, on the order of one micron or even smaller. It is unclear how
barite entered the cuttings and whether their presence implies internal interlayer
boundaries were exposed to drilling fluid as the cuttings were created or that the drilling
fluid might influence forces on those boundaries during the cutting process. These
possibilities require further investigation.
e) The edges of the layers in sample F, with cutter ball, were not as sharp as on other
samples. In addition, sequence of accumulation of ribbon layers in sample F is like two
hands clasped to one another. A possible explanation for this behavior is that when two
simultaneous cutting actions occur on both sides of cutter, the produced ribbons will
merge near the middle of the cutter.
9.2.3 Analytical Modeling of Cutter/Bit-Rock-Cuttings interactions
Single PDC Cutter Model
1. A single cutter analytical model was developed for both sharp and blunt cutters that gives
results that correlate closely with results of single cutter tests in Catoosa shale, Mancos
shale, and Carthage limestone over a large range of confining pressure as long as there
are no dysfunctional phenomena, e.g. cutter balling or global balling, occurring.
2. The model explains the thinner cuttings ribbons that are produced when using polished
cutters and/or a low back rake angle. It also quantifies the significance of cutter surface
finish, back rake angle, and wear flat area in controlling cutter forces.
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3. Additional descriptive models were developed to explicitly account for dysfunctions
related to cuttings accumulations.
4. Descriptive models developed for the effects of cutter balling indicate that flow behavior
of produced cuttings during the occurrence of balling phenomena can have significant
and distinctive effects on cutting forces.
5. Bi-direction flow of the cuttings may result in occurrence of a built up edge on the face of
cutter and to cause bottomhole balling. Bottomhole balling descriptive model indicates
additional tangential and axial forces which is consumed to break a certain volume of the
rock twice.
6. The model developed for bi-directional flow of cuttings indicates reductions in both axial
and tangential forces. Therefore, it indicates that less energy is required to fail the same
volume of rock than for other cuttings flow paths and therefore would be the expected
failure mechanism based on the principal of minimum energy.
7. A wear flat model was used to account for cuttings adhesion underneath the cutter, i.e.
cutter bottom build up, to behave like if the cutter had a wear flat, and thus cause
additional axial and tangential forces.
8. Developed models for global balling predict reduction (Model BB1 for initiation of
accumulation) and then increase (Model BB2 for fully developed balling) in tangential
force while axial force increases significantly. The tests with a chip breaker and an
interference plate provide evidence for the former and the latter models, respectively.
9. Application of the model developed for global balling to test data in water suggests that
the properties, e.g. compressive strength and internal friction angle, of cuttings
accumulated under the bit body influence the excessive forces related to balling.
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10. Comparison of descriptive cuttings accumulation models show different, but not
necessarily distinctive, symptoms, except for global balling. The magnitude and the ratio
of changes in cutter forces are dependent on both the size and flow path(s) of
accumulated cuttings. The simultaneous occurrence of different balling mechanisms
would further complicate identification of the individual dysfunctions.
Full Scale PDC Bit Model
1. The single cutter model was scaled up to develop a complete PDC bit model.
2. The effect of bit shape was included in an additional term, bit constant γ, which accounts
for the effect of bit profile on cutting forces based on the force equilibrium on the bit
body in addition to the effect on frictional forces, which were included in Detournay’s
model.
3. A threshold/maximum length of the wear flat lwB as proposed by Detournay was used in
modeling the bit cutting behavior in phase II. It was assumed that the length of wear flat
does not change in this phase, whereas it changes relative to the depth of cut in phase I.
4. The model was proved relevant for application to three impermeable rocks, Mancos
shale, Catoosa shale, and Carthage limestone, and one permeable rock, Crab Orchard
sandstone.
5. A bit constant (γ) equal to 2.4, a bit characteristic contact length equal to 0.09” , and an
interfacial friction angle equal to or slightly less than the internal friction angle of the
rock may be used to model benchmark ROP performance when drilling impermeable
rocks. Although it is expected that change in the bit design changes both γ and l wB, the
magnitude of change, at least for the bits modeled here, is not very significant.
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6. Application of the model to Crab Orchard sandstone implied that frictional forces at the
shear plane after the rock failure, and also underneath the bit are significantly lower than
those in impermeable rocks.
7. The significantly lower implied contact force below a wear flat in Crab Orchard
sandstone drilled with a low density water base mud indicated a potential equilibrium
between pore pressure and bottomhole pressure. Therefore, the maximum contact stress
in permeable rocks is expected to be equivalent to the unconfined compressive strength
(UCS) of the rock. An unanticipated observation is that the coefficient of friction below
the wear flat is apparently also significantly less than the internal friction angle of the
rock.
8. The effect of drilling fluid on the tests results is apparently very significant, but has not
been explicitly considered in the model. Nevertheless, the model can be used to quantify
the effect of drilling fluids on the bit-rock interactions. For example, it quantifies how the
use of low density water base mud facilitates pressure equilibrium between the wellbore
and the rock in permeable rocks. It also quantifies the effect of potential dysfunctions,
e.g. bit balling and bit wear, that may directly or indirectly relate to the characteristics of
the drilling fluid.
9. The effect of rotary speed has not been considered in the model. Apparent rate dependent
behaviors in both Crab Orchard sandstone and Catoosa shale warrant further
investigation on the effect of rotary speed in controlling penetration rate performance and
potential dysfunctions. One hypothesis is that the observed test behaviors may result from
related effects, e.g. cuttings accumulation rate being affected by rotational speed.
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9.2.4 Diagnosis of Bit Balling
1. The full scale model was applied to the test data both for effective and non-effective
drilling.
2. The forces measured in the tests with observed bit balling deviate from the trend predicted for
benchmark drilling. These deviations can be used to detect the onset of global balling, and thus
the model can be used as a tool in early identification of bit balling. Global balling has two

specific symptoms that can be used for its identification: a reduction in ROP with
increasing WOB and a reduction in force ratio with increasing WOB, whereas the basic
model predicts an increase in force ratio.
3. Higher than expected torques, at the initial stages of the tests in Catoosa shale, may
indicate occurrence of cutter balling. In addtion, cuttings ribbons found attached to the
face of the cutters in those tests provide further evidence for this hypothesis. If so, it is
likely that cutter balling provided a mechanism for the accumulation of cuttings in the
tests experiencing to global balling.
4. Global balling was observed in oil-base fluids in both Mancos shale and Catoosa shale
with similar force symptoms as seen in water base mud. In addition, cuttings ribbons
were found adhered to the face of cutter in both oil and water base mud in Catoosa shale.
This may indicate that causal mechanisms of bit balling in oil base mud are similar to
those in water base mud.
5. The simultaneous occurrence of cuttings accumulation mechanisms, with non-distinctive
symptoms, makes it difficult to distinguish different types of balling. Nevertheless, a well
calibrated bit model provides an important performance benchmark. Deviations from this
benchmark can be used to identify the occurrence of a drilling inefficiency or
dysfunction.
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9.3

Recommendations for Future Work
There are many possibilities for future research to improve our understanding of bit-rock

interactions and the problem of slow ROP at depth. Recommendations for the future work based
on the results from this study have been listed in sequence of the chapters. Supplementary
laboratory single cutter and full scale tests proposed in this section could provide a better
understanding of PDC bit cutting action and a basis for better analytical modeling to predict and
diagnose bit performance.
9.3.1 Micro and Nano Scale Analysis of Rock and Cuttings
1. Perform additional, high and low resolution, full body CT scan on the cuttings ribbons
with a layered pattern on the polished side, e.g. water base mud sample in Fig. 5.2, to
determine whether there are continuous boundaries between layers. This can potentially
clarify the discrepancy between a hypothesis that describes cuttings ribbons as piles of
individual lamellae versus the alternative hypothesis that cuttings ribbons are created due
to continuous deformation of the rock and thus the shear planes cannot be traced all the
way to the polished side of the ribbon.
2. Couple high resolution micro scale scans of cuttings samples with nano scale SEM
images to obtain a high resolution picture of the structure, particle size distribution, and
accumulation path of the cuttings within the cuttings ribbons and balls.
3. Determine the relations between macro and micro-structural properties of chips and/or
samples of intact rock (cores or sidewall cores), e.g. lithology, mineralogy, grain size
distribution, rock fabric, porosity, and permeability versus structure, and particle size
distribution within the cuttings ribbons and balls. This would add to our understanding of
the occurrence of grain to grain friction within the cuttings and of the morphology of
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cuttings and cuttings accumulations that should be extremely helpful in understanding,
modeling and controlling the drilling process.
9.3.2 Single Cutter Modeling and Testing
1. Perform single cutter experiments to evaluate the validity and applicability of the single
cutter model, to test whether the different kinds of balling can be forced to occur, and if
so, what symptoms are observed. The tests should be with the cutter mounted on a
cantilever beam except when specifically studying global balling.
2. The common use of a chamfer on the edge of a PDC cutter seems to have major effect on
cutting forces that warrants further investigation. A comparison test on different
lithologies between sharp cutters and chamfered cutters would provide a basis for
identifying complications associated with chamfers, explicitly modeling the effect of the
chamfer, and assessing the practical impact on ROP of the chamfer used in typical
cutters.
3. Investigate the applicability of indentation force models as an alternative to the effective
wear flat area concept for explaining non-linear response to axial force and the impact of
chamfer size.
4. Conduct tests with Catoosa, or other rock with a balling tendency. Drill to different
depths to compare the rate of cutting accumulation in different areas around the cutter
(face of cutter, edge of cutter, underneath the cutter, bottom of the groove) as total cutting
volume increases to identify type of cutter balling. Perform comparison tests with an
interference plate and stopping the test as global balling develops to observe location and
geometry of volume of accumulated cuttings and compare symptoms to those expected.
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5. Perform and model single cutter tests at a constant depth of cut and different rotation
speeds to evaluate rate dependency of cutting and frictional forces of PDC cutter and the
impacts on the modeling results.
6. Perform and model single cutter tests at a constant penetration rate and different rotation
speeds for PDC cutters, with and without chamfer, to compare the effect of depth of cut
and rotary speed on drilling efficiency and likelihood of occurrence of different forms of
balling.
7. Analyze the material on bottom and sides of groove regarding the size, sorting and
packing density, to determine whether it is virgin rock, deformed rock, or mass of
compacted cuttings, e.g. to identify whether bottom hole balling occurred or a crushed
zone exists.
8. Conduct tests with rock suspected of causing bottom balling at a high depth of cut with
two cutters, one offset to the side and behind the first. Use results to assess potential for,
and symptoms of, bottom balling that may occur at the bottom and to the side of the
groove cut by a particular cutter.
9. Use a nanoindenter to measure the strength of different parts of cuttings, that show
symptoms of impending or existing cutter balling, to find out whether the rock strength is
higher near the edge of the cutter. This may confirm a hypothesis that cutter balling starts
with a built up edge.
10. Visual single cutter tests could be very useful in finding relations between forces and
specific types of balling, e.g. data from ribbon shaped cuttings and from cutter balling for
a conclusive comparison to the model predictions. Macro-scale measurements (could be
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measured from the video or cuttings retrieved after the test) will be useful in calibrating
the model regarding the shear angle that determines size of cutting.
11. Repeat the tests with alternate mud (mineral oil and/or invert emulsion mud) and
compare the results to understand how the effect of fluid type on cutting properties might
affect each balling mechanism and the impact of solids laden and emulsified mud on
balling mechanisms and other possible dysfunctions that might be evidenced in these
tests. Evaluate whether diagnostic methods are general, dependent primarily on drilling
fluid used, or require more careful calibration.
12. Investigate means to measure, or otherwise make calibrated estimates, of the interfacial
friction coefficent on the face of cutter to allow better calibrated predictions. For
example, if a test can be defined to directly measure a friction coefficent on the face of
cutter, it might be correllated with the thickness of the ribbons obtained from single cutter
tests or other measured parameters to provide a practical basis for determining this value.
13. Based on results from the proposed single cutter tests, investigate the relevance and
significance of the proposed models of different forms of balling. It is likely that other
assumptions about the path taken for cuttings to accumulate in, and move around, a cutter
ball need to be considered, and may prove to be more relevant.
9.3.3 Full Scale Bit Modeling and Testing
1. A full scale test in a rock with a strong balling tendency, e.g. Catoosa shale, should be
performed at an average or low depth of cut to prevent rapid development of global
balling to examine the proposed cutter balling models versus force symptoms to
determine whether cutter balling occurs and whether explicit symptoms can be observed.
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2. Investigate the relationship between effective wear flat and depth of cut as a function of
cutter geometry, e.g. size of cutter, size of chamfer, back rake angle, and bit design, e.g.
number of blades, number of cutters, and bit profile. As an alternative, investigate
modeling this effect using indentation force models as an alternative to the effective wear
flat models.
3. An attempt should be made to define a correlation between bit constant and commonly
used bit profiles based on applying the model to laboratory experiments with a range of
bit profiles.
9.3.4 Field Application
1. Apply the full scale bit model to field examples of runs or intervals known to have both
typical and exceptionally good or bad performance relative to expectations and evaluate
its relevance to understanding the field performance. The critically needed data includes
accurate measurements of ROP, rotary speed and downhole torque and weight on bit,
fluid density, depth, and at least basic lithology. Supplementary info would include
downhole rotary speed, pump rate and pressure, fluid rheology and type, bit
size/type/model/cutter type (standard, polished, chamfered, size, redundancy)/back rake
angle/bit grading (wear, damage, balling), nozzle sizes, comprehensive formation
lithology (e.g. gamma ray, SP and sonic logs, and ideally any knowledge of compressive
strength, clay content, porosity, permeability, and internal friction angle).
2. Consider which of the potential causes for slow ROP in the sampled intervals are
possible. Evaluate which of the diagnostic symptoms developed in chapters 6-8
correspond to the symptoms observed in these intervals.
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3. Analyze the bit and the cuttings samples from the slow ROP intervals for any indication
of balling or other dysfunctions. Perform macro, micro, and/or nano scale analysis on the
cuttings samples if potentially helpful in identifying and understanding the cause of slow
ROP.
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APPENDIX I
ANALYSIS OF SHALE FIELD CUTTINGS (MORE RESULTS)
Field cuttings in water base mud
14340-14370 ft
Average ROP in this section was 15-25 ft/hr with the same bit and drilling fluid as the
previous section. However, the faction of sand in the formation was greater having 20-30% sand,
20-30% siltstone, and about 50% shale. A major difference between cuttings in this and previous
section was having a large volume of chunks of broken rock (Fig. A.1) that was not seen in the
previous section. Shale cuttings in this section are described as hard and brittle with a silty
texture. These cuttings were not analyzed in a smaller scale.

Fig. A.1–Water base mud cuttings from depths 14340-14370 ft
15420-15450 ft
This section was drilled with a 14 ¾” PDC bit and 11.0 ppg water base mud at an average
ROP of 10 ft/hr where 80% of the lithology was shale and siltstone and sand made the other
20%. Shale cuttings in this section are described as mainly soft and wedge like having clayey to
very silty texture. Fig. A.2 shows both very small ribbons and bigger accumulations of cuttings
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recovered from this depth. One of the ribbon samples (Sample B) were photographed under the
microscope (Fig. A.3).

Sample B

Fig. A.2–Water base mud cuttings from depths 15420-15450 ft
Ribbon sample B was 0.15” long and 0.14” wide. A layered structure can be seen on both
sides of this sample similar to previous sample in water base mud. Nevertheless, the layers are
thinner in this sample. Traces of a white material, about 0.005” (0.127 µm) think, can be seen in
front of the ribbon that may be barite particles from the drilling fluid.

Fig. A.3–Back (left) and front (right) of sample B
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15480-15510 ft
The average ROP in this section was 10-12 ft/hr where the formation is mainly shale with
about 10% siltstone. Mud logger described cutting samples in this depth as “blocky with slight
irregular curved fracture” with clayey or smooth texture. In addition to very small size ribbons,
big clumps of accumulated cuttings were recovered in this section (Fig. A.4). It is not obvious
whether they formed on or around the bit or during the transfer of cuttings from bottom of the
hole to the surface.

Fig. A.4–Water base mud cuttings from depths 15480-15510 ft
15570-15600 ft
Similar shape ribbons (Fig. A.5) were recovered about 100 ft below the previous depth
where bit, drilling fluid, operating condition, and the lithology were the same. In addition to the
ribbons, fairly big chunks of cuttings were recovered which is not obvious if they are drilled with
the bit or they are carvings from the wellbore.
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Fig. A.5–Water base mud cuttings from depths 15570-15600 ft

Field cuttings in oil base mud
15810-15840 ft
This section of the well was drilled in a lithology of 100% shale with 10 5/8” PDC bit
and 12.5 ppg oil base mud at average 32 ft/hr ROP. The cuttings are described by mud logger as
brittle with smooth and rarely silty textures that were very waxy when wet. Ribbons in oil base
mud (Fig. A.6) were much bigger than those in water base mud. The smooth side of the ribbon
that supposedly extruded up the face of cutter was like a polished surface while the other side of
ribbon was jagged. Furthermore, the apparent layers on the jagged side of the ribbons were
generally thicker and the average distances between the tip of the layers and the uniform body of
the ribbons were generally larger in oil base mud than in water base mud. In addition to ribbons,
few chunks of broken rock were also found in the sample.
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Fig.A.6–Oil base mud cuttings from depths 15810-15840 ft

15900-15930 ft
Fig. A.7 shows similar shape cuttings for the same bit, drilling fluid, operating
conditions, and lithology as previous section. The ribbon sample C shown in this picture was
0.5” long and 0.45” wide. Microscopic picture of this ribbon shows accumulation of barite
particle between the layers on the jagged side of the ribbon (Fig. A.8). In addition, small sublayers can be seen within the bigger layers. It is not clear whether these sub-layers are due to
layered nature of the shale or they are shear planes of broken lamellae.

Sample C

Fig.A.7–Oil base mud cuttings from depths 15900-15930 ft
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Fig. A.8–Microscopic image of Sample C
18870-18900 ft
High Density EDS images

Fig. A.9–EDS image of the sample D (1)
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Fig. A.10–EDS image of the sample D (2)

Fig. A.11–EDS image of the sample D (3)
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Fig. A.12–EDS image of the sample D (4)

Fig. A.13–EDS image of the sample D (5)
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Fig. A.14–EDS image of the sample D (6)
19570-19580 ft
Cross section 3
This cross section has some similarity and some dissimilarity with the previous cross
sections. Figs. A.15-A.18 are different images from this cross section that have been sorted
according to their resolution from 302.2 nm to 30.05 nm per pixel. Additional features that can
be seen in this cross section are very dark spots that may show existence of big cracks/pores plus
more dark gray material that are mostly connected.
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Fig. A.15–SEM image of cross section 3 (302.2 nm/pixel)

Fig. A.16–SEM image of cross section 3 (120.8 nm/pixel)
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Fig. A.17–SEM image of cross section 3 (79.87 nm/pixel)

Fig. A.18–SEM image of cross section 3 (30.05 nm/pixel)
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APPENDIX II
PERMISSIONS TO PUBLISH DATA
Rushmore Reviews
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Baker Hughes

209

Pennington

210

Chevron

211

Ingrain
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American Rock Mechanics Association (ARMA)
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Terra Tek
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